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ICNS 2020

Forward

The Sixteenth International Conference on Networking and Services (ICNS 2020) continued
a series of events targeting general networking and services aspects in multi-technologies
environments. Ubiquitous services, next generation networks, inter-provider quality of service,
GRID networks and services, and emergency services and disaster recovery were also
considered.

IPv6, the Next Generation of the Internet Protocol, has seen over the past years
tremendous activity related to its development, implementation and deployment. Its
importance is unequivocally recognized by research organizations, businesses and governments
worldwide. To maintain global competitiveness, governments are mandating, encouraging or
actively supporting the adoption of IPv6 to prepare their respective economies for the future
communication infrastructures. In the United States, government’s plans to migrate to IPv6 has
stimulated significant interest in the technology and accelerated the adoption process. Business
organizations are also increasingly mindful of the IPv4 address space depletion and see within
IPv6 a way to solve pressing technical problems. At the same time, the IPv6 technology
continues to evolve beyond IPv4 capabilities. Communications equipment manufacturers and
applications developers are actively integrating IPv6 in their products based on market
demands.

IPv6 creates opportunities for new and more scalable IP based services while representing
a fertile and growing area of research and technology innovation. The efforts of successful
research projects, progressive service providers deploying IPv6 services and enterprises led to a
significant body of knowledge and expertise. It is the goal of this workshop to facilitate the
dissemination and exchange of technology and deployment related information, to provide a
forum where academia and industry can share ideas and experiences in this field that could
accelerate the adoption of IPv6. The workshop brings together IPv6 research and deployment
experts that will share their work. The audience will hear the latest technological updates and
will be provided with examples of successful IPv6 deployments; it will be offered an opportunity
to learn what to expect from IPv6 and how to prepare for it.

Packet Dynamics refers broadly to measurements, theory and/or models that describe the
time evolution and the associated attributes of packets, flows or streams of packets in a
network. Factors impacting packet dynamics include cross traffic, architectures of intermediate
nodes (e.g., routers, gateways, and firewalls), complex interaction of hardware resources and
protocols at various levels, as well as implementations that often involve competing and
conflicting requirements.

Parameters such as packet reordering, delay, jitter and loss that characterize the delivery of
packet streams are at times highly correlated. Load-balancing at an intermediate node may, for
example, result in out-of-order arrivals and excessive jitter, and network congestion may
manifest as packet losses or large jitter. Out-of-order arrivals, losses, and jitter in turn may lead
to unnecessary retransmissions in TCP or loss of voice quality in VoIP.
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With the growth of the Internet in size, speed and traffic volume, understanding the impact
of underlying network resources and protocols on packet delivery and application performance
has assumed a critical importance. Measurements and models explaining the variation and
interdependence of delivery characteristics are crucial not only for efficient operation of
networks and network diagnosis, but also for developing solutions for future networks.

Local and global scheduling and heavy resource sharing are main features carried by Grid
networks. Grids offer a uniform interface to a distributed collection of heterogeneous
computational, storage and network resources. Most current operational Grids are dedicated
to a limited set of computationally and/or data intensive scientific problems.

Optical burst switching enables these features while offering the necessary network
flexibility demanded by future Grid applications. Currently ongoing research and achievements
refers to high performance and computability in Grid networks. However, the communication
and computation mechanisms for Grid applications require further development, deployment
and validation.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICNS 2020 technical
program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the
authors who dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to ICNS 2020. We truly
believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality
contributions. We also thank the members of the ICNS 2020 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics of this event.
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Abstract—Today’s indoor navigational systems are more and 

more in demand, commonly used for applications such as 

smart cities, robots and visually impaired people. As far as 

outdoor navigation is concerned, the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) technology is still one of the most (if not the 

most) commonly used approaches. Even though it is still 

considered an ideal solution for navigating in outdoor areas, 

challenges and problems arise when GPS is considered for 

navigation inside buildings due to obstacles (e.g., shopping 

malls, hospitals, etc.) and because signals cannot be absorbed 

by the building walls. To tackle the aforementioned issue, other 

technologies have emerged aimed at indoor navigation, such as 

Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi), Bluetooth and sensors. This paper’s 

contribution is towards indoor navigation and, more 

specifically, it targets designing and developing a tracking and 

navigation system aimed at people that experience difficulties 

in indoor orientation using a wearable device. The user takes 

direction from the wearable device for the indoor orientation 

through voice commands helping him to avoid obstacles. The 

central part of the system is a device that provides the ability to 

navigate and find a route by voice commands, based on the 

device's location and orientation capabilities. 

Keywords-GuideMe; indoor navigation; trilateration; 

pathfinding; UWB; BLE: people with special needs. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Undoubtedly, there is an increasing demand for efficient 
indoor navigation systems, demand that mainly derives from 
smart cities, robots and visually impaired people, only to 
name a few. As far as outdoor navigation and pathfinding are 
concerned, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is still 
considered among the most commonly used technologies. 
Yet, this is only efficiently applicable in outdoor locations, 
because when indoor navigation comes into play, issues do 

rise. Of course, indoor navigation is very important to us and 
has many applications for humans and robots. Two of the 
most common issues that arise are a) the fact that physical 
obstacles inside building cannot be labeled as obstacles from 
the GPS and b) the fact that signals cannot be absorbed by 
walls inside buildings. Multiple floors, rooms and obstacles 
inside each and every indoor area pose a major problem. 
Additionally, the inability to use the GPS technology inside 
buildings makes indoor navigation more complicated, for 
reasons already explained above [1]. 

On the good side, many recent studies have been and are 
still conducted in order to make indoor navigation more 
effective and efficient. The direct need for new applications 
and technologies that can efficiently tackle such issues can 
luckily be covered by other available indoor navigation 
technologies that do exist nowadays, such as Wireless-
Fidelity (Wi-Fi), Bluetooth and sensors. 

This paper provides the design and development of a 
tracking and navigation system for people with special needs 
for indoor locations. In its core, the system consists of a 
device that provides the ability to navigate and route by 
voice commands, based on the device's location and 
orientation capabilities. This device shall be connected to the 
server via the user's mobile phone (android). The overall 
system (when completed) will consist of the following 
components: 

• Equipment permanently installed in selected areas. 
• A cloud server that will synchronize and coordinate 

the various parts, store information about the 
facilities and users, and will be responsible for the 
accounting and invoicing parts. 

• Portable devices. 
• Software that will run on smartphones. 

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2020.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-786-3
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the motivation behind our work. Section III 
provides a literature review of other current works on this 
subject. Section IV addresses the system’s architecture 
whereas Section V goes into finer details in regard to the 
proposed algorithms for positioning and navigating in indoor 
spaces. Finally, Section VI summarizes our main findings 
and conclusions and suggests probable future work. The 
acknowledgement and conclusions close the article. 

II. MOTIVATION 

Blindness is the condition of lacking visual perception 
due to physiological or neurological factors. Blind people 
face many problems in everyday life. They always depend 
on others. They cannot move easily from one place to 
another without help from others.  

According to the World Health Organization, the 
following are the key facts regarding blindness and vision 
impairment [2]: 

• Globally, at least 2.2 billion people have a vision 
impairment or blindness, of whom at least 1 billion 
have a vision impairment that could have been 
prevented or has yet to be addressed. 

• This 1 billion people include those with moderate or 
severe distance vision impairment or blindness due 
to unaddressed refractive error, as well as near 
vision impairment caused by unaddressed 
presbyopia. 

• Globally, the leading causes of vision impairment 
are uncorrected refractive errors and cataracts. 

• The majority of people with vision impairment are 
over the age of 50 years. 

The motivation of the GuideMe project [3] is to provide 
guidance and security for out-of-home travel. The central 
part of the system is a portable device that provides the 
ability to route and navigate by voice commands. The 
instructions will be based on the device's location and 
orientation capabilities. The device will be connected to the 
server via the user's mobile phone. The solution is built 
around a discreet portable device capable of indoor 
localization with an accuracy of 10 cm using Ultra-wideband 
(UWB) technology. The device can also determine the 
orientation, receive voice commands, and transmit voice 
instructions.  

The motivation of the paper is to improve two areas of 
social life of the blind people and people with special needs 
in general: convenience and security. Specifically, with the 
use of the proposed system, users will feel more comfortable 
visiting public places, such as airports, shopping malls, 
stations, etc. as they will be guided by the system to reach 
their destination. At the same time, in case of emergencies 
involving both the user (accidents) and the building (fire, 
earthquake, etc.), the system will inform the users of the 
exact location of the users, whilst also guiding them to the 
nearest exit. The ultimate goal is to increase the presence of 
the population with mobility or other problems in buildings 
by 20%. 

III. RELATED WORK 

There are several studies concerning indoor positioning 
techniques and systems. Previous works focus on the need to 
study the general way of positioning and then they propose 
algorithms and methods for indoor positioning. Daramouskas 
et al. [4] study methods for location estimation on Low 
Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN). They also present 
Multilateration, Trilateration and Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) algorithm, according to previous 
research, which constitute the three most commonly used 
methods to calculate the location of a moving object, based 
on distance measurements. Choliz et al. [5], gather all 
existing algorithms for UWB positioning and tracking 
systems and evaluate the performance in a realistic interior 
scenario. Next, Krishnaveni et al. [6] present an overview of 
indoor positioning based on UWB technology.  

In the literature on positioning, machine learning 
algorithms are widely used to estimate position. Some of the 
machine learning algorithms used in indoor positioning are 
presented in [7]. Liu et al. [8], present a summary table with 
a comparison of recent systems and provide solutions about 
current wireless indoor positioning systems. Α survey of the 
latest indoor positioning technologies is provided by Alarifi 
et al. [9], who analyze UWB technologies with an analysis of 
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT). 
Unlike previous studies, Al-Ammar et al. [10] present new 
taxonomies and review some major recent advances on 
indoor positioning techniques. Finally, in [11], Mahida et al. 
deal with various positioning enabled wireless technologies 
and algorithms used in realistic scenarios to provide indoor 
navigation. 

As far as indoor navigation is concerned, there exists a 
variety of significant work for people with special needs. 
More specifically, giving emphasis in works of the last years, 
we have found several similar approaches. Kishore et al. [12] 
provided a comprehensive solution for indoor public 
transport for people with disabilities. Beacons (small low-
power devices, which are increasingly gaining recognition 
and application in malls and airports) were placed indoors 
and transmitted signals to the cell phone sensors via 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology. Cheraghi et al. 
[13], BLE beacons-based indoor navigation was developed 
under the name GuideBeacon, where simulations showed 
that the GuideBeacon application reduces the time it takes 
for a disabled person to cross an unknown indoor area by 
30%-50% and reduced the required distance they have to 
walk by at least 50%. Link et al. [14] suggested a system 
called FootPath, which obtains a geographic map from 
OpenStreetMap. After downloading the geographic map, the 
system uses the accelerometer and compass on the user's 
phone to calculate and detect the user's steps. The results 
showed that the FootPath system is very accurate to assist 
users with disabilities and indoors.  

Megalingam et al. [15], proposed a system to find the 
best route for wheelchair users based on minimal changes in 
direction. The algorithm suggested is called Location-Aware 
and Remembering Navigation (LARN) and it depends on 
Dijkstra's algorithm to find the optimal path. The study 

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2020.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-786-3
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carried out in [16] introduced a new method for dynamically 
changing the navigation path indoors. The proposed 
algorithm was named FPP and combined its internal path 
information and interior information. The FPP algorithm was 
compared with those of Dijkstra and Elastic and the results 
showed that FPP can provide the shortest route for in-house 
navigation faster than the other two algorithms. Goel, et al. 
[17], studied indoor navigation in order to reduce the time 
required for a user to get to its destination, using algorithm 
A*. The first section of the paper was devoted to a detailed 
presentation of A* algorithm, while in the second one, the 
authors successfully demonstrated why the A* algorithm is 
better than Dijkstra algorithm for indoor navigation with 
barriers. Comparing A* and Dijkstra for indoor navigation, 
A* achieves better results through heuristic searches and 
delivers better results faster. 

Following the previous studies, in this section we will 
present similar projects to GuideMe. Indoo.rs and San 
Francisco International Airport worked together to create an 
app for visually impaired passengers. The Entrepreneurship-
in-Residence (EIR) project is an Edwin M. Lee collaboration 
with the White House and other San Francisco business 
partners. At the beginning of 2014, they chose to help the 
San Francisco Airport (SFO) create a tool to assist blind and 
visually impaired travelers [18]. Recommendation ITU-T 
F.921 [19] sets out how audio-based network navigation 
systems can be designed to ensure that they are dedicated 
and responsive to the needs of people with visual 
impairments. The aim is to provide network visual system 
designers with the audio data they need in the early stages of 
development to anticipate and overcome any constraints and 
obstacles that prevent vision impaired users from making full 
use of the built environment. The purpose of [20] was to 
implement a module-based application developed in the 
context of preliminary projects for the mobile mass market. 
Through an appropriate user interface that responds to the 
needs of the visually impaired, the blind user should be able 
to use public transport independently in a secure manner and 
navigate complex public transport terminals. The system 
combines real-time communication to and from public 
transport vehicles with precise positioning and guidance 
while it also provides additional navigation assistance.  

INK 2016: Indoor Navigation and Communication in 
ÖPNV for blind and visually impaired people [21] combines 
real-time communication to and from public transport 
vehicles with precise positioning and guidance and has 
additional video call navigation assistance where the person 
can communicate with a professional operator. Arikovani 
UK’s WeWalk, Imperial College London, Astra Terra and 
the Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB) will 
cooperate to mitigate indoor wayfinding challenges by 
developing an indoor navigation system that is both reliable 
and fully accessible for visually impaired people and anyone 
that may struggle to navigate the built environment [22]. 
Project Ways4all [23] is a new personalized indoor 
navigation system that can increase public transport 
accessibility for all passengers and especially the visually 
impaired, who will be able to access public transport and the 
necessary up-to-date traffic information in a very simplified 

way. Finally, Project “Using An Integrated Techniques for 
Developing Indoor Navigation Systems to Allow the Blind 
and Visually Impaired People to Reach Precise Objects” [24] 
uses a set of different technologies (WIFI, Bluetooth, and 
RFID) to help the user reach a micro element in the 
navigated environment. It constitutes an intelligent interface 
for precise indoor navigation for blind and visually impaired 
people using a smart phone. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In this project, the main component is a small wearable 
that helps in the user’s positioning through UWB 
technology. This technology provides very accurate 
positioning, up to 10 cm divergence. This device, apart from 
the ability to locate the user, can also determine the 
orientation of the user, receive voice commands, and 
transmit voice instructions to guide the visually impaired 
people. 

Specifically, as it is shown in Figure 1, in our proposed 
system, our smart device can communicate to anchors via 
UWB technology, in order to locate the user. This device has 
the ability to provide route and navigation information to the 
user via voice commands. The anchors are calculating and 
measuring the distance between the user and the anchor. The 
distance data (between the user and the anchors), is 
transferred to a local server in order to measure the exact 
position and run positioning algorithms, that in our case will 
be trilateration. The positioning algorithms are described in 
the Section V. Furthermore, there is a remote server that has 
a map of the building. This remote server, having the details 
of the building and the position of the user and the 
destination of the user, can provide guidance to the user by 
giving directions. The directions are given by the smartphone 
to the user through wireless headphones, using voice 
commands. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Overview of the proposed architecture. 

As far as the wearable device is concerned, the processor 
that is chosen is the module made by Econais, the EC32L13 
[25]. The EC32L13 is a 32-bit processor of the product 
family STM32 processors. This processors in this family of 
processors are energy efficient, in order to expand the battery 
life. A WiFi module is also integrated into the wearable 
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device. For the connectivity through UWB, we have chosen 
the module DWM1000 of Decawave. 

In Figure 2, we present the general architecture of the 
wearable device. The device consists of some sensors such 
as, the magnetometer and accelerometer sensors, the UWB 
module, the WiFi module, the Main Computing Unit, which 
in our case is the EC32L13 and module for the battery 
management as well, in order to expand the battery life as 
long as possible. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Overview of the device's architecture. 

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

In this section, we will present our indoor positioning 
algorithms and the indoor navigation algorithm we used and 
integrated in our system.  

A. Indoor Positioning 

As far as indoor positioning is concerned, as part of the 
GuideMe project, it was decided to implement the 
trilateration algorithm that combines simple implementation 
and sufficiently precise positioning beyond the project 
requirements.  

 

Figure 3.  Represenation of trilateration. 

The trilateration algorithm is a fairly common and easy to 
understand algorithm and is used extensively in various 
applications. Also, the DW 1000 module used in the project 
supports Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA), a method that 
gives a very good distance estimation. The high data rate and 
speed of the UWB can reach 100 Megabits per second 
(Mbps), which makes it a good solution for indoor 

positioning. Thus, the trilateration algorithm can give a very 
good estimate of the user's position. The logic that is 
followed is: for each anchor the user communicates with, a 
circle is created with its center being the position of the user 
and the radius the distance between the user and the anchor. 
This should be done for at least 3 anchors. The point where 
the circles intersect is the location of the user. Before we 
begin the description of the implementation and the code, we 
give an image describing the three cases considered in the 
trilateration method, in Figure 3. In Algorithm 1, our 
approach of the localization of the user is described. 

 

Algorithm 1: Trilateration Algorithm for indoor positioning 

1: Class circle(point,radius){ 

2:      this.point=point; 

3:   } 

4:    function Locate(x1, y1,distance1, x2, y2,distance2, x3, 

y3,distance3){ 

5:      create circle objects; 

6:      circle_list={c1,c2,c3} 

7:     get_all_intersecting_points(circle_list); 

8:     center=Get_center_of_polygon(intersected_points_list); 

9:     } 

10:     function get_all_intersecting_points(circle_list){ 

11:     //intersecting points of every circle with the other circles 

12:   find_interecting_points_by_two_circle(circle(i),  

circle(k)); 

13:     } 

14:    function get_polygon_center(points){ 

15:           center = point(0, 0); 

16:           num = len(points)       

17:         for i in range(num){ 

18:             center.x += points[i].x 

19:             center.y += points[i].y 

         } 

20:         return center 

21:        } 

 

B. Indoor Navigation 

For the needs of the project, it was decided to use 
Algorithm A* for indoor navigation (based on [16], 
Algorithm A* is an optimal algorithm for indoor routing). 
Algorithm A* is a pathfinding algorithm that is widely used 
because of its completeness and optimum efficiency. In 
systems where navigation through barrier is required, A* is 
still the best solution for the majority of cases. This 
algorithm is based on structured graphs. It defines an initial 
node of the graph as a start node and attempts to find the 
path to the final node at minimum cost. The minimum cost 
does not necessarily have to do with the minimum number of 
moves, as it could e.g., UWB indicates the shortest path 
length. 

To implement the algorithm, a path tree is constructed 
that starts from the start node and extends the tree paths, one 
edge at a time, until the algorithm termination criterion is 
met. At each iteration, the set of paths to be expanded must 
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be specified, and to do so, the travel cost is used in 
conjunction with an estimate of the costs required to extend 
to the final node. Therefore, the algorithm will select that 
path that minimizes: 

 f(n) = g(n) + h(n) () 

where n is the next extension node in the graph, g(n) is the 
path cost from the original node to n and g(n) the cost of the 
minimum cost from the extension node n to the terminal 
node. The algorithm terminates when an acceptable 
extension is found from the start node to the terminal node, 
otherwise extensions to the node are not available. As for the 
efficiency of A*, as long as this algorithm never 
overestimates the actual cost to reach the terminal, then the 
returned path will always be of minimal cost. 

At the programming level of the algorithm, the Javascript 
library Easystar.js will be used [26]. Based on this library, 
we will first need to set a grid where the accepted values will 
be 0 or 1, depending on which cells are accessible and which 
are not (the matching can be done as we wish). Having 
defined which cells are accessible, by defining the (x,y) start 
and stop coordinate pairs, the path of algorithm A* can be 
calculated, if it exists. 

The pseudocode of algorithm A* is presented below (we 
accept the Wikipedia approach for the algorithm [27]): 

 

Algorithm 2: A* Algorithm for Indoor Navigation 

1: begin 

2:  function reconstruct_path(cameFrom, current) 

3:      total_path := {current} 

4:      while current in cameFrom.keys:  

5:          current := cameFrom[current] 

6:          total_path.prepend(current) 

7:     return total_path 

8:  function A_Star(start, goal, h) 

9:     openSet := {start} 

10:     cameFrom := an empty map 

11:     gScore := map with default value of Infinity 

12:     gScore[start] := 0 

13:     fScore := map with default value of Infinity 

14:     fScore[start] := h(start) 

15:     while openSet is not empty 

16:         current := the node in openSet having the lowest              

fScore[] value 

17:         if current = goal 

18:             return reconstruct_path(cameFrom, current) 

19:         openSet.Remove(current) 

20:         for each neighbor of current 

21:             tentative_gScore := gScore[current] + d(current, 

neighbor) 

22:             if tentative_gScore < gScore[neighbor] 

23:                 cameFrom[neighbor] := current 

24:                 gScore[neighbor] := tentative_gScore 

25:                 fScore[neighbor] := gScore[neighbor] + 

h(neighbor) 

26:                 if neighbor not in openSet 

27:                     openSet.add(neighbor) 

28:     return failure 

29: end 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This work refers to the project of GuideMe. The state of 
the art of existing approaches and the algorithms that were 
implemented to complete the project in terms of navigation 
and indoor routing were presented. By providing a wearable 
device, the project is contributing to indoor navigation and 
positioning assistance for people with difficulties. The user 
takes direction from the wearable device for the indoor 
orientation through voice commands that help with avoiding 
obstacles. This work is the basis of the next step of the 
project that relates to transmitting the correct instructions to 
the user using the information of the algorithms of the 
position of the mobile device as well as the path to follow 
through voice commands. Future work may include an 
extension of this current work by also covering outdoor areas 
through the application. 
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Abstract—Nowadays, mobile users need faster data speeds and 

more reliable service. The next generation of wireless networks 

5G pledges to commit that, and much more. Multiple-Input, 

Multiple-Output (ΜΙΜΟ) technology in 5G networks is studied 

in this paper, with emphasis on the achieved performance in 

terms of achieved Bandwidth. Multi-antenna technologies, such 

as MIMO, are anticipated to play a key role in 5G systems, as 

they will have to handle much higher speeds than today's 

cellular networks and greater network traffic. Specifically, we 

will refer to Massive MIMO (Ma-MIMO) technology. In this 

paper, a resource allocation mechanism is proposed from the 

Base Station (BS) to the available antennas, using the Knapsack 

Problem (KP) algorithm. Our goal is to evaluate user access 

throughput to the antennas and to study the case where the BS 

allocates resources, according to the channel rate it receives 

from each User Equipment (UE). The scenario executed is about 

serving the maximum number of UE connected to the BS, in 

high quality services. Finally, we simulate the results in 

MATLAB, in order to be able to evaluate the Quality of Service 

(QoS) that is provided to the UE by the BS, with the resource 

allocation technique that is proposed. 

Keywords-Massive MIMO; 5G; Knapsack Problem; wireless 

users; resource block. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Some of the main reasons that lead us to the direction of 
5G networks is the necessity for greater capacity, improved 
Data Rate (DR), decreased latency, massive device 
connectivity, lower cost and better Quality of Service (QoS) 
It is expected these days that around 2020, a new fifth 
generation of mobile networks (5G) is going to be developed. 
The 5G network is the next major generation of cellular 
mobile communications beyond the current 4G/IMT-
Advanced standards. It is anticipated to maintain a significant 
quantity of mobile data traffic and a really big number of 
wireless connections to deliver better cost and energy 
efficiency, as well as QoS in respect of communication delay, 
reliability, and security. In order to achieve that, five brand-
new technologies are designed, including millimeter waves, 
small cells, Massive MIMO (Ma-MIMO), full duplex, and 
beamforming. 

With a primary adjust of the proper systems that refer to 
both communication and localization, location-aware 
communication can be perceived and a huge number of 
Location Based Services can be supported. 5G networks have 
a superior transmission scheme named Beam Division 
Multiple Access (BDMA). This technology serves 
simultaneously multiple User Equipment (UE) via different 

beams. Considering the communication between the Base 
Station (BS) and the UE, an orthogonal beam is dispensed to 
each mobile user. In this way, the capacity of the system is 
increased, owing to the BDMA technique that divides the 
antenna beam conforming to the UE position [1]. 

Ma-MIMO technology is a key enabler and foundational 

component when it comes to creating the next generation of 

network standards. MIMO stands for Multiple-input 

multiple-output. It is characterized by wireless systems, that 

allow to transmit and receive simultaneously more than one 

data signal over the same radio channel. This is accomplished 

by using separate antennas in the transmit and receive end for 

each data signal. In our days, 4G BSs have a dozen ports for 

antennas that handle all cellular traffic. From those twelve, 

eight of them are for transmitters and four for receivers. On 

the contrary, 5G BSs can support about a hundred ports, 

which signifies that on a single array many more antennas can 

fit. 

In previous research work, a greedy–knapsack algorithm 

is proposed to analyze system performance. The authors of 

[2] evaluate UE that wait to be served. Then, they choose 

from a set of UE to maximize system performance in an 

optimal way, without exceeding the available bandwidth 

capacity in LTE networks. Other work like [3], remodel the 

number of transmit antennas as a Knapsack Problem (KP). 

Furthermore, the authors of [4] investigate the Signal-to-

Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) precoding for Ma-

MIMO systems, since they need to bring quality to a 

satisfactory level. Related work like [2][3][4], have explored 

the resource allocation technique using the KP formulation. 

In this paper, a resource allocation mechanism from the BS 

to the available antennas is proposed, using the KP algorithm. 

This algorithm is a different approach of MIMO technology, 

as it seeks to serve as many UE as possible, with the support 

of a great service level. Our goal is to evaluate user access 

throughput to the antennas and to study the case where the 

BS allocates resources, according to the channel rate it 

receives from each antenna. The scenario described is about 

serving the maximum number of UE connected to the BS 

whereas some UE are on limits of a cell. It is very important 

for the proposed mechanism to manage to serve these UE, 

achieving a satisfying level of QoS, in terms of achieved 

Bandwidth. The resource allocation mechanism is proposed 

in a Ma-MIMO system. However, the results presented, are 

based on calculations, using a smaller number of users at 
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every base station, in order to present the experiments 

effectively. Finally, we will simulate the proposed algorithm 

in MATLAB, in order to be able to evaluate if the UE’s 

requests are served in an optimal way. To achieve this, we 

apply the 0-1 Knapsack Algorithm in our implementation. 

The variations in the number of UE connected to the BS, 

interference and other simulation parameters, will also be 

analyzed. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

provides a thorough analysis of the System Model in Ma-

MIMO. Section III provides the proposed mechanism for the 

resource allocation. Section IV provides the simulation setup 

for our scenario. In Section V, we display and discuss the 

results from the simulation that evaluate our system model. 

Finally, in Section VI, we state our summarized conclusion 

for this paper and provide insights for future work. 

 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

MIMO is an antenna technology for wireless 

communication that uses multiple transmission and receiving 

antennas. The antennas at the source and the destination are 

unified to reduce errors and optimize data speed [5]. This 

technology offers enormous advantages with respect to 

energy efficiency, spectral efficiency, robustness and 

reliability [6]. MIMO specifically attributes to a practical 

technique for sending and receiving more than one data signal 

simultaneously over the same radio channel taking advantage 

of multipath propagation. In practice, the channel between 

the transmitter and receiver is estimated from orthogonal 

pilot sequences, which are limited by the coherence time of 

the channel [7]. 

Concerning Ma-MIMO technology, the term has been 

produced for using a much larger number of antennas per 

location. As reported by the authors of [6], the main idea is to 

use large antenna arrays at the BS to simultaneously serve 

many autonomous terminals. Ma-MIMO technology relies 

on a plain processing of signals from all the antennas at BS. 

Therefore, with more ports for antennas the BS can serve 

more UE at the same time and obtain better beamforming. 

This greatly improves the BS’s capacity and range. Still, 

using antenna panels covering 360 °, the classic antenna 

boundary problems can be avoided, since the BS (Ma-

MIMO) can thus be adapted in the optimal way to the UE’s 

movement in different directions. Moreover, the antenna 

arrays can be located in different positions at each BS, which 

then allows for optimal transmission of signals from different 

antenna locations. 

As pointed out by the authors of [8][9] and the authors of 

[10] consider a Ma-MIMO network with K links using the 

same time–frequency resource, ending up in co-channel 

interference. Therefore, the target link k receives data that 

constitute an additive combination of required signal, 

interference, and noise. They use scalars xk to declare the 

transmitted signals by the k-th link’s transmitter and they 

depicted the received signal, yk, at user k, as: 

 

𝑦𝑘  = 𝑟𝑘
+ 𝐻𝑘,𝑘

+  𝑡𝑘 𝑥𝑘 + ∑ 𝑟𝑘
+𝐾

𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑘 𝐻𝑘,𝑖
+  𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖  +  𝑟𝑘

+ 𝑛𝑘   

 

(1) 

where tk represents the M × 1 precoding vector and rk is a 

N × 1 beamforming vector. Finally, nk represents the 

Gaussian noise vector at the receiver, while Hk,i is the M × N 

channel state matrix from receiver k to transmitter i. 

More research has been done in order to achieve a better 

resource allocation regarding the DownLink (DL) network. 

In [2], a greedy–knapsack algorithm is presented to estimate 

UE, which are waiting for scheduling. Then, they choose an 

optimal set of UE in order to maximize the performance of 

the system. Certainly, this needs to be done without 

exceeding the disposable bandwidth capacity in LTE 

networks. Furthermore, as presented in [3], so as to produce 

a service with an achievable quality, the number of the 

antennas at the source required, is determined by modifying 

it as a KP. Also, the BS transmits a signal vector with 

beamforming and is clarified in [3]. Moreover, in [4] the 

authors express the receiving signal of user k in cell j, as well 

as the DL SINR in a Ma-MIMO system and according to 

them, the DL SINR of user k in cell j is expressed as:  

 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗,𝑘 = 
|𝑓𝑗 𝑘

𝑗
  𝑎𝑗 𝑘| 2

1+ ∑ ∑ |𝑓
𝑗 𝑘 
𝑗

 𝑎𝑗 𝑘| 2𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐼
𝑖=1,𝑖≠𝑗

 

 

 

(2) 

where 𝑞𝑖𝑘 is DL transmission signals and I = E [𝑞𝑖𝑘  𝑞𝑖𝑘
𝐻 ]. 

Also, 𝑎𝑗𝑘  is the precoding matrix and 𝑓𝑗𝑘
𝑗

 is the channel 

matrix from the base station of cell j to UE k of cell j. Based 

on the research of the above authors, we will present an 

optimal Knapsack algorithm for resource allocation from the 

BS to UE and evaluate user access throughput.  

In MIMO systems, multiple refers to the streams that the 

source sends by multiple transmit antennas. These streams go 

through a matrix channel, which is composed of all Nt, Nr 

paths between the Nt and Nr. Nt stands for all the antennas at 

the transmitter and Nr stands for all the antennas at the 

receiver. Then, the received signal vectors reach to the 

destination. Likewise, this happens through the multiple 

receive antennas and it decodes the received signal vectors 

into the prototype information. A narrowband flat fading 

MIMO system is modelled by the authors of [11] as: 

 

y = Hx + n (3) 

where y and x are the receive and transmit vectors 

respectively. H refers to the channel matrix and n represents 

the noise vector. 

In our case UE connects to a Macro Cell BS for DL asking 

for a DR that can be provided by a BS, based on DL SINR. 

In our research, for two UE that are located within the same 

cell we suppose that there is no interference between them, as 

they can be equally delegated to non-interfering sets or 

Resource Block (RB). RB is a flexible resource structure, 

where the time-frequency spectrum is split into orthogonal 

RBs [12]. First, DR is computed as: 
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DR = 𝐵𝑅𝐵 ∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗,𝑖) 
 

(4) 

 

where BRB corresponds to the bandwidth of a specific RB 

and SINRj,i is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio 

between UE j and BS i. DR is the data rate for the whole 

system and is equal to the Macro Cell data rate. This helps to 

achieve higher spectral efficiency. The number of RBs that a 

UE (suppose UEj) demands from a particular BS aiming at a 

desired rate, is computed below: 

 

𝑅𝑗,𝑖  = [
𝑔𝑖

𝐵𝑅𝐵∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1+ 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗,𝑖)
] 

 

(5) 

 

where gj corresponds to the UE throughput demands and 

DRj refers to the desired Data Rate for the UEj. 

 

III. PROPOSED MECHANISM 

Figure 1 represents the topology of the 5G network we will 
perform. In order to get a better estimate of the results, our 
suggested scenario is depicted below. 
 

 

Figure 1.  Topology of 5G network. 

A. Scenario 

We study the case where the maximum number of UE 

connected to the BS is optimally served. The scenario is 
depicted in cell i and cell j, where each BS serves more UE at 
the same time and obtains better beamforming. Later in our 
simulations we will explain the QoS provided to the UE. This 
scenario concerns the case of a number of UE who need to be 
served, whereas some others are located at the limit of a cell, 
as UE in cell l, who can be served by the BS of either cell i, 
cell j, or cell l. Obviously, the decision on which BS will serve 
that UE located at the limits, will be taken using the Knapsack 
Algorithm approach. In this way, we try to improve existing 
solutions from previous research that use the KP formulation, 
aiming at achieving a high level of QoS for all UE.  

 

B. Knapsack Problem (KP) 

For the purpose of reaching a satisfying level of QoS, in 
our approach we apply the 0-1 Knapsack Algorithm. The KP 
is an implementation of combinatorial optimization. 
Considering a set of objects, each with weight (𝑤𝑖) and value 
(𝑣𝑖), it determines the number of each object in a collection so 
that the total weight is less than or equal to a given threshold 
(W) and the total value is as high as possible. Given a set of 
items (suppose n items) we want to maximize our profit [13]: 

 
 

∑ 𝑈𝑖𝑋𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1   

 

(6) 

We assume that we have a bag that can hold a set of m (m 
< n) item. For each item we define a variable Xi. With this 
said, we set Xi = 1, when an item belongs in the set of selected 
items, or Xi = 0, when an item is not chosen. Apparently, 
according to the previous equation (6), for our set of selected 
items: 

 
∑ 𝑈𝑖𝑋𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  ≤ W 

 

(7) 

Ui  represents the value of the item in the knapsack and W 
represents the knapsack's capacity. Thus, the goal is to 
maximize the sum of the values of the items, so that the sum 
of the weights, is less than or equal to the knapsack's limited 
space (W). We study the case of a resource allocation 
technique using the KP algorithm, from the BS to the available 
antennas. The main goal is to evaluate user access throughput 
to the antennas. Every BS has the same threshold (W) and is 
ready to serve the UE. Three variables are considered. The 
number of BS in our topology scheme, the number of UE and 
a counter for the total weight. As the BSs are allocated with 
equal RB (W) and while the counter for the total weight is 
lower or equal to the given threshold (W), we check the weight 
and value for each UE. There are two actions that take place. 
First of all we have to check that UE’s weight (𝑤𝑖) is less than 
the given threshold and if so, we add the value of this UE (𝑣𝑖) 
to a list. Obviously, if UE’s weight (𝑤𝑖) is greater than the 
given threshold, we reject that UE right away and continue to 
the next UE. Next, each BS checks the list and allocates RB 
to all the UE that have the smallest 𝑣𝑖, until the counter is less 
or equal than W.  

More specifically, for our KP, 𝑤𝑖  is considered as the 
bandwidth that the UE needs and 𝑣𝑖 , as the distance of the UE 
from the BS. Moreover, in our KP we define (Xi) and Xi = 1, 
when a UE belongs in the list or Xi = 0, when a UE is not 
selected. Therefore, our mechanism is trying to serve the 
biggest number of UE with the minimum distance from the 
BS, in an optimal performance. Although the results presented 
depict calculations, in which a smaller number of users was 
used at every base station, the resource allocation mechanism 
is proposed in a Ma-MIMO system. 
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Figure 2.  Proposed Algorithm 

 
Considering the proposed mechanism and based on the 

System Model that was presented above, in the next Section 
we will describe each parameter needed for the results. 

 

IV. SIMULATION SETUP 

In this Section, each parameter needed for the simulations 
that will be executed in MATLAB is described, while the 
simulations are given in the next Section.  

The air interface defined by the 3rd Generation 
Partnership Project (3GPP) for 5G is known as New Radio 
(NR). Frequency bands for 5G NR are divided into two 
different frequency ranges. Frequency Range 1 (FR1) below 
6 GHz and Frequency Range 2 (FR2), each with different 
capabilities. According to the authors of [14], the range of 
channel bandwidth defined for FR2 is 50 MHz up to 400 
MHz, with two-channel aggregation supported in 3GPP 
Release 15. Frequencies of up to 300 GHz are used in 5G 
systems. The higher the frequency, the greater the ability to 
support high data transfer speeds without interfering with 
other wireless signals or becoming very cluttered. We will 
now describe in Table I all the parameters needed for our 
mechanism.  

TABLE I.  DEFAULT PARAMETERS 

Parameter Setting 

COST Hata Model Macro Cells 

Network Deployment 19 Macro Cells 

Transmission MIMO 

UE Distribution Uniform Distribution 

Number of UE (K) 100/200/500/1000 

DL Bandwidth in BS 400 MHz 

Parameter Setting 

UL Bandwidth in UE 
(50-400 MHz) – randomly 

generated 

 
In our simulations we consider an area that consists of 19 

Macro Cells (omni directional with an inter-site distance of 
375m), as shown below in Figure 3. Macro Cells are used in 
suburban, city and rural areas. Regarding the simulation 
deployment scenario, our simulation network contains a 
different number of UE (K). We will model its performance 
for K UE. First, we consider a BS that has a total Bandwidth 
of 400MHz (W) and there are 100 UE that need to be served. 
Then, we consider a BS that has a total Bandwidth of 400MHz 
(W) and there are 200 UE that need to be served. We also 
consider a BS that again has a total Bandwidth of 400MHz 
(W) and there are 500 UE that need to be served. Finally, we 
consider a BS that has a total Bandwidth of 400MHz (W) and 
there are 1000 UE that need to be served. In each example, the 
distance of the UE from the BS is estimated (𝑣𝑖), whereas in 
each example the demands for bandwidth from each UE differ 
(𝑤𝑖) and are randomly generated.  

 

 

Figure 3.  MATLAB simulated network. 

Macro cells are depicted in Figure 3 as black triangles, 
whereas UE are depicted as red crosses. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this Section, we analyze our experiments for multi-cell 
systems with random UE positions. In the simulations 
executed in MATLAB, we used every parameter described 
above and the results are given below. The figures given 
below are from our simulations with 100 UE, while the DL 
Bandwidth in each BS is 400 MHz and the DL Bandwidth in 
each UE, is randomly generated in the interval [50-400 MHz]. 
Note that our Network Deployment is 19 Macro Cells but in 
Figure 3, UE are distributed in 7 Macro Cells. Nevertheless, 
the proposed mechanism is applied to our COST Hata Model, 
which includes 19 Macro Cells. These values were chosen for 
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our parameters, in order to present the experiments in a better 
way.   

To start with, the simulated network is described. We 
consider 100 UE that demand resources of our network. All 
UE are randomly generated with a personalized chance of 
appearing inside our area of interest that is served from a 
Macro Cell. Moreover, in the UpLink (UL) network, all UE 

have their personalized demands for Bandwidth that ranges 
from 50 – 400 MHz. As for the DL network, the Bandwidth is 
equal at all BS at 400MHz.    

Concerning the simulation of our experiments, our 

simulated network with 100 UE, is depicted in Figure 3. Each 

UE’s position is random and we simulated our experiments 

for a different number of UE. In this way, we create the value 

of distance between each UE and all the BSs. The signal 

power that the BS sends is proportional to the reciprocal 

distance between each UE and the BS. That is the reason why 

all active UE receive a signal power with the same intensity. 

The authors of [15] refer to this method as power control, 

supposing that the signal power that the BS sends changes 

continually, proportionally to the requirement. Following the 

above information, in Figure 4, the number of UE that 

normally connects to each BS, is presented with different 

colors, according to the minimum distance between them.   

 

Figure 4.  Number of UEs connected to the BS according to minimum 

distance. 

Foremost, if the BS is transmitting data to the UE with a 
target SNR, the transmitted signal designed is based on the 
distance between the BS and the UE. To be more specific, if 
the distance between the Macro Cell and the UE is small, then 
the Macro Cell is capable of satisfying the target SNR. What 
is more, it performs that with a small transmit power. In other 
words, the signal that the Macro Cell sends includes some 
details about the distance between the Macro Cell and the UE 
[16]. In Figure 4, we can clearly see what the topology scheme 
shows us in Figure 3. More particularly, Figure 4 shows us 
exactly in which Macro Cell each UE will connect, under 
normal conditions. That means each UE’s distance from each 

BS is computed and therefore we know which BS will serve 
the UE, according to the minimum distance between them.  

Furthermore, in our experiments we continued applying 
the KP formulation to our mechanism and the three 
parameters needed were defined. Considering a number of UE 
as our set of objects, each of them has its demands for 
bandwidth, which is shown below as each UE’s weight. The 
minimum distance for each UE was also defined, which 
determines the value. Finally, the total Bandwidth in each BS 
is 400 MHz and constitutes the given threshold. Our goal is to 
find the best Knapsack. Given a set of UE we want to 
maximize our profit, which in our case means that the best 
total value is a sum of all the values that are included in the 
KP. Hence, this can be considered as a small modification to 
the KP, because in this occasion, the value parameter is 
defined as the minimum distance between each UE and the 
BS. The bandwidth of each UE (𝑤𝑖) and the total Bandwidth 
of every BS (W), are shown below in Figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 5.  Number of each UE’s weight connected to BS with total weight 

of 400MHz. 

Finally, after our KP formulation and the resource 
allocation, Figure 6 presents the values of the best possible 
Knapsack in each BS. The value of the best possible Knapsack 
is computed as the sum of all the minimum distances of the 
UE that can be served by the BS, based on their weights that 
is each UE’s quantity for bandwidth that they demand. 
Moreover, in every Knapsack formulation, the “amount of 
use” of each UE that is served by the BS was also computed. 
This refers to the variable Xi, which is Xi = 1, when a UE is 
selected to be served by the BS and Xi = 0, when a UE is not 
selected. This amount was computed for every UE in every 
BS. The “amount of use” of each UE, represents which UE 
were served by every BS. Therefore, the best possible 
Knapsack in each BS, is trying to serve the biggest number of 
UE with the minimum distance from each BS, in an optimal 
performance, as shown below in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6.  Number of BS and the value of best Knapsack for each BS. 

From the above simulations we can clearly see that the 

results are different in each BS, but comparatively the values 

of the best possible Knapsack are optimal, as the distance in 

most of them remains small.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

From the produced results, the conclusion made, is that the 
KP formulation is a good technique to use when there is a 
great need to serve a maximum number of UE, with an 
optimum QoS, in respect of the achieved Bandwidth. Further 
research should be done using the KP formulation in a 
network deployment with Macro Cells and Pico Cells, where 
Macro Cells serve UE with the maximum distance, while Pico 
Cells serve UE with the minimum distance. In this way, the 
QoS in each UE will definitely be improved. More research is 
needed in Ma-MIMO when using KP formulation, as it can be 
an optimum solution when it comes to serving the maximum 
number of UE. Ma-MIMO technology uses multiple antennas 
at the transmitter and the receiver and this can be a great 
advantage for further research using KP formulation, in a 
sense of separating the UE in clusters, while each cluster will 
be served by the appropriate type of cell. Thus, each UE can 
be served optimally in a KP formulation, as each BS will serve 
the respective percentage of UE concerning their minimum 
distance. Again, this will offer each UE a great QoS, while it 
can reduce interference. 

Finally, the rapid increasing of the data volume in mobile 
networks forces researchers to study Deep Learning. Machine 
Learning used in Ma-MIMO can produce different scenarios 
when using KP formulation, while it can supply us the tools 
to modify these mechanisms in real time and predict UE’s and 
BS’s behavior. 
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Abstract—As far as outdoor navigation is considered, the
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is still one of the
most (if not the most) commonly used approaches. Even
though it is still considered an ideal solution for navigating in
outdoor areas, challenges and problems arise when GPS is
considered for navigation inside buildings due to the fact that
GPS signals cannot penetrate walls/ceilings (e.g., shopping
malls, hospitals, etc.) and because signals can be absorbed by
the building walls. This paper’s contribution is navigation
system that assists people with special needs with an audio
guidance system that incorporates input from a voice
recognition system. The central part of the system is a device
that is able to identify the position and orientation of the
person that carries it and provides the ability to navigate and
route by voice commands. The suggested voice synthesis
system is used, so as to guide the user through obstacles in
indoor locations. The information of the precise location and
orientation of the device is made available to the whole system,
through the building’s network infrastructure, so that the
user’s mobile phone, being connected to the same network and
also to the user’s headset through BLE, is able to send audio
commands. For the voice commands, Google Cloud Text-To-
Speech (TTS) will be used, assuming that an online connection
is active on the user’s device.

Keywords-GuideMe; GPS; BLE; TTS; indoor; navigation;
trilateration; pathfinding; audio; voice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Undoubtedly, there is an increasing demand for efficient
indoor navigation systems, demand that mainly derives from
smart cities, robots and visually impaired people, only to
name a few. As far as outdoor navigation and pathfinding are
concerned, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is still

considered among the most commonly used technologies.
Yet, this is only efficiently applicable in outdoor locations,
because when indoor navigation comes into play, issues do
rise. Of course, indoor navigation is very important to us and
has many applications for humans and robots. Two of the
most common issues that arise are a) when facing physical
obstacles inside buildings that cannot be labeled as obstacles
by the GPS and b) the fact that signals cannot be absorbed by
walls inside buildings. Multiple floors, rooms and obstacles
inside each and every indoor area we can think of pose a
major problem. Additionally, the inability to use the GPS
technology inside buildings makes indoor navigation more
complicated, for reasons already explained above [1].

Many recent studies have been and are still conducted in
order to make indoor navigation more effective and efficient.
The direct need for new applications and technologies that
can efficiently tackle such issues can luckily be covered by
other available indoor navigation technologies that do exist
nowadays, such as Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi), Bluetooth and
sensors.

Some of the most promising technologies for indoor
positioning are Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE) beacons [2]
and Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) beacons [3]. More specifically,
such beacons have a low deployment cost and are suitable
for a wide range of mobile devices. BLE and UWB beacons
have undoubtedly great potential because:

 After installation of such beacons, the only
equipment needed is a smartphone that incorporates
BLE support, whereas foot-mounted positioning
needs special inertial sensors.

 The BLE approach supports a large variety of
mobile devices (both Android and IOS devices).
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 The installation cost of UWB and BLE beacons is
relatively low. After deployment, beacons continue
to operate for a long duration using their batteries,
due to the very low energy consumption rates.

This paper provides the design and development of a
navigation system that assists people with special needs
using an audio guidance system that incorporates input from
a voice recognition system. At its core, the system consists of
a device that provides the ability to navigate and route by
voice commands, based on the device's location and
orientation capabilities. The instructions are based on the
device's location and orientation capabilities and this device
shall be connected to the server via the user's mobile phone
(Android). The suggested voice synthesis system is used to
guide the user through obstacles in indoor locations.
Wireless connection between the user’s mobile phone and
the mobile device are made available through low energy
consumption BLE and UWB protocols. The overall system
(when completed) will consist of the following components:

 Equipment permanently installed in selected areas.
 A cloud server that will synchronize and coordinate

the various parts, store information about the
facilities and users, and will be responsible for the
accounting and invoicing parts.

 Portable devices.
 Software that will run on smartphones.
As far as the voice commands are concerned, Google

Cloud Text-To-Speech (TTS) will be used that supports
different programming languages through its Application
Programming Interface (API) (C#, GO, JAVA, NODE.JS,
HYPERTEXT PREPROCESSOR (PHP), PYTHON,
RUBY) [4]. The API uses online resources (thus, an active
network connection is mandatory) and is provided as a
service, or free, or comes with a small cost. The commands
for the TTS conversion are provided through Speech
Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) language [5]. The
GuideMe device will give commands through UWB beacons
to the Android application of GuideMe and the application –
using the Google Cloud TTS - shall provide the audio
commands.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the motivation behind our work. Section III
provides a literature review of other current works on this
subject. Section IV addresses the system’s architecture
whereas Section V goes into finer details in regard to the
proposed algorithm for TTS through Bluetooth navigation in
indoor spaces. Finally, Section VI summarizes our main
findings and conclusions and suggests probable future work.
The acknowledgement and conclusions close the article.

II. MOTIVATION

Blindness is the condition of lacking visual perception
due to physiological or neurological factors. People with
blindness encounter many problems in everyday life. Blind
people always depend on others. They can not move easily
from one place to another without help from others.

According to World Health Association [31] the
following are the key facts regarding blindness and vision
impairment

 Globally, at least 2.2 billion people have a vision
impairment or blindness, of whom at least 1 billion
have a vision impairment that could have been
prevented or has yet to be addressed.

 This 1 billion people includes those with moderate
or severe distance vision impairment or blindness
due to unaddressed refractive error, as well as near
vision impairment caused by unaddressed
presbyopia.

 Globally, the leading causes of vision impairment
are uncorrected refractive errors and cataracts.

 The majority of people with vision impairment are
over the age of 50 years.

The GuideMe project [30] will develop a platform that
provides guidance and security for out-of-home travel. The
solution is built around a discreet portable device capable of
indoors localization with accuracy of 10 cm using UWB
technology. The device can also determine the orientation of
the user, receive voice commands, and transmit voice
instructions. It is also capable of detecting crashes and
sending updates. The feature is based on the collaboration of
a mobile device, a service running on the user's mobile
phone and a server.

The motivation of the paper is to improve two areas in
the life of the blind people and people with special needs in
general: convenience and security. Specifically, with the use
of the proposed system, users will feel more comfortable
visiting public places such as airports, shopping malls,
stations, etc., as they will be guided by the system to reach
their destination. At the same time, in case of emergencies
involving both the user (accidents) and the building (fire,
earthquake etc.), the system will inform the users of the exact
location of the users, whilst also guiding them to the nearest
exit. The ultimate goal is to increase the presence of the
population with mobility or other problems in buildings by
20%.

III. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present previous research work on
indoor navigation systems targeted for people with special
needs and provide a summarized overview of the research
conducted in this field. Our literature review is categorized in
research work on indoor positioning and indoor navigation.

Following the previous studies, in this section, we will
present similar projects to GuideMe. Indoo.rs and San
Francisco International Airport worked together to create an
app for visually impaired passengers. The Entrepreneurship-
in-Residence (EIR) project is an Edwin M. Lee collaboration
with the White House and other San Francisco business
partners. At the beginning of 2014, they chose to help the
San Francisco Airport (SFO) create a tool to assist blind and
visually impaired travelers [11].

Recommendation ITU-T F.921 [12] determines the way a
navigation system that is audio-based can be developed to
guarantee that it is dedicated and responsive to the needs of
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people with visual disabilities. It takes on a technologically
neutral approach and sets the operating attributes of the
system. The goal is to provide visual network system
designers with the audio data they require in the early stages
of development to prevent any problems that keep vision
impaired users from making full and independent use of the
built environment. This system explains how to adapt the
user experience to audio-based network navigation systems
and to secure the interoperability of these technologies. In
addition, it acknowledges that, to meet the needs of people
that are visually impaired, networked audio navigation
systems can also benefit people with other age-related
disabilities, as well as the general public.

The purpose of [13] is to implement a module-based
application developed in the context of preliminary projects
for the mobile mass market, through an appropriate user
interface that responds to the needs of the visually impaired.
The blind user should be able to use public transport
independently in a secure manner and navigate complex
public transport terminals. As a result, the system combines
real-time communication to and from public transport
vehicles with precise positioning and guidance while it also
provides additional navigation assistance.

Same as [13], INK 2016, Indoor Navigation and
Communication in ÖPNV for blind and visually impaired
people [14], combines real-time communication to and from
public transport vehicles with precise positioning and
guidance and has additional video call navigation assistance
where the person can communicate with a professional
operator.

Project Ways4all [15] is a new personalized indoor
navigation system that can increase public transport
accessibility for all passengers and especially the visually
impaired, who will be able to access public transport and the
necessary up-to-date traffic information in a very simplified
way.

Finally, project “Using an Integrated Technique for
Developing Indoor Navigation Systems to Allow the Blind
and Visually Impaired People to Reach Precise Objects”
[16], uses a set of different technologies (WiFi, Bluetooth,
and Radio-frequency Identification (RFID)) to help the user
reach a micro element in the navigated environment. As a
proof of concept, Yarmouk University will test the system
framework on their library to help the blind user find a
specific book. Therefore, it constitutes an intelligent
interface for precise indoor navigation for blind and visually
impaired people using a smart phone.

A. Text-To-Speech (TTS)

In this section, we present previous research work on
TTS techniques targeted for people with special needs and
provide a summarized overview of the research conducted in
this field. Our literature review is categorized in research
work on TTS and Bluetooth TTS for blind people.

There are several studies concerning TTS. Speech
synthesis is the artificial production of human speech.
Attempts to control the quality of voice of synthesized
speech, several prototypes and fully operating systems have
been built based on different synthesis techniques. The

authors of [17] review recent advances in research and
development of speech synthesis, so as to provide a
technological perspective. Their approach is based on the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and aims to summarize and
compare the characteristics of various speech synthesis
techniques used by presenting their advantages and
disadvantages.

The purpose of [18] is to try to explain the aim of a TTS
synthesis system and how it works. In more detail, the
authors try to give a short and inclusive review of developing
a system that is equal to human performance. The rule-based
techniques (formant and articulatory synthesis) are described
by the authors and, finally, they propose an HMM synthesis
combined with a Harmonic plus Noise Model (HNM), so as
to get a TTS synthesis system that requires lower
development time and cost.

As mentioned before, the commands for the TTS
conversion are provided through SSML language [5]. SSML
is a component of a bigger set of markup specifications for
voice browsers developed through the open processes of the
W3C. It is scheduled to provide a rich, XML-based markup
language in order to assist the generation of synthetic speech
in Web and other applications. A TTS system (a synthesis
processor) that supports SSML will be responsible for
providing a document as spoken output. It will also be
responsible for using the details contained in the markup to
provide the document, as intended by the author. According
to [18], a significant job of the markup language is to provide
authors of synthesizable content a standard way to control
some characteristics of speech such as pronunciation,
volume, pitch, rate, etc. across different synthesis-capable
platforms.

Special reference needs to be made on the API for TTS
services. The GuideMe device will give commands through
UWB beacons to the Android application of GuideMe and
the application – using the Google Cloud TTS -shall provide
the audio commands. Particularly, [20] refers to a Cloud TTS
conversion powered by machine learning. Google Cloud
TTS transmutes text into human-like speech. This is
accomplished in more than 180 voices across 30 variants and
languages, or more. It applies groundbreaking research in
speech synthesis (WaveNet) and Google's powerful neural
networks to deliver high-fidelity audio. With this easy-to-use
API, anyone can make live interactions with users that
constitute customer service, device interaction, and other
applications.

Another API for TTS service is [21]. This is part of the
Speech service of Microsoft and builds apps and services
that speak naturally. This API creates lifelike voices with the
Neural Text to Speech capability built on breakthrough
research in speech synthesis technology. It offers a wide
range of voices and languages. One specific characteristic of
this API is that it provides its users with models for
customization in order to create a unique voice for
everyone’s solution and brand.

Similar to [21], another part of the Speech service of
Microsoft is [22]. Respectively, it allows to convert text into
synthesized speech and get a list of supported voices for a
region using a set of REST APIs. Each available endpoint is
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associated with a region. Also, a subscription key for the
endpoint / region someone plans to use is required. The
differentiation from [21] is that TTS REST API supports
neural and standard TTS voices, each of which supports a
specific language and dialect, identified by locale.

Watson is IBM’s suite of enterprise-ready AI services,
applications, and tooling. Watson TTS [23] converts written
text into natural-sounding audio in a variety of languages and
voices. Watson TTS develops interactive toys for children,
automates call center interactions, communicates directions
hands-free, and beyond. It delivers a seamless voice
interaction that caters to the audience with control over every
word. Like [21], it offers this pronunciation across many
languages and voices, which is very important for the users.

It is important to mention that every API for TTS service
described above includes documentation, in order to
facilitate usage and implementation by the users.

B. Bluetooth TTS for blind people

In [24], the PERCEPT system is introduced. PERCEPT
is an indoor navigation system for the people who have
visual issues and cannot see. PERCEPT is intended to make
improvements to the quality of life and health of the visually
impaired community and try to give the ability for
independent living. Using PERCEPT, blind users are
supposed to access public health facilities such as clinics,
hospitals, and wellness centers, without the help of other
people, but only using their own means. PERCEPT system
tests were held with the participation of 24 blind and visually
impaired users in a multilevel building. The results show that
PERCEPT system is effective in providing the right
navigation instructions to these users. The key aspects and
advantages of this system are that it is inexpensive and that
its design follows orientation and mobility principles,
according to the authors.

The creators of the PERCEPT system have also created
the INSIGHT system [25], which is an indoor location
tracking and navigation system for the blind people using
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) and Bluetooth
connectivity technologies. The workflow is as follows. The
PDA based user device interacts with the INSIGHT server
and provides the user navigation instructions through voice
commands. They have implemented accurate navigation as
well they have integrated a PANIC button in case of
emergency. Moreover, the system is able to understand if the
user is in wrong place and heads towards false direction and
helps them to re-route in order to move in the correct
direction.

In [26], a system with a portable TTS converter is
designed in order to assist the blind listen to an audio of a
text that has been scanned. The system, according to the
authors, consists of a page scanner that can be carried with
one hand, an Android phone that is able to scan the image
and send it over Bluetooth, and an app that helps with the
extraction of the text from the scanned image and to convert
the extracted text to speech. Moreover, another positive
impact of this system is that it comes with a page scanner
which scans the entire page containing the text. So, blind
users do not need to take photos and focus on the area of text

that is needed, and then crop it in order to remove the
background pictures etc, something that happens in the case
of other systems that exist.

Furthermore, [27] tries to design and create a solution for
visually impaired travelers and specifically, for the use case
of train transportation using only a smartphone and no other
hardware. Particularly, using the BLE and the integrated
compass of the smartphone, the system is able to provide
turn by turn voice commands inside the Tokyo station.

In [28], the authors designed a system for visually
impaired people in order to help them navigate through work
zones in a safer manner. According to statistics taken from
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), every year
about 17% of all work zone fatal accidents happen to
pedestrians [28]. People who have problems seeing often
must deal with physical and information difficulties that limit
their accessibility and mobility. After a survey conducted,
some elements of the results were implemented in a
smartphone application that incorporates both GPS and
Bluetooth technologies to calculate the user’s location. When
the user goes to a work zone, the smartphone is supposed to
vibrate, so as to alert users, and the application will then
announce an appropriate audible message to users. Blind
users, if they want, they could do a single tap on the
smartphone to repeat the audio messages.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this project, the main components are a small wearable
that helps in the user’s positioning through Ultra-Wide Band
(UWB) technology. This technology provides very accurate
positioning, up to 10 cm divergence. The system, apart from
the ability to locate the user, has the ability to provide
guidance via voice commands.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed architecture.

In our purposed system, our smart device can
communicate to anchors via UWB technology, in order to
locate the user. The anchors are calculating and measuring
the distance between the user and the anchor. The distance
data (between the user and the anchors) is transferred to a
local server so as to measure the exact position, running
positioning algorithms. The local server, based on the
positioning and navigation algorithms, will give commands
(using the Wi-Fi network) to the Android application of
GuideMe running on the user’s Android smart phone and the
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application – using the Google Cloud TTS - shall provide the
audio commands. The API uses online resources and is
provided as a service. The commands for the TTS
conversion are provided through SSML language.
Furthermore, there is a remote server that has a map of the
building. This remote server, having the details of the
building, the position of the user and the destination of the
user, can provide guidance to the user, giving him directions.
The directions are given by the smartphone to the user
through wireless headphones, using voice commands. The
system will also support the usage of pre-recorded voice
command for the case where no Internet access is available.

As far as the wearable device is concerned, the processor
that is chosen is the module made by Esspresif (Esspresif
ESP32 [33]). This family of processors are energy efficient,
in order to expand the battery life. A Wi Fi module is
integrated as well in the system. For the connectivity through
UWB, we have chosen the module DWM1000 of Decawave
[32].

Figure 2. Overview of the device's architecture

Figure 2 presents the general architecture of the device.
The device consists of the magnetometer and accelerometer
sensors, the UWB module, the Main Computing Unit and a
module for the battery management as well.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the proposed system for TTS
through Bluetooth navigation in indoor spaces. We propose a
GuideMe device that will use UWB beacons to let the
system identify its position and orientation precisely and
provide this information to the Android application of
GuideMe and the application – using the Google Cloud TTS-
shall provide the audio commands. The commands for the
TTS conversion are provided through SSML language.
SSML is a component of a bigger set of markup
specifications for voice browsers developed through the open
processes of the W3C. It is scheduled to provide a rich,
XML-based markup language in order to assist the
generation of synthetic speech in Web and other
applications. A TTS system (a synthesis processor) that
supports SSML will be responsible for providing a document
as spoken output. It will also be responsible for using the
details contained in the markup to provide the document, as
intended by the author. According to [18], a significant job
of the markup language is to provide authors of
synthesizable content a standard way to control some
characteristics of speech such as pronunciation, volume,
pitch, rate, etc. across different synthesis-capable platforms.

Special reference needs to be made on the API for TTS
services. TTS is considered ideal for any application that
plays an audio of human speech to users [29]. TTS operates
by converting SSML input into audio data and by using TTS.
The response string can be converted to actual human speech
that will be played back to the user of the application. As for
the process, the procedure of translating text input into audio
data is called synthesis and the output is labeled as synthetic
speech. The speech synthesis begins by generating raw audio
data as a base64-encoded string and decoding of this string
into an audio file is required in order to play from the
application. Additionally, TTS offers a large variety of
custom voices, depending on the needs (voices differ by
language, gender and accent). The output settings are also
configurable, concerning speaking rate, pitch, volume and
sample rate hertz.

Αn indicative mode of the operation, followed by the 
system we described, is shown in Figure 3.

Begin

UWB beacon

Local Server

Navigation
commands

Android app

Audio Output

Speech Synthesis

Google Cloud TTS

User Headset

End

Figure 3. Flowchart of the proposed system

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work refers to the project GuideMe using Bluetooth
technology for text-to-speech directions given to people with
visual difficulties. Some previous research works on indoor
navigation systems using text-to-speech technology were
presented. This work is the basis of the next step of the
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project that relates to developing the software for smartphone
or a wearable device using an audio guidance system that
incorporates input from a voice recognition system. The text-
to-speech technology through Bluetooth is used to guide the
user through obstacles in indoor locations. For future work,
we may include an extension of this current research by also
covering outdoor areas through the application.
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Abstract—Target monitoring systems are widely used in various 

domains such as companies and schools to prevent crimes. Such 

systems require operators to monitor the information sent from 

sensor devices, such as cameras and beacon devices. To reduce 

the workload on the operators, we proposed an automatic target 

tracking system. However, issues arose due to target recognition 

errors caused by the sensor devices. To address this problem, we 

introduced groups of agent to reduce false tracking. The groups 

were expanded to avoid losing the target; however, the location 

of the target in the group was unclear. In this study, we 

calculated the probabilities of the location of the target in a 

group and improved tracking efficiency. The validity of this 

approach was confirmed via simulations. 

Keywords-Agent; Target Tracking; Camera; Monitoring 

Systems. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Various types of systems, such as entrance control systems 
for monitoring a suspicious person, have been introduced as 
security measures in companies and other places. However, as 
the number of cameras and tracking targets increases, it 
becomes difficult for an operator to track all the targets. 
Therefore, we proposed an agent-based tracking system 
applicable to an environment where each sensor is installed in 
a discrete location [1]-[3]. This system comprises cameras, 
tracking nodes, agents, and a monitoring terminal. In the 
proposed system, a node with a camera analyzes the data 
received from cameras. Agents move among the nodes by 
detecting the features of the target. An operator can follow the 
location of the target by checking the location of its 
corresponding agent. 

If cameras could monitor area without any blind spots it 
would be possible to track targets. However, it is unrealistic 
to install cameras that cover all areas. A more realistic 
approach is to install a specific number of cameras at set points, 
e.g., entrances, rooms, and passages. In this case, there are 
instances when a target is not caught on any camera. Therefore, 
we proposed a method to calculate which cameras may detect 
the target next [2]. This method calculates the neighbor 

relation nodes of each camera based on the value of each 
camera's shooting area and the floor map. 

The system extracts the features of a target from a picture 
taken by the cameras. However, the features are not always 
extracted accurately; for example, when a camera tracks a 
person with brown hair color, their hair color may be 
recognized as black, depending on the intensity of the light. 
This results in target recognition errors. Therefore, a person 
who is not a target may be recognized as the target, and vice 
versa. This results in false tracking. To address such cases, we 
introduced groups of agent with two thresholds to reduce false 
tracking [1]. We defined a group as a set of agents that track 
the same target. Additionally, two thresholds were introduced 
(1) a decision threshold to determine a person as the target, 
and (2) a re-evaluation threshold to postpone the decision. If 
only one threshold is used, an agent must determine whether 
a person is its target or not. Hence, false tracking increases if 
the threshold value is low and non-detection increases if the 
threshold value is high. By introducing the second threshold, 
the decision is postponed when the evaluation value is 
between these two thresholds, and the group is temporarily 
expanded to cover the nodes where the target may appear next. 
By expanding the group, it was possible to prevent the target 
from leaving the group undetected. This method mitigated the 
cases of false tracking and non-detection. 

In this study, group-based tracking was improved. 
Previous group-based tracking studies [1]-[3] did not consider 
where the target was in the group. However, in this study, the 
probabilities of each agent in a group were calculated. Thus, 
the most probable location of where a target is known by 
checking the probability of each agent in the group.  

This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews 
several studies on target tracking systems. Section III provides 
an overview of the agent-based target tracking system. Section 
IV explains the derived equations used to calculate 
probabilities. Section V evaluates the method and Section VI 
concludes the paper. 
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Figure 1.  Overview of the proposed system. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Several studies on target tracking systems using cameras 
or other devices have been proposed previously. 

Wenxi et al. [4] proposed a method to predict the 
migration route of a target in a crowd by using a high-order 
particle filter and online-learning. Jin and Bhanu [5] proposed 
a group structure to improve tracking accuracy when the 
shooting ranges of cameras overlapped. These studies are not 
applicable to situations where cameras are installed discretely. 

Babenko et al. [6] and Zhang and Maaten [7] proposed an 
online classifier to improve the tracking accuracy of a single 
object. Cho et al. [8] proposed a method to automatically 
create neighbor relationships between cameras; however, this 
method requires a central server to collect and manage data 
from cameras. As the number of cameras increases, the system 
requires expensive machines to manage the increased 
computational cost. 

Alejandro et al. [9] and Bocca et al. [10] proposed a 
method that tracks a target by analyzing the Received Signal 
Strength Indication (RSSI) value. Komai et al. [11] also 
proposed a method that tracks a target using the RSSI values 
of Bluetooth low energy. The system sends RSSI values to a 
database server and estimates the location of the target. These 
methods require the ability to measure the signal strength in 
advance; thus, it is difficult to expand the tracking area 
dynamically. 

The system in this study assumed a dynamic network, 
instead of a static network. Therefore, the network could be 
easily rebuilt when nodes were dynamically added or deleted, 
or when the shooting range of a camera was changed. 
Furthermore, this system did not require a central server; thus, 
when nodes malfunctioned, other nodes continued tracking 
the targets. 

III. AGENT BASED TARGET TRACKING SYSTEM 

We developed an automatic target tracking system [2]. In 
this system, one group took charge of one target. Each target 
was tracked by a single group automatically. An operator 
could follow the location of each target via its corresponding 
group. 

 

Figure 2.  Neighbor relations of neighboring cameras. 

 

A. System Overview 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the system, which was 
comprised of targets, cameras, nodes, agents, and a 
monitoring terminal. A target was defined as a person tracked 
by a group, which was a program used to identify and track a 
person using information from cameras. The node connected 
to a camera included a data analysis function and an execution 
environment for agents and collected pictures from the camera. 
Agents moved across nodes along their target. The location of 
a target was displayed on the monitoring terminal using the 
location of the agent. 

B. Tracking Flow 

When a person moved within the shooting range of a 
camera, the corresponding node took the target’s picture. Each 
agent on the node checked to see if the person was their target. 
When an agent judged a person was its target, the agent 
became the “target agent.” The target agent sent its copies, 
called “copy agents,” to its neighbor relation nodes, which 
were the nodes where the target may appear next. Neighbor 
relation nodes were calculated by the method proposed in [2].  
An example of neighbor relation nodes is shown in section III-
C. When a copy agent detected its target, the copy agent 
became the new target agent. The target was then tracked by 
this new target agent. The original target and copy agents were 
subsequently erased. The new target agent sent its copy agents 
to its neighbor relation nodes. Following these steps, an agent 
tracked a target. 

C. Neighbor Relations 

Neighbor relation was used to calculate on which cameras 
a target may be caught next [2]. It calculated the neighbor 
relation nodes of each camera based on the value of each 
camera's shooting range and a map of the floor. Figure 2 
shows an example of neighbor relations. Red arrows indicate 
the neighbor relations of cameras. On the left-side of the 
figure, C1 & C2 and C1 & C3, have neighbor relations; thus, 
C2 & C3 are the neighbor relation nodes of C1. On the right-
side of the figure, because C1 & C2 have a neighbor relation, 
only C2 is the neighbor relation node of C1. By calculating 
neighbor relations, the camera on which a target may be 
caught next can be determined. 
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Figure 3.  Example of groups. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Group expansion. 

D. Group 

Figure 3 shows examples of groups. Operators can knows 
the approximate location of a target determined by checking 
its corresponding group. One group tracked one target. If the 
system tracked two targets, then there were two groups. If 
there were any overlaps between the groups, there were 
multiple agents tracking different targets on nodes where the 
groups overlapped. Group 1 and Group 2 are shown to overlap 
in Figure 3. 

E. Group Expansion 

When a target goes out of the group, the target can no 
longer be tracked. Therefore, we proposed a group expansion 
mechanism using the two thresholds previously mentioned [1]. 
The two thresholds were: (1) a decision threshold, used to 
determine if a person was a target, and (2) a re-evaluation 
threshold, used to postpone the decision regarding a target. If 
the result of a person's evaluation was between these two 
thresholds, the decision was postponed, and the group was 
expanded. Figure 4 shows an example of group expansion. If 
an agent evaluated a person and its evaluation value was 
between the two thresholds, then the agent sent copy agents to 
its neighbor relation nodes. This meant the group was 
expanded to include nodes where the person may appear next. 
An (copy) agent surrounded by dashed line in Figure 4 joins 
the group. Because the copy agent stayed on the expanded 
node, the person could be evaluated again when appearing on 
the expanded node. Thus, it was possible to continuously track  

 
Figure 5.  Target move patterns. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Example of subgroups. 

the person. When the evaluation value of the person exceeded 
the decision threshold, the detected person was determined to 
be a target. Then, the agent became the new target agent, and 
other agents in the group were erased (the group was 
collapsed.) The new target agent sent its copy agents to its 
neighbor relation nodes for the creation of a new group. By 
repeating these steps, the agents tracked a target. 

IV. CALCULATION OF PROBABILITIES IN GROUP 

A group expansion mechanism with two thresholds 
enabled the system to mitigate false tracking. Thus, the target 
is known to be somewhere in the group; however, its exact 
location is unknown. Furthermore, if group expansions are 
performed frequently, the group will expand endlessly. Thus, 
we proposed a method to calculate the probabilities of where 
a target is within the group. Using probability calculations, 
operators could determine the most probable location of a 
target (by checking the probability of each agent in the group.) 

Considering that the target was moving between nodes, 
the target should be caught by neighboring nodes. A target 
could not skip a neighbor relation node. Figure 5 shows a 
target movement patterns. When a target exists at node B, the 
target cannot reach node D, without passing node C. Therefore, 
we first calculated the probabilities that the target will move 
from a node to its neighbor relation nodes. For this calculation, 
we divided the group into subgroups, which consisted of a 
node (hereafter, called the central node) and its neighbor 
relation nodes. Subsequently, the probabilities of each node in 
a group were calculated by integrating the probabilities of 
each node in the subgroups. 

A. Probabilities in SubGroup 

We defined a subgroup as a set of nodes comprised of a 
central node and its neighbor relation nodes. Figure 6 shows 
an example in which a group is divided into subgroups. There 
are three nodes in the group. The group is divided into three 
subgroups, each with a different central node; Subgroup 1 is 
comprised of central node A and its neighbor relation node B;  
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Figure 7.  Calculating probabilities in subgroup. 

 
Subgroup 2 is comprised of central node B and its neighbor 
relation nodes, A and C; Subgroup 3 is comprised of central 
node C and its neighbor relation node B.  

The purpose of breaking a group into subgroups was to 
calculate the probability of where the target would move next. 
This was important considering that a target might be along 
the edges between two nodes after the central node identified 
the target for the last time. 

1) Calculating Probabilities within each SubGroup 
To calculate the probability that the target was in each 

node in a subgroup, it was assumed that there were two people 
in subgroup 1, P1 was at node A and P2 was at node B 
illustrated in Figure 7. The probability of that P1 was a target 
was 𝑠𝐴 , and that of P2 was 𝑠𝐵 . There were three cases 
identified where P1 was a target, P2 was a target, and neither 
P1 nor P2 were a target. Because P1 was a target only if P2 
was not a target, the probability of P1 as a target can be 
represented by (1). 

𝑠𝐴 × (1 − 𝑠𝐵) (1) 

Because P2 was a target only if P1 was not a target, the 
probability of P2 as a target can be represented by (2). 

(1 − 𝑠𝐴) × 𝑠𝐵 (2) 

The probability that neither P1 nor P2 was a target is 
represented by (3). 

(1 − 𝑠𝐴) × (1 − 𝑠𝐵) (3) 

These equations were generalized to represent n nodes in 
a subgroup, where a target was detected by an agent, with a 
probability of 𝑠𝑖  at node m. The probability, that a person 
detected at node m was a target, is represented by (4). 

𝑠𝑚 × ∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑚

 (4) 

The probability that the target was not observed by any 
nodes in the subgroup is also generalized by (5). 

∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1
) 

(5) 

2) Observability and Normalization 
The probability that a target exists at node m in a subgroup 

was calculated. However, the possibility of observing the 
target decreased, if the distance between the nodes was 
significant. Conversely, the possibility of observing the target 
increased if the distance was small. For example, if two 
cameras were installed at both ends of a long passage, then, a 
wide area would not be covered; therefore, the possibility of 
being identified by either of two cameras would be small. 
Thus, we introduced a probability α that a target can be 
observed. Then, the probabilities in (4) and (5) were reformed 
as follows. 

{𝑠𝑚 × ∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖)
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑚

} × 𝛼 
(6) 

{∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1
)} × (1 − 𝛼) 

(7) 

These probabilities were normalized by their ratio. Then, 
the probability 𝑆𝑚 that a target exists at node m was 
represented by (8). 

𝑆𝑚 =
(6)

{∑ (6)𝑛
𝑖=1 } + (7)

 

=

{𝑠𝑚 × ∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑚

} × 𝛼

{∑ ({𝑠𝑖 × ∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑘)𝑛
𝑘=1
𝑘≠𝑚

} × 𝛼)𝑛
𝑖=1 }

+ {{∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 )} × (1 − 𝛼)}

 
(8) 

The probability 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑛 that a target is not observed was 
represented by (9).  

𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑛 =
(7)

{∑ (6)𝑛
𝑖=1 } + (7)

 

=
{{∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 )} × (1 − 𝛼)}

{∑ ({𝑠𝑖 × ∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑘)𝑛
𝑘=1
𝑘≠𝑚

} × 𝛼)𝑛
𝑖=1 }

+ {{∏ (1 − 𝑠𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 )} × (1 − 𝛼)}

 (9) 

To summarize briefly, 𝑠𝐴  and 𝑠𝐵  are probabilities 

calculated by a target recognition algorithm. Then, the 

probability 𝑆1𝐴  and 𝑆1𝐵  that a target exists at node A and 

node B in subgroup1 are calculated by equation (8). Then, the 

probability 𝑆1𝑛𝑜𝑛  that a target exists between nodes is 

calculated by equation (9). 
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Figure 8.  Target move cases in a group. 

 

B. Probabilities in Group 

To calculate probabilities in a group, the assumption was 
made that there was a group illustrated in Figure 6. The 
probability that the target exists at node B, or around node B, 
was calculated by the sum of the following two cases. 

 Case 1. A target moved from the neighbor relation 
nodes A or C, to node B. Additionally, a target moved 
from node B to B (that is, the target stayed at node B.)  

 Case 2. A target existed around node B; however, the 
target was not observed.  

Figure 8 shows the details of above two cases. We 
calculated the probabilities of the above cases, 1 and 2. 
Supposing that 𝑆1𝐴, 𝑆1𝐵 , 𝑆1𝑛𝑜𝑛  were the probabilities 
calculated in (8) and (9) for subgroup 1; 𝑆2𝐴, 𝑆2𝐵 ,  𝑆2𝐶 , 𝑆2𝑛𝑜𝑛  
were the probabilities for subgroup 2; and 𝑆3𝐵 , 𝑆3𝐶 , 𝑆3𝑛𝑜𝑛 
were the probabilities for subgroup 3. 𝐺𝐴′, 𝐺𝐵′, 𝐺𝐶 ′ were the 
probabilities that a target is identified at nodes A, B, and C for 
the last time, respectively. 

Case 1: Occurred when a target was at node A for the last 
time and subsequently the target was at node B in subgroup 1. 
A target was at node C for the last time and then the target was 
at node B in subgroup 3, or when a target was at node B for 
the last time, and stayed at node B in subgroup 2. Thus, the 
probability of Case 1 is represented by (10). 

𝐺𝐴′ × 𝑆1𝐵 + 𝐺𝐵′ × 𝑆2𝐵 + 𝐺𝐶′ × 𝑆3𝐵 (10) 

Case 1 was further generalized by (11), where a node m 
has n neighbor relation nodes.  

∑ (𝐺𝑖′ × 𝑆𝑖𝑚)
𝑛

𝑖=1
 (11) 

Case 2: Occurred when a target existed around node B; 
however, the target was not observed. This was calculated 
using the sum of the probabilities of the cases where a target 
exists around a node; however, the target is not observed in 
each subgroup. Hence, the probability of Case 2 is represented 
by (12). 

 

Figure 9.  Floor map. 

 

(𝐺𝐴′ × 𝑆1𝑛𝑜𝑛 +  𝐺𝐵′ × 𝑆2𝑛𝑜𝑛 + 𝐺𝐶 ′ × 𝑆3𝑛𝑜𝑛)

× 𝐺𝐵′ 
(12) 

Case 2 was further generalized by (13), where there are n 
subgroups. 

{∑ (𝐺𝑖′ × 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑛)
𝑛

𝑖=1
} × 𝐺𝑚′ (13) 

Since the probability 𝐺𝑚 that the target was at node m in a 
group is the sum of (11) and (13), it is represented by (14). 

𝐺𝑚 = (11) + (13) 

= ∑ (𝐺𝑖′ × 𝑆𝑖𝑚)
𝑛

𝑖=1
 

+ {∑ (𝐺𝑖′ × 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑛)
𝑛

𝑖=1
} × 𝐺𝑚′ 

(14) 

Thus, the probabilities of each node in a group can be 
calculated.  

V. EXPERIMENTS 

A simulation environment was implemented to evaluate 
the proposed method. For this simulation, we evaluated 
whether the probabilities could be obtained correctly for 
situations where target recognition errors occurred. The 
purpose of the simulation was to verify the validity of the 
proposed method. 

A. Simulation Settings 

1) Floor Map 
Figure 9 shows a floor map used for the simulation. The 

green circle represents a camera. There are 15 cameras on the 
floor. The white square blocks represent a passage.  

The walking route of a target is denoted by the red line in 
Figure 9. The target P1 moves between the cameras in the 
order of C1→C2→C7→C8→C9→C14→C15. Table I shows 
the walking routes of P1 to P8. A maximum of eight targets 
are assumed to be walking at the same time. 
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TABLE I.  WALKING ROUTE 

TargetID Walking Route 

P1, P5 C1→C2→C7→C8→C9→C14→C15 

P2, P6 C11→C12→C7→C8→C9→C4→C5 

P3, P7 C5→C4→C9→C8→C7→C12→C11 

P4, P8 C15→C14→C9→C8→C7→C2→C1 

 

 

Figure 10.  Distribution of correct/incorrect answers. 

 

 
Figure 11.  Tracking result of P1. 

 

2) Simulation Data 
For this simulation, we used the proposed target 

recognition method [12]. This method calculates the distance 
between persons, using several features, such as the clothes 
and height of the target. Several distances were obtained by 
applying the target recognition method to the public pictures’ 
dataset (SARC3D [13] in the PETA dataset [14]). SARC3D 
consisted of 50 different people. Each person had four pictures 
taken, from four different directions. Thus, SARC3D had 200 
pictures. Figure 10 shows a distribution of the distances of the 
correct answers and incorrect answers. A correct answer was 
the distance between two pictures of the same person. An 
incorrect answer was the distance between two pictures of 
different people. When a target approached a node with a 
camera, the node utilized the distance from the correct 
answers randomly. The agent used a ratio of the correct 
answers on the distance, to determine the probability of a 
target. 

B. Results 

1) Tracking Result of P1 
Figure 11 shows the snapshot of when P1 reaches the goal, 

C15. The numbers in Figure 11 indicate the existence 
probabilities of the target at each node. The highest probability 
is 0.852, for the last camera, C15. The next highest probability 
is 0.127, for camera C14, which the target passed immediately 
before C15. Table II shows the probabilities of each node in  

TABLE II.  TRACKING RESULT OF P1 DETAILS 

Camera 

No. 

t=0 t=4 t=8 t=12 t=16 t=20 t=24 

C1 1.000 0.072 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 

C2 0.000 0.928 0.071 0.008 0.001 0.000 0.000 

C7 0.000 0.000 0.924 0.101 0.012 0.002 0.000 

C8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.890 0.106 0.015 0.002 

C9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.881 0.122 0.018 

C14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.862 0.127 

C15 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.852 

 

 

Figure 12.  Rank of tracking results 

 
each time period. The cells in which the target existed are 
shaded. For example, when 8 seconds passed (t=8), the target 
was at C7, and the probability of C7 was 0.924. This was the 
highest probability at t=8. The experimental results show that 
the probabilities changed according to the movement of the 
target, and the tracking was successful. 

The probabilities of each node gradually decreased after 
the target moved to other nodes. For example, the probability 
of C7 was 0.924 at t=8; however, it gradually decreased to 
0.101, 0.012, and 0.002 with the elapse of time. Even if the 
target was not detected, the probability did not immediately 
become zero. This was because we considered that there were 
cases when the target was not observed, despite its existence 
around the node C7. If the probability became zero 
immediately, the target would never be caught when the target 
moved to C2 (from the unobserved situation around C7.) It 
would have resulted in the loss of the target. Because we 
consider unobserved situations (14), the probabilities 
gradually decrease and finally become zero. 

2) Tracking Result of P1 to P8 
Figure 12 shows the rank of n cumulative accuracy rates 

(CNRs) when the simulation was conducted 100 times. The 
CNR indicated the rank orders of a node targets existence. 
Figure 12 shows 93% of targets existed on the node of 1st rank, 
and 99% exited at the 4th rank. 

For comparison, a comparative system that regards a 
person with the highest probability as the target was created. 
Figure 13 shows the proposed method tracks with a higher 
accuracy rate than the comparative system.  
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Figure 13.  Comparison with the comparative system 

 

C. Discussion 

This section discusses the limitations of the proposed 
method. The proposed method requires a condition that a 
distance of a target tends to be closer than that of a distance of 
a non-target as shown in Figure 10. The proposed method 
calculates a probability of a node based on its neighbor 
relation nodes. In other words, when the probability of a 
certain node is high, the probabilities of its neighbor relation 
nodes calculated tends to be higher. Therefore, if the 
probability of a non-target is accidentally high, the probability 
of its neighbor relation nodes tends to be calculated higher. 
These probabilities are unexpected results. However, these 
probabilities are temporary. These probabilities will gradually 
become proper values through the evaluation of several nodes 
because the probability of a target tends to be higher than that 
of the non-tracking target as shown in Figure 10. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we proposed a method to calculate the 
probabilities of the location of a target in a group of agents. In 
the future, we plan to evaluate the validity of the proposed 
method in an actual environment. In an actual environment, 
walking routes of targets will be more complicated, such as 
walking the same routes repeatedly or turning back. In these 
cases, the probabilities will be updated frequently and the 
probabilities may become too high or low. We have to handle 
such cases by adjusting the results.  
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Abstract—As cyber-attacks become more sophisticated, 

Network Intrusion Detection Systems also need to adapt to 

counter the evolving advanced persistent threats. Security 

deception, such as Honeypot, is an emerging defense tactic for 

security operation in enterprise network or commercial cloud 

environment. A well designed Honeypot can fool attackers and 

malicious agents into a made-up system that is monitored by 

security operators who can safely observe the attacks and 

promptly develop counter measures. However, the availability of 

Anti-Honeypot technologies has made the deception defense more 

challenging. A dynamic deception method is necessary to counter 

the modern Honeypot detection systems. We propose a dynamic 

intrusion deception method designed to run in a public cloud 

environment. A prototype of Honeynet is built using the Microsoft 

Windows Azure Resource Group virtual machines and network 

management platform.  

Keywords—Cloud Computing; Intrusion Detection; Intrusion 

Deception; Honeypot; Honeynet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since commercial cloud computing services became 
available over a decade ago, the cloud computing technology 
platforms have made significant advancement in research and 
development. Public cloud providers, such as Microsoft, 
Amazon, Google and IBM, are offering a large variety of 
services from infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a 
service (PaaS) to software as a service (SaaS). Cloud computing 
is now the backbone of thousands of enterprises and 
organizations where a 2018 industry study shows 77% of 
enterprises have at least one application or a portion of their 
Information Technology (IT) infrastructure in the cloud [1] and 
trending up. While the industry continues to invest in cloud 
computing, the study also shows that about one-third of the IT 
decision-makers saying security concerns is one of their top 
challenges. 

In addition to private enterprises and business, government 
agencies are also embracing the cloud computing technology to 
support their future infrastructure and services. For example, 
United States Department of Defense (DoD) listed cloud 
computing as one of the top priorities in their Digital 
Modernization Strategy [2]. DoD has also recently awarded a 
ten-year ten billion dollar (USD) contract to Microsoft for its 
Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) project [3]. 

With all the sensitive and classified information being stored 
in the cloud, the security requirement has also increased. It is 
important to understand the threat models, attack surfaces, and 
available controls in the cloud environment to effectively 
manage the security risks [4]. 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention 
System (IPS) [5] are well-known security controls commonly 
deployed in enterprise or cloud computing environment. They 
can protect target systems based on network or host activities by 
denying access to malicious attacks. However, IDS/IPS do not 
usually attempt to discover additional information about the 
attacks or attackers, which is the primary function of the 
Honeypot technology. 

Honeypots are usually designed to resemble valid systems or 
services with exploitable vulnerabilities to lure attackers to gain 
access. When working in conjunction with IDS, attackers’ 
activities are monitored and analyzed by security operators once 
they are in the Honeypots. Valuable information can be 
discovered while an attack is taking place. 

Unfortunately, Anti-Honeypot technologies have also been 
developed by spammers and other malicious parties to counter 
this defense measure. The unique capabilities of public cloud 
computing platforms can enable a new type of Honeypot that is 
more dynamic, realistic and cost effective in a way that 
defensive resources mimicking real targets can be instantiated 
and configured in real time as malicious attacks are being 
detected. 

A design and prototype of a dynamic Honeypot system is 
presented below with a review of other recent work on cloud 
computing related Honeypot and Honeynet. As the system 
detects potential attacks, such as Brute-force SSH, it 
dynamically creates containers, re-routes malicious network 
traffic and actively engages with the attacker to gather 
information about the attack and attacker. While the preliminary 
work is implemented and tested on Microsoft Windows Azure 
platform, it can easily be ported to other public cloud providers. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Since the concept of Honeypot was first introduced in 1998 
[6], its applications have steadily been gaining popularity and 
support as Honeypot evolved from a non-traditional tool to one 
of the commonly used security controls. For example, United 
States DoD Cloud Computing Security Requirement Guide [7] 
specifies Honeypot as one of the standard controls. Many 
varieties of Honeypot intrusion deception systems have been 
proposed over the years, which can be classified based on their 
level of interaction, scope, or targeted attack type [8]. A recent 
survey [9] of Honeypot systems in a cloud environment further 
classifies them based on architectures and functionalities. These 
cloud-based solutions include 

 Honeynet [10] 
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 HoneyFarm [11] 

 HoneyBrid [12] 

 HoneyMix [13] 

 HoneyProxy [14] 

Honeypots are usually used as an integrated-component in 
an defense in depth strategy instead of a standalone security 
control. Study showed that combining Honeypot with IDS/IPS 
can increase the success rate of attack detection and prevention 
[15]. While IDS/IPS can deny access to malicious attack, 
Honeypot can further gather valuable information, such as 
attacker’s identity and technique [16]. 

The security community has developed several open-source 
Honeypot packages where some of them are considered quite 
mature according to industry evaluation [17]. For example:  

 Dionaea [18]: a low-interaction server-side Honeypot 
that collects network malware. 

 Honeyd [19]: a multi-purpose low-interaction Honeypot 
using virtual hosts and services. 

 Kippo [20]: low-interaction SSH Honeypot. 

 Glastopf [21]: low-interaction web applications 
Honeypot. 

CloudHoneyCY [22] further proposed an open-source 
framework to integrate a variety of existing Honeypot, such as 
the one listed above, to work together in a cloud environment. 

SSH is one of the commonly used attack surface against 
services deployed in the cloud as it is the standard protocol for 

developers and operators to access the target system. Research 
shows that Brute-force/dictionary attacks against remote 
services, such as SSH is ranked among one of the most common 
forms of attacks that compromise servers [23]. Using Virtual 
Machine Introspection (VMI) technique with a VM-based SSH 
Honeypot can be effective in defending against such attacks 
[24]. 

Study [25] has shown that new containerization technology, 
such as Docker [26], can improve Honeypot systems with 
following advantages over VM-based solutions, 

 Scalability: spinning up/down containers is easier. 

 Performance: spinning up/down container is faster. 

 Cross-platform: containerization is supported by all 
major cloud providers. 

 Cost: contains have smaller CPU and memory footprint 
which incur lower cost than VM’s in typical pay-per-use 
cloud environments. 

The cloud containers will inevitably enable Honeypot or 
Honeynet to be more dynamic and looks more like a real system. 
Research and development of container introspection 
technology has drastically increase the capability of monitoring 
applications inside containers [27].  

Today’s cybersecurity is a cat-and-mouse game where threat 
actors constantly make improvement with their tools to by-pass 
defensive controls. Anti-honeypot technologies have been 
successful in identifying and countering low- and medium-
interaction Honeypots [28], for example, Honeypot Hunter [29] 

 
Figure 1. Dynamic Honenet System Diagram 
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has been used by spammers to identify HTTP and SOCKS 
Honeypot proxies. Research [30] showed that a dynamic 
Honeypot can be effective in defending malicious attacks. 

Leveraging the previous research and the latest cloud 
technology available, we propose a Honeynet system with the 
following characteristics, 

 Dynamically provision and revoke Honeypots based on 
level of malicious network activities. 

 High-interactivity Honeypots with dynamically 
configured SSH service. 

 Use container technology, e.g., Docker, for increased 
performance and scalability. 

 Easily deployable in a commercial cloud platform, e.g., 
Microsoft Azure. 

The design and implementation of the proposed system are 
discussed below. 

III. METHODS 

This dynamic Honeynet design is currently targeting 
commercial public cloud computing services with large user 
base and mature technology platform. Leading providers, such 
as Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS have the concept of 
“resource group”, which is a logical collection of assets grouped 
together for effective management, such as provisioning, 
monitoring, and access control. The high-level design of the 
proposed cloud-based Honeynet system is shown in Figure 1 
above in a logical resource group environment. As this system 
must rely on the cloud provider’s resource management 
interface, e.g., Azure Resource Manager or AWS Resource 
Access Manager, the actual implementation might be somewhat 
platform dependent. 

A resource group can be setup to include the following 
collection of items, 

 A Firewall and programmable Network Address 
Translation (NAT) or reverse proxy layer. 

 Regular service(s) which might be the initial target(s) of 
an SSH brute-force attack. 

 A target VM containing real services which also 
monitors network intrusion with an IDS. Event trigger 
will take place when certain pre-defined malicious 
activity is observed. 

 A VM host for the containerization software run-time, 
e.g., Docker, which also handles the IDS event triggered 
by an attack then dynamically provisions and configures 
Honeypot accordingly. 

 Pre-built container template of Honeypot with SSH 
services and IDS. 

 An Introspection VM for monitoring active Honeypots. 

In the scenario of a SSH brute-force attack, the following 
step-by-step actions will take place as labelled in Figure 1. 

1) Incoming SSH brute-force attack reaches Firewall and 
NAT. 

2) Attack traffic directed to the target host. 
3) After a number of failed SSH login attempts, an IDS 

event triggers indicating a SSH brute-force attack taking 
place. 

4) The event handler invokes container host services. 
5) An initial Honeypot service (#1) container is 

provisioned, which hosts a simulated SSH service and a 
pre-configured IDS. 

6) Notify the Introspection VM to begin monitoring 
Honeypot #1. 

7) Configure NAT to redirect attacker IP’s SSH traffic to 
the Honeypot service. 

8) Incoming SSH attacks now goes to Honeypot #1.  
9) IDS detects brute-force SSH attack on Honeypot #1. 
10) Invoke container service to create new Honeypot 

service (#2), generate authorized key for Honeypot #2, 
then allow attacker to successfully connect to the 
simulated SSH service where host and authorization 
information to Honeypot #2 can be found. 

11) Honeypot #2 is provisioned. 
12) Notify the Introspection VM to begin monitoring 

Honeypot #2. 
13) Attacker attempts connection to Honeypot #2 with the 

host and authentication information found in Honeypot 
#1. 

14) IDS detects attacker’s activity on Honeypot #2 and 
create new Honeypots as needed. 

Depending on the security operator’s objective, the steps of 
detecting malicious activities, provisioning and directing 
attacker to a new Honeypot can be repeated as needed until 
certain information about the attacker is discovered, or until the 
attacker become inactive. The operator can configure the 
Honeynet based on available resources and desired level of 
interactivity. 

The event handler in the Honeypots can be configured with 
a timer where it initiates the process of self-revocation or de-
provision of the container if certain amount of time elapsed 
without the attacker actively engaged. The automated Honeypot 
provision and revocation feature can potentially make the 
Honeynet more dynamic and better at countering anti-Honeypot 
technology. 

IV. RESULTS 

Base on the design described above, a functioning prototype 
is successfully implemented with the following specifications as 
shown in Figure 2. 

 Cloud computing platform: Microsoft Windows Azure 
with Azure Virtual Network, Azure Resource Group and 
Resource Manager. 

 Target Host: Ubuntu Linux server running OpenSSH 
Daemon (sshd). 

 IDS: Zeek (formerly Bro) Network Security Monitor. 

 Network Address Translation (NAT): Azure Service 
Fabric Reverse Proxy. 

 Container Host: Docker and its Command-Line Interface 
(CLI), such as “docker run” and “docker cp”. 
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 Two container templates/images: Honeypot #1 is the 
initial container where the SSH brute force attack is 
redirected to. Honeypot #2 is the secondary container 
where the attacker is lured to after allowed successful 
SSH connection to Honeypot #1. 

In the test environment created as an Azure Resource Group, 
we configured a Zeek trigger to take place after ten failed SSH 
authentication attempts on the Target Host. The event handler is 
a Python script that connects to the Docker Host and invoke 
“docker run” to lunch Honeypot #1. The Python script also 
collects host information of the attacker and dynamically 
configure the Azure Reverse Proxy to redirect the SSH attack 
traffic to Honeypot #1. 

If Honeypot #1 continues to see incoming SSH brute force 
attack, it will invoke another Python script that “docker run” 
Honeypot #2, then generate a new SSH authorized_keys file and 
“docker cp” to the newly provision container. At the same time, 
the Python script will leave bread crumb in Honeypot #1 
containing the authorized key to Honeypot #2 for the attacker to 
find. 

The completed Honeynet was blind tested by multiple 
penetration testers using tools such Ncrack [31]. The system ran 
successfully as designed in all instance where the attackers will 
reach Honeypots and attempt other exploits. 

V. CONCLUSION 

As more commercial and critical services and applications 
are migrating to the cloud infrastructure, it is imperative to 
design and implement proper controls to defend against external 
threats. While the underlying technologies for this Honeynet 
system may already exist, it is a novel attempt to integrate them 
in such a way that presents a more dynamic, scalable defense 
solution in the cloud environment. 

While the preliminary results are promising, more work is 
needed to make it a complete solution. Potential future work 
includes, 

 Integration with container introspection software, e.g., 
Prometheus [32].  

 Honeypot for other common attack vectors, e.g., SQL 
injection. 

 Working prototype with other public cloud platforms, 
e.g., Amazon AWS. 
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Abstract—Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) and Internet of 
Vehicles are complex multi-actor systems offering to vehicles 
capabilities to exchange data with other entities (vehicles, 
infrastructure, grid, pedestrians, etc.)  The V2X services aim 
to improve the transport, safety and comfort on the roads and 
also to help autonomous driving. The 5G technology can 
provide a powerful support for V2X, in multi-tenant, multi-
domain, multi-operator and end-to-end contexts. Particularly, 
the 5G slicing technology is able to construct dedicated slices, 
to serve V2X needs. The complexity of the V2X systems and 
the multitude of visions led to proposal of many variants of 
V2X business models and ecosystems, comprising several 
cooperating actors. The business models are important, given 
that they essentially determines the requirements and 
architectures; for V2X systems and is still an open research 
topic. This work in progress attempts to analyze some relevant 
business models for 5G slicing and discuss how they can be 
adapted for rich V2X environment. The paper can help the 
reader to understand what are the possible stakeholders sets 
in the V2X complex environment, their interactions and to 
define the architecture followed by the design of a particular 
V2X system. 

 
Keywords—Vehicle-to-Everthing; 2X; 5G slicing; Business 

models; Stakeholders; Management and Orchestration; 
Software Defined Networking; Network Function Virtualization; 
Service management. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications and 
services include many use cases in single or multi-tenancy, 
multi-operator and multi-domain contexts. Consequently, 
different sets of service requirements exist, e.g., from 
enhanced real-time navigation systems on board, to a self-
automated car, or a video streaming played on the in-
vehicle infotainment system.  

The basic vehicular communications have covered 
essentially vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-
road/infrastructure (V2R/V2I) communications. Recently, 
extended models and services are included in the V2X 
umbrella, like: vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) - direct 
communication, vehicle-to-vulnerable road user (VRU), 
vehicle-to-network (V2N) - including cellular networks and 
Internet, Vehicle to sensors (V2S), vehicle-to-power grid 
(V2G)  and vehicle-to-home (V2H).  

V2X allows vehicles to directly communicate with each 
other, to roadside infrastructure, and to other road users for 
the benefit of better road safety, traffic efficiency, smart 

mobility, environmental sustainability, and driver 
convenience. V2X contributes to fully autonomous driving 
development through its unique non-line-of-sight sensing 
capability which allows vehicles to detect potential hazards, 
traffic, and road conditions from longer distances. Typical 
use cases and services/applications for V2X comprise: 
active road safety applications (including autonomous 
driving); warnings, notifications, assistance; traffic 
efficiency and management applications; infotainment 
applications. Therefore, IoV extends the traditional basic 
functions like vehicles driving and safety to novel target 
domains such as enhanced traffic management, automobile 
production, repair and vehicle insurance, road infrastructure 
construction and repair, logistics and transportation, etc.  

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is an extension of the V2X, 
aiming to create a   global network of vehicles – enabled by 
various Wireless Access Technologies (WAT) [1][2]. It 
involves the Internet and includes heterogeneous access 
networks. IoV can be seen as a special use case of Internet 
of Things (IoT); however, IoV contains intelligent 
“terminals” such as vehicles (maybe some of them - 
autonomous). The complexity of the V2X/IoV claims for a 
strong support infrastructure. The 5G slicing technology is 
considered to be an appropriate candidate. 

The 5G mobile network technologies offer powerful 
features, in terms of capacity, speed, flexibility and services, 
to answer the increasing demand and challenges addressed 
to communication systems and Internet [3]-[5]. 5G can 
provide specific types of services to simultaneously satisfy 
various customer/tenant demands in a multi-x fashion (the 
notation –x stands for: tenant, domain, operator and 
provider). 

The 5G network slicing concept (based on virtualization 
and softwarization) enables programmability and modularity 
for network resources provisioning, adapted to different 
vertical service requirements (in terms of bandwidth, 
latency, mobility, etc.) [6]-[9]. In a general view, a Network 
Slice (NSL) is a managed logical group of subsets of 
resources, organized as virtual dedicated networks, isolated 
from each other (w.r.t. performance and security), but 
sharing the same infrastructure. The NSLs functionalities are 
implemented by Physical/Virtual network functions 
(PNFs/VNFs), chained in graphs, in order to compose 
services dedicated to different sets of users. The slices are 
programmable and have the ability to expose their 
capabilities to the users. The actual run-time execution 
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entities are instantiated slices, whose life cycles are 
controlled by the management and control entities belonging 
to the Management, Orchestration and Control Plane 
(MO&C). The Network Function Virtualization (NFV)[10]-
[13] and Software Defined Networks (SDN) technologies 
can cooperate [14] to manage, orchestrate  and control the 
5G sliced environment, in a flexible and programmable way. 
The 3GPP [4][5] has defined three fundamental categories 
of 5G slice scenarios: Massive machine type communication 
(mMTC); Ultra reliability low latency communication 
(URLLC); Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB). 

The 5G slicing is considered to be a strong candidate to 
fulfill the requirements of V2X systems. Several studies and 
projects deal with development of V2X systems based on 
5G sliced infrastructure; some examples are [15]-[19]. The 
dedicated 5G slices can provide the required capabilities for 
multiple tenants, while working over a 5G shared 
infrastructure.  However, it is recognized [15][16], that the 
heterogeneous and complex features of V2X services neither 
allow the straightforward mapping of them onto basic  
reference slice types – like eMBB, URLLC and mMTC 
services, nor the mapping into a  single V2X slice. 
Additional customization is necessary in order to create 
V2X dedicated slices.  

The V2X/IoV systems are highly complex, involving 
several technical and organizational entities which 
cooperate in a business ecosystem. Generally, a business 
ecosystem is a network of organizations/stakeholders such 
as suppliers, distributors, customers, competitors, 
government agencies, etc., involved in the delivery of a 
specific product or service through both competition and 
cooperation. The entities/stakeholders/actors interact with 
each other, in order to achieve together the goals of the 
system. An equivalent term is Business Model (BM) to 
define the set of stakeholders and their interactions. 

In a V2X ecosystem new actors are involved, besides 
traditional Internet and network/service providers or 
operators. These new actors could be road authorities, 
municipalities, regulators and vehicle manufacturers 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM).  

The development of the 5G complex sliced systems 
supposes to initially define the BMs, which essentially 
determines the roles and responsibilities of the entities and 
then the system requirements and architecture. This need is 
equally true for V2X systems and today it is still an open 
research topic. Concerning V2X BMs, it is recognized (see 
5G PPP Automotive Working Group, Business Feasibility 
Study for 5G V2X Deployment [22]) that there is still some 
lack of insights into the required rollout conditions, roles of 
different stakeholders, investments, business models and 
expected profit from Connected and Automated Mobility 
(CAM) services. On the other side, the general BMs for 5G 
sliced networks should be adapted and refined in order to 
well serve the V2X system’s needs. 

Considering the above reasons, this work in progress 
attempts to analyze some relevant BMs for 5G slicing and 
discuss how they can be adapted for V2X environment. 

Due to space limitation, this text cannot afford to offer 
detailed explanations about the BMs presented; the 
objective is to identify the major points of similarity of 
different BMs for 5G slicing, then 5G-V2X approaches and 
to study their possible mapping. The paper contribution is 
mainly an overview and comparison of different solutions.  

The paper structure is described below. Section II 
outlines the stakeholder roles in 5G slicing, given that such 
definitions determine essentially the overall system 
architecture.  Section III refines the general BMs to be 
adapted to 5G V2X communications and services. Section 
IV performs an analysis of some factors that lead to different 
V2X-5G business models. Section VI summarizes 
conclusions and future work.  

II. BUSINESS MODEL AND  STAKEHOLDER ROLES IN 5G 

SLICING 

The objective of this section is to present a few relevant 
BMs proposed for 5G sliced systems and to identify the 
main roles of actors, in order to prepare their customization 
for V2X case in the next section. The layered architecture of 
the 5G slicing strongly depends on the stakeholder roles 
defined by the BM. Different BMs have been proposed, 
aiming to support multi-tenant, multi-domain end-to-end 
(E2E) and multi-operator capabilities in various contexts. 
Several examples are summarized below. 

A. Example 1 

A basic model (see A. Galis, [7]) defines four main 
roles:  

End User (EU): consumes (part of) the services supplied 
by the slice tenant, without providing them to other business 
actors. 

Slice Tenant (SLT): is the generic user of a specific slice, 
including network/cloud/data centers, which can host 
customized services. A SLT can request from a Network 
Slice Provider (NSLP) to create a new slice instance 
dedicated to support some SLT specific services.  The SLT 
can lease virtual resources from one or more NSLPs in the 
form of a virtual network, where the tenant can realize, 
manage and then provide Network Services (NS) to its 
individual end users. A NS is a composition of Network 
Functions (NFs), defined in terms of the individual NFs and 
the mechanism used to connect them. A single tenant may 
define and run one or several slices in its domain. 

Network Slice Provider (NSLP): can be typically a 
telecommunication service provider (owner or tenant of the 
infrastructures from which network slices are constructed). 
The NSLP can construct multi-tenant, multi-domain slices, 
on top of infrastructures offered by one or several InPs.  

Infrastructure Provider (InP): owns and manages the 
physical infrastructure (network/cloud/data centre). It could 
lease its infrastructure (as it is) to a slice provider, or it can 
itself construct slices (the BM is flexible) and then lease the 
infrastructure in network slicing fashion.  

Note that the scope of the above model is limited; it is  
operational only, i.e.,  it does not detail all external  entities 
of the overall ecosystem, which may have strong impact on 
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the operational model, e.g., Standards Developing 
Organizations (SDOs), policy makers, etc. 

An important feature of the above BM is its recursive 
capability (see Ordonez et al., [8]); a tenant can at its turn, to 
offer parts of its sliced resources to other tenants, and so on. 

B. Example 2 

A recent document of the 5G-PPP Architecture 
Working Group [4] describes a more refined BM:  

Service Customer (SC): uses services offered by a 
Service Provider (SP). The vertical industries are 
considered as typical examples of SCs.  

Service Provider (SP): it has a generic role, comprising 
three possible sub-roles, depending on the service offered to 
the SC: Communication SP offers traditional telecom 
services; Digital SP offers digital services (e.g., enhanced 
mobile broadband and IoT to various verticals); Network 
Slice as a Service (NSLaaS) Provider offers a NSL and its 
services. The SPs have to design, build and operate high-
level services, using aggregated network services.  

Network Operator (NOP): orchestrates resources, 
potentially offered by multiple virtualized infrastructure 
providers (VISP). The NOP uses aggregated virtualized 
infrastructure services to design, build, and operate network 
services that are offered to SPs.  

Virtualization Infrastructure SP (VISP): offers 
virtualized infrastructure services and designs, builds, and 
operates virtualization infrastructure(s) (i.e., networking 
and computing resources). Sometimes, a VISP offers access 
to a variety of resources by aggregating multiple 
technology domains and making them accessible through a 
single Application Programming Interface (API).  

Data Center SP (DCSP): designs, builds, operates and 
offers data center services. A DCSP differs from a VISP by 
offering “raw” resources (i.e., host servers) in rather 
centralized locations and simple services for consumption 
of these raw resources.  

The hierarchy of this model (in the top-down sense of a 
layered architecture) is: SC, SP, NOP, VISP, DCSP. Note 
that in practice, a single organization can play one or more 
roles of the above list. 

Several recent Public Private Partnership (PPP) Phase 
I/II collaborative research are running, having as objectives 
5G technologies (see several examples in [A. Galis, [7]). 
Some of them extended the list of role definitions, to allow 
various possible customer-provider relationships between 
verticals, operators, and other stakeholders.  

C. Example 3 

The 5G-MoNArch European project [20] proposes an 
ecosystem model for 5G slicing. The Mobile network 
operators (MNOs) will change from a vertically integrated 
model, where they own the spectrum, antenna and core 
network sites and equipment, to a layered model where 
each layer might be managed or implemented by a different 
stakeholder. A stakeholder is defined in [20] as an 
individual, entity or organisation that affects how the 

overall system operates. The MoNArch stakeholder roles 
[20] are: 

End User: the ultimate entity which uses the services 
provides by a Tenant or the MSP. 

Tenant: purchases and utilizes a network slice and its 
associated services offered by a Mobile Service Provider 
(MSP). Tenant examples are: Mobile Virtual Network 
Operator (MVNO), enterprise or any entity that requires 
telecommunications services for its business operations. 

Mobile Service Provider (MSP):  is the main entity 
which provides mobile internet connectivity and 
telecommunication services to its users. To this aim, the 
MSP constructs network slices and their function chains to 
compose services. Examples of slices can be eMBB or 
mMTC. The MSP set of tasks are: design, building offering 
and operation of  its services.  

Infrastructure Provider (InP): owns and manages the 
network infrastructure (antennas, base stations, remote 
radio heads, data centers, etc.), and offers it to the MSP, in 
the form of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). 

In practice a larger organizational entiy could exist, i.e., 
Mobile Network Operator (MNO) which operates and owns 
the mobile network, combining the roles of MSP and InP. 

The Monarch model further refines the roles of some 
entities which can exist, as distinct actors: 

Virtualisation Infrastructure Service Provider (VISP) 
may exist, as an intermediate actor between InP and MSP. 
It designs, builds and operates a virtualization infrastructure 
on top of the InP services, and offers its infrastructure 
service to the MSP. 

At a lower logical level, an NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) 
supplier may exist, to provide a NFV infrastructure to its 
customers, i.e., to the VISP and/or directly to the MSP.  

 

TABLE I.  BUSINESS MODELS FOR 5G SLICING  

Relevant business models examples 

Basic Model [7] 5G-PPP [4] MoNArch project [20] 

End User 
(EU)  

 

Service 
Customer (SC)  

End User 
Tenant 

Slice 
Tenant (SLT) 

Service 
Provider (SP) 
(offers slices) 

Mobile Service Provider 
(MSP) - can belong to MNO 

Network 
SliceProvider 

(NSLP) 

Network 
Operator (NOP) 
(offers ggregated 

services) 

Virtualisation 
Infrastructure 

Service 
Provider 

(VISP) – can 
belong to 

MNO 

VNF 
supplier 

(it can be 
a separate 

entity) 
 

 

Infrastructure  
Provider (InP) 

 
Hardware 
supplier 

 
NFV Infrastructure 

(NFVI) supplier 
Virtualization 

Infrastructure SP 
(VISP) 

Infrastructure Provider 
(InP) 

 
Hardware supplier Data Center SP 

(DCSP) 
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A VNF supplier may also exist to offer virtualized 
software (SW) components to the MSP. 

The last but not least is the Hardware (HW) supplier 
which offers hardware to the InPs (server, antenna, cables, 
etc.). 

D. Example 4 

The document 3GPP TR22.830 [21] defines a 5G 
business model. It is shown that 5G opens the door to new 
BM roles for 3rd parties, allowing them more control of 
system capabilities.  5G Three role models are envisaged in 
5G for stakeholders: a. The MNO owns and manages both 
the access and core network; b. An MNO owns and manages 
the core network, the access network is shared among 
multiple operators (i.e., RAN sharing); c. Only part of the 
network is owned and/or managed by the MNO, with other 
parts being owned and/or managed by a 3rd party. 

Note that the above different models cannot be exactly 
on-to-one mapped, given the different contexts and visions 
and also the degree of splitting into sub-modules. However, 
a general equivalence can be observed (see TABLE 1). 
Here, we consider the basic model the most orthogonal one. 

III. BUSINESS MODELS FOR 5G V2X 

The key technology enablers for 5G V2X 
communication and services are currently studied and 
understood in the wireless industry and standardization of 
3GPP Release 16 V2X is in its final phase [22]. Apart from 
traditional vehicular services, it is forecasted that advanced 
CAM services (e.g., high-definition (HD) maps support, 
highway chauffeur, tele-operated driving, platooning, fully 
autonomous driving, extended sensors, etc.) will be enabled 
through next-generation 5G V2X starting with 3GPP 
Release 16. This section will provide two examples of 
BMs/ecosystems for 5G V2X. 

The 5G PPP Automotive Working Group [23] has 
defined a general 5G V2X BM, capturing not only 
operational features but also business relationships. It 
identified the following key stakeholder categories involved 
in the deployment of 5G V2X technologies: 5G industry 
(network operators, network and devices vendors), 
automotive industry, Standards Developing Organizations 
(SDOs), road infrastructure operators, policy makers and 
users. The interactions between them are shown in Figure 1.  

5G industry: include any general business activity or 
commercial enterprise developing or using 5G or providing 
5G-related services, e.g., MNOs, Telecom vendors, Cloud 
providers, device providers, software developers, etc.  

Automotive Industry (AutoIn): includes car Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEMs) (e.g., car manufacturers), 
component manufacturers, Tier 1 suppliers, CAM service 
providers,  HD map providers and other automotive-specific 
technology providers (it can also include other services such 
as the logistic sectors). This category brings the automotive 
expertise and services (including mobility services) to 
customers (business and consumers).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The main stakeholders and relationships in the context of 5G 
V2X deployment [23] 

Standard Development Organizations (SDO): 3rd 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), European Tele-
communications Standards Institute (ETSI), Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF), Internet Research Task 
Force (IRTF), Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) and 5G-related alliances such as Next 
Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN), Industrial Internet 
Consortium (IIC), 5G Automotive Association (5GAA) and  
Automotive Edge Computing Consortium (AECC). For 
safety-related 5G applications (e.g. Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems - ADAS and autonomous driving), 
pertinent standards developing organizations such as 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) may be 
also relevant players.  

Road Infrastructure Operators (RIO): national or 
regional entities (public/private) performing deployment, 
operation and maintenance of physical road infrastructure. 
They may   also manage road traffic operations, own or 
operate the toll system, etc.  

Policy Makers (PM): provide the highest authorities and 
regulate the relationships within the whole stakeholder 
ecosystem, including 5G industry, automotive industry, 
SDOs and users. They are international or national 
government authorities or organizations defining the legal 
framework and policies, such as road and transport 
authorities or telecom regulators. The ITU as well as 
national spectrum regulators belong to this category.  

Users: drivers, vehicle owners, passengers or 
pedestrian. 

The detailed description of the interactions between the 
stakeholders is given in the 5G PPP Automotive Working 
Group document [23]. Shortly, the interactions are: 

R1 (Users- PMs): to provide to the users the authority 
regulation to be followed (e.g., for environmental, safety and 
financial aspects).  
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R2 (Users - Automotive Industry):  to collect feedback 
from users in order to define the requirements and features of 
the new products, functionalities and services.  

R3 (PMs– AutoIn): PMs define the regulation framework 
to be followed by AutoIn, while the latter provides feedback 
to the PMs to support definitions and improvement of 
regulations. 

R4 (Users - 5G Industry): Users buy products and 
services from the 5G Industry. The latter collects feedback 
used as inputs to define the network requirements, in terms 
of Quality of Experience (QoE), and user needs for services 
and new applications. 

R5 (AutoIn - 5G Industry): for inter – cooperation, 
allowing design a 5G V2X technology to meet the system 
and component level needs. The AutoIn defines the network 
requirements for their products and services; the 5G Industry 
should fulfill the functionality and performance 
requirements. 

R6 (PMs - 5G Industry): PMs define the regulations that 
the 5G Industry must follow. The latter gives feedback to the 
PMs to influence the definition of new regulations. 

R7 (PMs -SDO): SDOs have to consider regulatory 
conditions in standards development (e.g., ETSI work is 
regulated by the of the EU Commission). 

R8 (SDO - 5G Industry): The SDOs define the standards 
to be implemented in the 5G deployments. E.g., for 
autonomous driving applications ultrareliable low latency 
are needed, based on safety standards. 

R9 (5G Industry - RIO): RIO may participate in the 
deployment of 5G V2X and provide or facilitate licenses or 
other infrastructure requirements that are under their 
responsibility (PMs are also involved here). RIO may define 
network requirements for the 5G Industry. The 5G Industry 
shall offer communication services to the RIO based on 
commercial agreements. However, it is expected that 5G 
network providers will own and operate most or parts of the 
network infrastructure.  A subset of actors out of the general 
model will cooperate within the operational BM, i.e.: 5G 
Industry, Automotive industry, users, and possibly - road 
infrastructure operators. However, the policy makers, SDOs 
and road infrastructure operators strongly influence the 
requirements and also the architecture of the V2X systems, 
as presented above in interaction description. 

Usually, 5G network providers will own and operate 
most or parts of the network infrastructure. This entity can 
be split into RAN infrastructure provider (offering the 
physical infrastructure, e.g., antenna sites and the hardware 
equipment) and cloud infrastructure provider (it owns and 
manages local and central data centers providing the virtual 
resources, such as computing, storage and networking). In 
practice, the roles of 5G network providers can be taken by 
the MNOs, but is possible that Road Infrastructure 
Operators deploys or operate (parts of) the 5G V2X 
network, directly providing the necessary coverage for 
CAM services to the users. 

The network deployment investment can be done by a 
single actor, called network operator (e.g., a traditional 
MNO). However, the model in Figure 1 is general, in the 

sense that potentially any actor (e.g., a road operator) could 
invest in network deployment.  

The project 5GCAR [24]-[26] identifies a BM similar to 
that developed by 5G PPP Automotive Working Group. In 
the operational scenarios the following actors can interact: 
5G Industry, Automotive industry, Road Infrastructure 
Operators and users. Those stakeholders may assume 
different roles identified in the application of the network 
slicing feature:  

Tenant entity: rents and leverages 5G connectivity. Note 
that Road operator, OEMs or other organization may also 
have this role.  

Mobile Service Provider (MSP): provides to different 
tenants 5G, dedicated slices for customized services.  

The 5G infrastructure providers (5GInP): can be 
divided into cloud and RAN providers; they offer the 
elements needed for the MSP to implement the slices.  

Non-V2X (supplementary) service provider: can provide 
passenger targeted services such as enhanced infotainment, 
mobile office, etc. 

The other entities presented in the general BM 
(Figure1), i.e., Policy makers, SDOs, influence indirectly 
the system requirements and specifications of the 
operational BM. It can be seen that the general basic 5G 
slicing operational BM (see Example 1) can be mapped 
approximately one-to-one onto the V2X operational BM. 

IV. THE HETEROGENEITY OF 5G V2X BUSINESS MODELS  

This section will summarize the factors leading to   
heterogeneity in the area of 5G V2X BMs and also affecting 
the particular architectures. Note that, given the topics 
complexity, this analysis cannot be exhaustive; some aspects 
are not touched, or only briefly mentioned. 

A major factor which leads to many variants of BMs is 
the multitude of real-life players which can be active 
(directly or indirectly) in the 5G V2X system assembly and 
also the variety of V2X applications/services. Actors 
providing key services for the automotive sector can be split 
in two categories: service providers of enabling platforms, 
which manage the data and allow services to be built on top 
of the data; connectivity providers, which construct and 
manage connectivity facilities  over cellular networks. Inside 
each category several types of actors can be included.  

A non-exhaustive list of actors comprises:  
Connectivity Players (MNOs, Transport Services 

Providers, (TSPs), ICT Solution & Cloud Platform 
Providers, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)); 

Automotive OEMs (Cars, Trucks);  
Suppliers (Tier 1 & 2 (System Integrators), Wireless 

Module Vendors, Chipset Vendors, Software/Solutions, 
Middleware, Over the Top Services Providers (OTT), 
Connectivity/ Bluetooth, Databases, etc.);  

Application platforms (Software - based, Fleet/ 
Commercial, Autonomous Driving, Smartphone Platforms); 
Business Users (Public Transport, Company Fleets, Freight, 
Car Rental, Taxi Fleets, Delivery systems, Emergency 
Response systems);  
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Consumers (End user consumers, Families, Small Office 
Home Office (SoHo);  

Application types (Mobility as a Service, Maps & 
NavigationTelematics / Tracking, Communications Safety 
& Maintenance, Media & Entertainment, Productivity).  

Besides the above, additional stakeholders can play 
specific roles:   Insurance, Dealers, Auto Repair, Regulatory 
Bodies, Local Authorities (Government, Law Enforcement, 
Smart City, Road Operators), Location-based commerce 
players, Security infrastructure and services providers. 

The forecasts estimate that new actors will enter the auto 
industry (increase more than 45% by 2030, [27]). Therefore, 
in order to create a clear and stable ecosystem, the actors’ 
roles/activities and interactions, should be defined. 
Cooperation is necessary: telecom operators will provide 
their infrastructure and licensed spectrum; the automotive 
suppliers will create the chips and sensors compatible with 
the technology. So, the typical value chain is transformed 
into a complex ecosystem; actors will share a part of 
knowledge and resources. The competition will exist and 
influence the ecosystem structure. From the above reasons, 
some relationships between possible actors are still uncertain 
today.  

In [26][27], several variants of 5G V2X ecosystems are 
defined. In each one, a single actor provides the platform, 
e.g.: MNO, OEM, Automotive Supplier (AS), etc.  
Interactions between some of actors are established based on 
Service Level Agreements (SLA). 

There are also other lower level technical factors, 
determining the heterogeneity of 5G V2X BMs and 
architectures for slicing solutions. The management, 
orchestration and control subsystem is directly involved 
within these aspects. Some examples of such factors are 
given below. 

The services deployment is inherently heterogeneous, 
depending on applications to be supported. An example is 
the traffic locality property (at the edge of the network/slice 
or crossing the core part). An orchestrator should be aware 
of such traffic properties and, if necessary, deploy the 
corresponding network functions at the mobile edge. The 
orchestrator needs to have enough topology information of 
slices in order to be able to install appropriate functions at 
right places. The type of vehicular applications and services 
will determine the degree of pushing to the edge some 
functions. 

The classical principle of vertical separation of services 
in network-related (i.e., connectivity–oriented) and 
application-level services (e.g., caching, video transcoding, 
content-oriented, web server, etc.) could be preserved or not. 
The separation will require, respectively one orchestrator vs. 
separate network/service orchestrators. One can speak about 
segregated or integrated orchestration, respectively. 
Concerning slicing, one can define some slices offering 
essentially connectivity services and other dedicated to high-
level applications. The clear separation of areas of 
responsibility over resources could be an advantage for 
operational stability (e.g., a segregated RAN orchestrator 
could still maintain basic RAN services even if an 
application-oriented orchestrator fails). On the other hand, 

the integrated orchestration could be attractive, in particular 
for operators, if both kinds of services could be orchestrated 
in the same fashion (and possibly even with the same 
orchestration infrastructure). These two options also 
determine heterogeneity at M&O architectural level. 

Segregated orchestrators lead to a more complex overall 
architecture. One must assign areas of responsibilities from 
a resource perspective (which orchestrator controls - what 
resources); one should identify services pertaining to each 
orchestrator. The split of service is also a problem, i.e., the   
service description should define the “network” and 
“application-facing” parts of the service. Aligning the 
control decisions taken by these two kinds of orchestrators 
in a consistent way is also not trivial. In an integrated 
orchestration approach, all these problems disappear. 
However, an integrated orchestrator might be very complex 
if required to treat substantially different services (one-size-
fits-all orchestration approach is rather not the best choice).  

An integrated orchestrator is a more challenging piece of 
software (from both dependability and performance 
perspectives) but would result in a simpler overall 
architecture. Considering the above rationale, we defend the 
idea that from the slicing point of view, a segregate 
orchestrator is a better choice. However, in practice, both 
approaches have been pursued in different projects. 
Currently, a final verdict commonly agreed, on segregated 
versus integrated orchestration is not yet available. 
Apparently, there is no need to standardize this option, as 
long as both of them could be realized inside a meta-
architecture. So, for the time being, we can state that M&O 
heterogeneity, from this point of view, will last. 

Another architectural choice is on “flat” or 
“hierarchical” orchestration. In the flat solution, a single 
instance of a particular orchestrator type is in charge of all 
assigned resources. In the hierarchical solution, there are 
multiple orchestrators (a “hierarchical” model is needed, 
when orchestrators know to talk to each other). Note that a 
hierarchical orchestrator is not necessarily a segregated one, 
because all hierarchy members could deal with the same 
type of services. 

Multi-tenant, multi-domain, multi-operator context of 
the planned 5G V2X system will influence the BM, making 
necessary to split the responsibilities among actors, for both 
categories: high level services and connectivity ones. Multi-
domain scenarios create new problems [28] (e.g., in the case 
of a multi-domain “federated” slice). In a flat model, each 
orchestrator of a domain is actually multi-orchestration 
capable, i.e., it can discuss/negotiate with other domains’ 
orchestrators. In the hierarchical model, a higher-level 
orchestrator could exist, in charge of harmonizing multiple 
organizations cooperation. However, several issues are not 
fully solved today: which entity would run that multi-
domain orchestrator, trust issues, preservation of domains 
independency, assuring the fairness, etc.  

Relationship of the M&O system and the 5GT V2X 
slicing system is another factor of BM architectural 
variability, depending on what the definition of a slice is. A 
largely agreed solution is to have a general orchestrator 
(configured offline), capable to trigger the construction of a 
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new slice and then to install in this new slice its own 
dedicated orchestrator (before the slice run-time). To still 
assure the basic services outside any slice (e.g., packet 
forwarding at network level) one can construct an additional 
special orchestrator installed outside of all slices. Currently, 
many combinations have been proposed, and there is still no 
consensus on such matters. The convergence of solutions 
will be determined probably by the adoption of a more 
unique definition of a slice – which could assure better inter-
operability.  

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This is an overview-type paper; it analyzed several 
business models/ecosystems for 5G slicing and then those 
for V2X and discuss how the 5G BM can be adapted for 
V2X environment. It has been shown that a large variety of 
proposals exist in various studies, standards and projects, 
given the multitude of V2X use cases and the rich set of 
business actors that could be potentially involved. Some 
major factors determining the heterogeneity of the BMs 
proposals have been identified in Section IV. 

Considering the above analysis, and to conclude this 
preliminary study, we propose the steps to be followed to 
start a 5G V2X system development in slicing approach. 

First, the V2X set of high level of services (seen from 
the end user perspectives) to be implemented should be 
defined among the rich possible ones (see Section IV).  

The identification of the set of involved actors and a first 
assignment of their roles (especially from business/services 
point of view) is a major step. Here, some actors would 
provide only indirect actions (Policy Makers, SDOs, local 
regulators, etc.). Other actors will participate at operational 
phases (MNOs, OEMs, Service providers - e.g., OTT, 
Infrastructure providers, etc.) at run-time. 

The multi-domain, multi-tenant, multi-operator 
characteristics of the 5G V2X system should be selected. 
Definition of interactions between the actors will complete 
the high-level description of the 5G V2X BM/ecosystem. 

The following steps will refine the BM and go to the 
requirement identification and architectural definition.  The 
main connectivity and processing/storage technologies 
should be identified. The regulations, standards, etc., to be 
enforced have to be identified; they will define but also limit 
the system capabilities and scope. System requirements 
identification will follow, considering requirements coming 
from all actors involved in BM. 

The 5G V2X slicing solution (for RAN, core and 
transport part of the network) should be selected. Here, the 
refinement of the BM is possible (see Table 1). Then, the 
system architecture (general and layered - functional) has to 
be defined, allowing further technical refinement of the 
system design. 

 Future work can go further to consider more deeply the 
multi-x aspects, related to the business models and impact of 
the BM upon the system management orchestration and 
control for 5G V2X dedicated slices. 
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Abstract— Layer 2 (L2) protocols are fundamental to all
network communications. Loop-avoidance in L2 operations
is essential for forwarding broadcast frames without them
looping throughout network. Loop-avoidance protocols
construct a logical tree on the meshed topology, normally
used to provide path redundancy in switched networks.
Repairing the tree on topology changes results in expensive
network downtime and is major challenge faced in L2
networks. In this article, we present the Meshed Tree
Protocol (MTP) based on a novel Meshed Tree Algorithm
(MTA) as a clean-slate approach to loop avoidance in
switched network. MTP leverages the connectivity in the
meshed topology to pre-construct several trees from a root.
Multiple backup paths are in readiness to takeover in the
event of failure of the main path for fast convergence. We
limit our work in this article to a comparison of a coded
prototype implementation of MTP vs. the Rapid Spanning
Tree Protocol (RSTP) in L2 customer networks. The
evaluation was conducted on the GENI (Global Environment
for Network Innovation) testbed.

Keywords-Meshed Trees; Pre-constructed Paths; Path
Vector VIDs; Hysteresis in Failure Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-performance switched networks are in great
demand with the growth in L2 Customer (C), Service
Provider (SP) and Backbone Provider (BP) networks.
Meshed topologies are adopted in switched networks to
provide path redundancy. Consequently, handling of
broadcast frames poses a challenge. When a switch
receives a broadcast frame on a port it forwards it on all
other ports (except the port it was received on). Because
there are physical loops in the network due to the meshed
topology, this can result in broadcast frames looping in the
network infinitely and crashing the network. For this
purpose, it is important to forward brought broadcast
frames on paths that do not loop. The traditional approach
is to construct a logical tree on the physical meshed
topology and allow broadcast frames to be forwarded
along the tree paths. To construct a logical tree on the
switched network, loop avoidance protocols are used.
Loop-avoidance protocols use tree algorithms such as
Spanning tree and Dijkstra tree to construct the logical
tree. Tree algorithms allow construction of a single tree
from a root. Hence on a link or switch failure when a tree
branch fails, protocols based of these algorithms must
reconstruct/repair the tree. As a result, the convergence
latency in the event of a network component failure can be
high. This is a setback for applications running on
switched networks that desire high availability.

Constructing a single logical tree on a meshed topology
logically sacrifices the rich path redundancy in the meshed
topology. We propose a novel meshed trees algorithm
(MTA) that allows construction of multiple trees from a
single root. The branches from the multiple trees mesh at
the switches thus keeping the redundant paths in readiness
and the failover in the event of a (currently used) path
failure is immediate. We further propose a novel virtual
identifier to pre-construct and maintain the multiple trees.
This simplifies the meshed tree protocol implementation
significantly, making the protocol lightweight and robust.

In this article, we limit our performance comparison of
MTP vs RSTP to highlight the significant performance
improvement (several magnitudes) in terms of
convergence on link failures that can be achieved with a
simple and robust protocol, especially in L2 customer
networks. RSTP is a standard protocol and its code is
available on the GENI testbed, hence it is readily available
to compare the two working prototypes. RSTP also serves
as a reference. We collect measurements of an
implementation of MTP and RSTP on the GENI testbed
[10], for multiple network topologies. A detailed analysis
and study of MTP vs RSTP convergence process
considering tree construction and recovery on failures,
based on message exchanges and port role changes is
provided. Several sets of test cases were evaluated. The
tree construction process with MTP and RSTP are
highlighted and contrasted to explain the difference in
operational complexity between the two protocols and to
justify the performance improvements with MTP. Future
work will cover a study of MTP vs IS-IS based loop-
avoidance protocols for L2 SP and BP networks.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we discuss background work on loop-avoidance
protocols, primarily focusing on standards, followed by an
introduction to meshed trees. We discuss IS-IS based
protocols, the latest loop avoidance protocol standards to
address convergence delays experienced by spanning tree
protocols, only to highlight their complexity and
limitations. We also introduce and compare meshed trees
with Dijkstra and spanning trees. Section III describes a
meshed trees implementation in a switched network with
an example highlighting several of its attributes. Section
IV focusses on the performance metrics that will be
studied and their significance. Section V provides details
on protocol evaluations, and tools and techniques to assess
performance. Subsections discuss in detail the performance
in three different topologies for multiple test cases. The
failures were limited to single link failures and the relative
position in the tree which plays an important role in the
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Figure 1. Meshed Trees vs Spanning/Dijkstra Tree

convergence latency experienced in switched networks.
Section VI provides a summary of the results highlighting
the significant difference protocol recovery latency and
messages among the 2 protocols. Section VII provides a
brief conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we present the two major categories of
loop avoidance protocols for use in switched networks.
Though other alternatives have been proposed we focus on
these two categories as they are widely used and serve as a
standard for performance comparison. They are:

1. The Spanning Tree Protocol family
2. Dijkstra’s Tree Algorithm based Protocols

A. The Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) Family

This includes STP and its faster version – Rapid STP
(RSTP), for construction of a single tree in a local area
network (LAN). (We limit the discussions in this article to
a single LAN). STP has been an IEEE standard since
1998 [8]. In STP, switches exchange Bridge Protocol Data
Units (BPDUs) to decide on a logical spanning tree. Roles
are assigned to ports so they can allow or block frames.
Bridge Medium Access Control (MAC) addresses and
port numbers are used to break ties during spanning tree
construction. STP recovery process on topology changes
result in transients and high recovery delays, as STP uses
many timers. RSTP IEEE 802.1w [2] avoids delays
incurred due to extensive timer usage by STP and speeds
up convergence through fast exchange of proposal and
agreement message among switches. RSTP further
reduced convergence times by holding a port in readiness
if the best port to reach the root bridge (the root port) fails.

B. Dijkstra’s Tree Algorithm based Protocols

For high performance networks, such as L2 SP and BP
networks, the delays incurred with RSTP were
unacceptable. As a consequence, Inter-System Inter-
System (IS-IS) based Layer 3 routing solutions that use
Dijkstra trees were introduced into L2 operations to
improve path and root switch failure resiliency. The IS-IS
based solutions construct shortest paths trees from every
switch (as a root), to cut down root reelection time. Loop
avoidance protocols that use Dijkstra’s algorithm are
TRILL (Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links) on
RBridges (Router Bridges) [4][5] and Shortest Path
Bridging (SPB) [7]. Radia Perlman, the inventor of STP,
introduced TRILL [5] as an Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) effort, as it operates above L2. The TRILL
protocol uses the IS-IS routing protocol to take advantage
of the numerous trees constructed using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. Similar to TRILL, SPB, is an IEEE effort that
introduced IS-IS link state routing into L2 [7]. Using IS-IS
links state routing incurs the following
overhead/limitations:
o IS-IS messages are encapsulated in L2 or TRILL

messages adding to operational overhead and
complexity.

o IS-IS cannot guarantee true loop-freedom; a hop count is
included to track and discard looping frames.

o Dijkstra’s tree construction is computation intensive [9]
and not suited for fast convergence in dynamic
networks. During the re-computation time on topology
changes, frame delivery is not guaranteed.

o Any link state change must be propagated to all
switches, which then wait for a settling time to compute
new Dijkstra trees. During this period, frame forwarding
is unreliable.

o Reverse congruency requires all switches to compute
Dijkstra trees from all other switches, so they can use the
same ports in source address tables to forward frames to
end devices connected to the other switch. This
multiplies the operation complexity and overhead by the
number of switches and is a scalability issue.

C. The Need for a New Approach

Current loop-avoidance protocols construct a single
logical tree to avoid looping of broadcast frames in meshed
networks. This is true for protocols based on spanning
trees or on Dijkstra trees. In the event of a single link
failure both categories of protocols require dissemination
of this information to all switches so they can
reconstruct/repair the trees. Repairing trees takes time
which is the reason for the convergence latency faced in
current loop avoidance protocols. We propose a clean slate
approach, which uses Meshed Tree Algorithm that enables
construction of multiple trees from a single root.

D. The Meshed Tree Algorithm

Instead of a single spanning tree or shortest path tree as
possible with current tree algorithms, MTP [1] adopts a
new MTA to compute multiple trees from a root. The
multiple paths constructed mesh at the switches and hence
are called meshed trees. MTP leverages the connectivity in
meshed networks to provision redundant paths from every
switch to the root. The redundant paths are in readiness to
takeover in the event of a link or main path failure.
Maintaining multiple branches would seem to add to the
operational complexity, but we use a novel Path Vector
virtual ID technique to construct and maintain meshed
trees resulting in an extremely light weight protocol, as
discussed in Section III.

The Meshed Tree Algorithm – is the first of its kind
that allows preconstruction of multiple tree branches from
a single root. We describe the concept of Meshed trees
using Figure 1. In Figure 1, we compare spanning /shortest
path tree constructed using Dijkstra and Spanning Tree
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algorithms to meshed trees. On the top left is a 5-node, 6-
edge connected graph. Using either Dijkstra’s or Spanning
Tree algorithm, one of three trees, i.e. red, blue or orange
tree, can be constructed – the outcome is always one tree,
from the root node A. The bottom left shows a meshed
tree, in which all three trees (red, blue and orange) co-exist
allowing each node to have multiple paths to the root node
A and to reach any other node. In the event a path fails,
another path is readily available.

III. THE MESHED TREE PROTOCOL

The Meshed Tree Protocol builds fault tolerance in
switched networks by computing multiple tree paths from
each switch to the root. This ensures that there are
alternative paths in readiness on switch or link failures.
The number of alternative paths that a switch records can
be set as a parameter. MTP computes and maintain these
paths with very low overhead and operational complexity
using virtual identifiers (VIDs). A VID at a switch
identifies a path to the root. A switch acquires and stores
multiple VIDs. Hop count is inherent in the VID. VIDs
also aid in loop-detection, cutting down on processing time
and operational overhead significantly. VIDs are discussed
in the Sections below.

A. Meshed Tree Protocol Overview

In this section we explain the construction of meshed
trees by MTP in a switched network. We start by
designating a root switch it and assigning it a unique VID.
Rationale for Root switch designation is discussed next.

1) Root Switch Designation
A switch is designated to be the root. We decided to

designate a root to avoid root election delays. However, in
the event of failure of this root, we need another root to
take over. In spanning tree-based protocols, on the failure
of the root, a root election is conducted to elect the next
root, subsequent to which the spanning tree is constructed.
The root election process incurs heavy delays. Spanning
tree protocols, further bias the root election by setting the
switch priority such that the switch with higher capacity
gets elected as root. This is necessary as the traffic carried
by the root switch is significantly higher than other
switches. In the case of Dijkstra’s algorithm based
protocols, every switch is a root, which is an overkill as the
number of trees constructed equals the number of switches.

With Mesh Tree Protocol, we designate an optimal
number of switches to be roots – one is the primary root,
the next is the secondary root and so on. The number of
meshed trees constructed equals the number of roots

designated. Depending on the network availability needs
and based on the services they support, the number of roots
can be optimized. The rational for using an optimal set of
roots is to avoid root election delay if we used one root, as
in spanning tree protocols, and at the same time avoid
excessive computations required in computing trees from
every switch as with Dijkstra algorithm based protocols.
In this article, we restrict our presentation and analysis to a
single rooted meshed tree. The goal is to demonstrate fast
convergence and quick recovery of broadcast frame
forwarding (due to the pre-constructed backup paths) in
the event of link failures.

2) Meshed Tree Construction
Meshed trees are constructed and maintained at the

switches where the tree information is stored as VIDs. As
previously stated, a root is designated and is assigned a
VID - say ‘1’. All other switches acquire VIDs as MTP is
executed in the switches. A VID stored at a switch (not the
root) is a concatenation of numbers where the first number
is the VID of the root. The numbers following the root
VID are the port numbers of switches that identify a path
to the root. We use a dotted decimal notation for this
purpose. For example, a switch – say S1 connected on port
2 of the root switch, will acquire a VID of 1.2. A switch S2
connected on port 3 of switch S1, will acquire a VID of
1.2.3 where the VID 1.2.3 defines the path from switch S2
to the root via switch S1. We next describe the process of
using VIDs to define multiple tree paths from every switch
to the root using an example 5-switch network.

We use Figure 2 to explain meshed tree construction
in a 5- switch network. Figure 2A shows the 5-switch
topology. Switch port numbers are noted besides each
switch. In Figure 2B, a pink logical tree starting at the root
and reaching all switches is shown. We now walk through
the process of how the pink logical tree was constructed.
The tree construction begins from the root. The root offers
(through an advertisement) VID 1.1 on port 1 (appending
the outgoing port number 1 to its VID 1). Switch S1 that
receives this offer accepts and joins the pink tree by storing
VID 1.1. Next, S1 offers VID 1.1.2 to S3 on its port 2. S3
offers VID 1.1.2.2 to S2, and 1.1.2.3 to S4 (as S2 is
connected at port 2, and S4 at port 3, of S3). VIDs 1, 1.1,
1.1.2, 1.1.2.2, 1.1.2.3 define the pink logical tree.

In Figure 2C, a similar procedure is used to build the
orange tree, from the Root via switch S2 and this tree is
defined by VIDs 1, 1.2, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.2.1. Figure 2D
shows how both trees, are maintained at the switches by
simply storing both sets of VIDs.

Figure 2. Meshed Trees in Switched Networks
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MTP uses messages that advertise VIDs, and a switch
that accepts a VID informs the upstream switch of the
VIDs it accepts. We do not include the protocol
implementation details in this article, but restrict our
presentation to its operations. On startup as only the root
switch has a VID, switches that do not have a VID will
issue a join-request message on their ports. Figure 3 is a
flow chart used at the switches to construct meshed trees.

When MTP is started in a switch, the switch first
checks if it is designated root. If this is true (it will have
an assigned VID), the root will send a VID advertisement
on all its ports. The VID advertisement on each port will
be different because when advertising its VID it will
append the port number on which the VID advertisement
will be sent. Switches that are not designated roots will
send a join-request to receive VID advertisements from its
neighbors. Every switch that acquires a VID will advertise
on all other ports except the port on which the VID was
acquired. Thus, switches receive multiple VID
advertisements and are able to select VIDs based on the
path metric and store them in a VID table, in order of
preference. Before accepting a VID, switches do a loop
check which is explained below. MTP uses the hello timer
to keep its neighbors informed about its current active
status. Any changes to the VID tables are advertised.

3) Loop Detection and Preemption
We explain loop detection and pre-emption using an

example from Figure 2D. Let S3 offer VID 1.1.2.1 to
switch S1. S1 compares the offered VID with its current
VIDs, 1.1 and 1.2.2.1. Its current VID 1.1 is a proper
prefix of the offered VID 1.1.2.1, so S1 knows it is its
own ancestor in the offered path to the root. S1 thus
detects a loop and will not accept this VID. (Note - the
number of digits in the VID is direct measure of hop
count).

4) The Distributed Approach to Tree Construction
The process of selecting the best set of VIDs is decided

by each switch independently based on the advertisements
it hears from its neighbors. On receiving multiple VIDs, a
switch stores them in order of preference based on hop
count, path cost, or any other metric. In this article, hop
count is used. To limit the tree meshing and conserve on
memory usage the number of VIDs stored by a switch is
limited. The limited number of VID’s in this
implementation is 3. The fact that each switch
independently decides on the VIDs it stores based on a
preference criterion makes the protocol robust.

5) The Broadcast Tree
Of the multiple tree paths from each switch to the

root, at any time only one path will be used to avoid

looping of broadcast frames. For this purpose, a switch
declares one of its VIDs as Primary VID (PVID). The
PVID is decided based hop count in this study. Thus, in
this study, switches use the shortest VID from the set of
VID’s that they have stored, as the PVID. A PVID and the
PVID port provide the lowest cost path from a switch to
the root.

A switch also records its neighbors who have chosen it
as the “PVID parent”, noting their PVID as a child-PVID
(CPVID) and their port of connection. While a PVID and
its port of acquisition connect a switch to the Root, a
CPVID port and its port of connection provides the link
between a downstream switch and an upstream switch.
The PVID, CPVID ports map out the broadcast tree to
reach every switch – the broadcast tree is the tree that
spans all switches and is used to forward the broadcast
frame. We use Figure 2D to explain the broadcast tree
defined by MTP. In Figure 4 we show Figure 2D only
with the PVID selected by each switch, its port of
acquisition and the CPVID port recorded by a switch and
the port on which the CPVID was issued. In Figure 4, the
connected CPVID and PVID ports using green arrows
represent the broadcast tree. Note that the broadcast tree
reach is limited to the switches and not extended to the
links between the switches. This is in line with the later
loop avoidance protocols that do not support hubs or
shared media: example IS-IS based protocols. This
further simplifies the tree construction as compared to
spanning tree protocols.

6) Reducing Failure Detection Time
Failure detection time is one of the major contributors

to convergence latency in most routing and loop-avoidance
protocols. To reduce failure detection, Bidirectional
Failure Detection (BFD) protocols was introduced [13].
BFD can be invoked by any protocol or application that

Figure 4. Broadcast Tree for Meshed tree in Figure 2D

Figure 3. Flow Chart for Simplified Meshed Tree Construction in Switched Network
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requires faster notification on connection failures. It is
implemented in the forwarding engine of the system. The
idea behind BFD is similar to a ‘hello protocol’ and it
sends hello messages at a higher frequency. However, a
flapping interface can generate excessive change
notifications in the system resulting in an unstable system.
BFD introduces dampening [14] for this purpose, where
the client application is not informed if the interface is
flapping. However, during the time that an interface is
flapping, frames being forwarded or received via that
interface may not be forwarded correctly.

RSTP did not adopt BFD and instead uses a hello timer
of 2 seconds and a dead time interval which is 3 times the
hello timer – these are the default settings. This results in
a failure detection time of anywhere between 5 to 7
seconds. In the set of studies presented in this article, we
used these default settings as they serve as a reference.
However, we separately recorded the failure detection time
and the protocol recovery time to highlight the significant
role played by protocols in the recovery time experienced
in networks. It is the protocol recovery time and the
messages exchanged during convergence that we compare
primarily between RSTP and MTP.

7) Failure Detection with Hysteresis in MTP
The VID based approach in MTP and the storage of

multiple VIDs provides a mechanism for us to speed up
failure detection with MTP without the need for BFD.
This approach also avoids the flapping interface problem.
Because there are multiple pre-constructed paths which are
identified by the VID’s, in the event of a single missing
hello message from a neighbor switch, a switch that has a
VID derived on the port (of failure) removes this VID
immediately into a quarantine table. The switch falls back
to the next VID in its VID table. The VID changes
(deletes) are advertised in the switched network and other
switches if required update their VID table. However, if
the port comes up active, this switch will wait for ‘n’
consecutive hello messages before re-instating the deleted
VID from the quarantine table. Maintaining the deleted
VID in the quarantine table helps to identify a recovering
VID and avoid impacts of interface flapping – we call this
the hysteresis approach. The value of ‘n’ was set to 3 in
the studies. This avoids the flapping interface problem and
hello messages between switches could be exchanged at a
higher frequency. Thus MTP provides an efficient solution
to the flapping interface problem.

In this experimental study, we set the hello interval to 1
second and the dead time interval to 2 times the hello
interval. The hello interval and dead time interval can be
further adjusted to speed up failure detection. The hello
messages used in MTP are single byte messages and incur
very little overhead- considerably less than BFD messages.
Tuning the hello interval and a dead time interval of MTP
would be a more desirable approach as there is no need to
set up communication between MTP and BFD and also
establishing sessions between every pair of switches –
which is typically the approach used when BFD is used for
failure detection.

With MTP, we are able quarantine the deleted VID and
fallback on the next VID as all these VID’s are

precomputed and stored in the VID table. No re-
computation is required on a topology change and MTP
bypasses this delay completely. This is the first protocol
that can support fast failure detection using a hysteresis
approach.

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS

The performance metrics analyzed are 1) protocol
recovery delay, 2) failure detection delays 3) number of
messages exchanged during convergence and the 4)
number of port role /states changed (only for RSTP).
Metrics 3 and 4 provide a means to assess a protocol’s
processing needs on topology changes. Typically:
Convergence Delay = Failure Detection Delay + Change
Dissemination Delay + Recovery Delay
Dissemination Delay + Recovery Delay = Protocol Recovery
Delay.

Protocol Recovery Delay depends on a protocol’s
recovery process subsequent to failure detection. With
RSTP, the protocol recovery latency depends on network
size, connectivity, the point of failure on the logical tree
i.e. the relative position of the failure point with respect to
the root and also on the port role of the failed port. RSTP
recovery delay includes dissemination and tree recovery.
MTP dissemination and recovery of tree proceed
simultaneously. MTP recovery latency has low
dependency on the network size/connectivity, the tree
pruning is done with minimal number of messages and is
significantly faster than RSTP.

A. Protocol Recovery Delay Contributors

In RSTP, in the case of a designated port failure, the
switch on the other end of the link connected to the
designated port must wait for failure detection before it can
send topology change notifications. As per standards
specifications, when a designated port fails, the port roles
and states stabilize after a handshake between the node
whose designated port failed, and any downstream
switches connected on other designated ports. Proposal
agreements speed up RSTP convergence – but these
handshake messages must go down the branch(es) and
switches are in ‘discarding’ state until a concurrence of
port role changes arrives from downstream switches.
When a root port fails, that switch immediately falls back
on the alternate port, if any, else it assumes it is the root
switch and messages with its neighbors for a quicker
resolution of the tree. Besides, when a root port fails and if
there is an alternate port, this port becomes the root port
and initiates a TCN. Else it is initiated by a node that
receives the changed BPDU from the node with the failed
root port. In larger diameter topology this takes time.
These are discussed under the protocol evaluation Section.

With MTP, on the deletion of a lost VID, which is
immediate on failure detection, a delete message is sent
out on all control ports of this switch (i.e. ports connecting
to other switches running MTP). The switches that receive
the delete message, remove any VIDs derived from the
deleted VID and further propagate the message. Frame
forwarding is impacted, only if the PVID in a switch is
deleted. This can be noted in the results that we recorded
during the prototype evaluations.
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Using Figure 5, we explain the tree pruning process
with MTP, on topology changes. In Figure 5, the link
between the root switch and switch S1 is failed at port 1 of
switch S1. On the failure of interface (port) 1, switch S1
deletes VID 1.1 acquired on port 1. It then sends out a
delete message on its port 2 (containing the deleted VID
1.1). Switch S3 deletes its primary VID 1.1.2, moves its
VID 1.2.1.2 as its PVID and sends out a delete message on
its ports 2 and 3. Switch S2 deletes VID 1.1.2.2 that is
derived from 1.1.2, but this has no change on the PVID.
Similarly switch S4 deletes VID 1.12.3. Note the change
in the broadcast tree (indicated with green arrows in Figure
5) –was achieved with three messages, as seen in Figure 5.

There is only one PVID change – thus, disruption to the
broadcast tree is minimal and tree convergence is very fast.

V. PROTOTYPE EVALUATIONS

The hardware for the implementation of MTP was
acquired using GENI testbeds [10]. GENI is an open
infrastructure for at scale networking and distributed
systems research and education that spans the United
States. It provides the infrastructure needed to carry out
networking research. A set of compute resources like
switches and network links to connect them can be
acquired from GENI to set up the desired topology. RSTP
is available on Open View switches at certain GENI sites
and has been used in this performance study. MTP code
was written in the C language and tested and deployed on
GENI switches. The computer resources used from GENI
ran Linux distributions. We used the Linux kernel
networking stack to create raw Ethernet frames to carry
MTP messages. The type field in the Ethernet frame was
set to an unused number and messages sent by MTP would
be picked up at Layer 2 and delivered to MTP processes at
a receiving switch.

Identical topologies were used to evaluate the two
protocols. To emulate identical operational conditions, we
biased a switch’s priority in networks running RSTP so it
would get elected the root. An identical positioned switch
in networks running MTP, was designated as the root
switch. We used three different sized topologies: a simple
5-node 2-loop topology, a moderate 8-node 4-loop
topology, and a more connected 17-node topology, with 7-
hop diameter – the max specified in IEEE 802.1 standards
[2]. This allowed us to assess and understand the protocol
operation in a simple topology and study how the protocol
scaled with increased network size and in more connected
topologies.

A. Methodology

Tshark [11] was installed at all active GENI node
interfaces to capture RSTP Bridge Protocol Data Units
(BPDUs). RSTP operational states were logged at every
node. The logs and captures were scanned to collect
BPDUs generated and port roles/state changes as RSTP
converged on topology changes. Chrony [12] was
installed in all nodes to ensure the clocks on the nodes
were consistent and time drifts minimal. GENI allows
recording timestamps to an accuracy of 1 millisecond (ms).
MTP code recorded events using the system’s timer, with a
timing accuracy of microseconds. Automation scripts
were written in Python, to

 upload and execute the code in the GENI nodes,
 continuously collect the results into log files as the

protocol is running at the GENI nodes,
 transfer the log files into our local system, and scan

the log files to collect relevant data,
The automation scripts were written to repeat the
experiment in each topology 5 times. The averages of
these 5 runs were then recorded in the tables provided
below.

B. Small Topology (5 switches)

In tests running RSTP, the Convergence Time (CT) is
the time when a port is brought down to the time when
ports that are changing roles and states in all switches
settle down to their final roles and states. The Failure
Detection Time (FDT is the time a switch across from the
failed port recognized the failure and initiates action. The
Protocol Recovery Time (PRT) is the time taken by the
protocol to recover from the failure and converge after
failure detection. Thus, CT is FDT plus PRT. In certain
cases, we noticed that Topology Change Notifications
(TCN) continue even after the port roles and states (PRS)
stabilized. This is because, switches are required to send
TCNs for a duration of tcWhile [8]. This was discounted in
the calculations.

The RSTP 5-node topology with port roles (R for Root

port, D for Designated port and A for Alternate port) are
shown in Figure 6. The performance recorded in Table 1
reflect the dependencies on the port roles of ports that were
failed noted in column 2 from Table 1. For the 5-node
topology the test cases are noted in column 1 from Table 1.
Single link failures were introduced by disabling a port in
a switch. S1(1) indicates failed port 1 in switch S1. The
role of the disabled port is noted in column 2 - D for
Designated port and R for Root. PRS changes and TCN
message exchanges that happen during convergence are
noted. Under the FDT column we also note the switch that
initiated change notifications.

Figure 6. RSTP 5 Node Topology with Port Roles

Figure 5. Meshed Tree Pruning on Link Root-B1 Failure
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1) Convergence Process in 5-node RSTP Topology
Root Port Failures: This happens in cases 2, 5, 7. Note

that there is no FDT time, as the switch with the failed port
initiates TCNs immediately. However, in case 2 the PRT
was recorded as 3.523 seconds with 13 port role and state
changes, (which indicates message exchanges such as
proposal-agreements among switches) and 20 TCNs. In
case 5, the PRT was recorded as 18 ms, with 5 port
role/state changes and 26 TCNs. Under case 7, the PRT is
very low, as this required S4 to fallback on its alternate
port. The failure was at the edge of the tree – and this did
not require TCN dissemination.
Designated Port Failures: Cases 1, 3, 4, and 6 relate to
designated port failures. In all these cases the PRT was
recorded to be around 3 seconds and TCNs varied from 20
to 30 messages. In certain cases the PRS were as low as 3
while we recorded 9 PRS under case 1.

2) Convergence in 5-switch MTP Topology
The broadcast tree established by MTP is given by the

PVID and CPVID ports as discussed using Figure 4. In
Figure 7, the PVID and CPVID ports are shown for the 5-
node topology. Ports identical to the ones failed in the
RSTP topology were failed in the MTP network. With
MTP, in certain cases (e.g. 3 and 5 in Table 2), failing a
port has no impact on the broadcast tree. This is because
the MTP broadcast tree stops at the switches and is not
extended to links.

PVID Port Failures: Case 2, 6 and 7 involve a PVID port
failure. In each of the cases the number of messages
required to prune the tree is less than 3 – which should be
compared to the number of TCN messages exchanged
with RSTP. Following the messages exchanged, in case 2,
switch S1 informs switches S2 and S3 about the failed
VID, Switch S2 updates its PVID and informs its new
PVID parent. The PRT is 1ms or less in these cases
which should be compared to approximately 3 sec PRT
recorded with RSTP.

CPVID Port Failures: In cases 1 and 4, the CPVID port is
failed. The PRT with MTP is around 1.5 ms several
magnitudes less than a similar port failure with RSTP.
This value is less than the lowest recorded with RSTP
(under case 7, when a port at the tree edge was failed). In
most cases with MTP the tree resolves with less than 5
MTP messages.

3) Summary 5-switch Protocol recovery
The profound difference in PRT noticed between RSTP

and MTP is because of the VIDs used by MTP to simplify
both tree construction and pruning operations. With MTP,
the VIDs maintain the tree information, whereas with
RSTP, each switch has to maintain its ports in Root,
Designated or Alternate role to define the spanning tree.
Thus, in the event of a topology changes, all switches
exchange BPDUs, to resolve the port roles and repair the
tree.

C. Medium Topology (8 switches)

The 8-switch topology running RSTP, along with the
port roles is given in Figure 8. As before we failed single
ports as indicated in column 2 of Table 3. We also record
the port roles.

TABLE I. RSTP CONVERGENCE IN A 5-NODE TOPOLOGY

C

as

e

Failed Port -

Role

FDT-

initiated

PRT PR

S

TCNs

1 Root(2) ---D 5.115s by

S2

3.519s 9 24

2 S1(1) -----R 0s by

S1

3.523s 13 20

3 S1(3) -----D 4.030s by

S2

2.999s 3 16

4 S1(2)------D 4.810s by

S3

3.018s 8 25

5 S3(1) ----R 0s by

S3

18ms 5 26

6 S3(2)------D 4.733s by

S4

3.164s 3 18

7 S4(1) -----R 0s by

S4

9ms 5 0

R- Root port, D- Designated port, FDT – Failure Detection time,

PRT – Protocol Recovery Time, CT- Convergence time, PRS –

Port/Role State Changes, TCN – Topology Change Notifications

TABLE II. MTP CONVERGENCE IN A 5-NODE TOPOLOGY

Cas

e

Failed Port –

(C)PVID

FDT PRT Messages

1 Root(1)-----CPVID 1.15s 1.5 ms 2

2 S1(1)-----PVID 2.71s 0.14 ms 3

3 S1(3)-----X No Impact

4 S1(2)-----CPVID 1.8 ms 4

5 S3(1)----- X No Impact

6 S3(2)-----PVID 1.77 ms 2

7 S4(1)----- PVID 0.7 ms 2

X – Port not part of tree

Figure 7. MTP 5 Node Topology with PVID, CPVID

Figure 8. RSTP 8 Node Topology with Port Roles
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1) Convergence in 8-node RSTP Topology
Root Port Failures: Cases 2, 5, 8, and 11 record data

on Root port failures. Notice that the FDT is 0 seconds as
the switch with the failed Root port initiates TCN
immediately on the port failure detection. However, the
PRT is approximately 3 seconds except in the case 11,
where the failed Root port was at the tree edge, and the
switch had an alternate port, which took over immediately
on the root port failure. Compared to the PRS and TCNs
recorded for the 5-switch topology, in this case there is an
increase in the PRS and TCNs. This is because these
messages are generated by more switches, and more
switches change their port roles/states. This could
contribute to high PRT. This also indicates instability in
the network while the network is stabilizing after the port
failure.

In case 2, on S1(1) (root port) failure, S1 immediately
initiates recovery. However, as S1 does not have an
alternate port, S1 assumes it is the root and negotiates
with its neighbors. Hence the PRT was 3.032s. Failure of
S5(1) (root port) in the middle of the network resulted in a
PRT of 3.525s, even though S5 immediately takes action
on its port failure. Failure of S7(2), (root port) edge of the
tree, resulted in its alternate port taking over within 12ms.
Designated Port Failures: Cases 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 10

record data collected on a Designated port failure. The
PRT is again approximately 3 seconds. In case 3, even
though there were only 3 PRS, a total of 37 TCNs were
recorded and RSTP still took approximately 3 seconds of
PRT.

The PRT with RSTP is very much dependent on the
point of failure with respect to the root and also if the
failed port was designated or root.

2) Convergence in 8-Node MTP Topology
The 8-switch MTP topology is given Figure 9. Instead

of providing the broadcast tree, we decided to show the
three VIDs stored at each switch. The PVIDs at each
switch connected by red lines and show the broadcast tree.
Following the VID dotted decimal format the multiple
paths from each switch to the root switch will be clear. The
green lines and purple lines show how the other 2 VIDs

were derived at each switch. They also show how the VIDs
provide the path from a non-root switch to the root switch.
In Table 4, we record only 9 cases as we did not record
port failures that had no impact on the broadcast tree. PRT
is still very low – tens of ms. In certain cases we recorded
microseconds and these are noted as <1ms in the table.

PVID Port Failures: Cases 2, 5, 8 and 11 are PVID port
failures – i.e. the main path between that switch and root
switch failed. This is however repaired by MTP in
around17 ms, when the PVID at a switch closer to the root
failed (worst case). As the PVID port is further away from
the switch the recovery time with MTP drops down – and
is less than 1 ms in cases 11 and 8. The fast recovery is
attributed to the fact that the only action in these cases is
reinstating the next VID in the VID table as the PVID.
Note the very low number of message exchanges.

CPVID Port Failure: In cases 1, 4, 7 and 10 a CPVID port
was failed. The PRT in these cases also reduced as the
failure port was further away from the Root. Closer to the
root the PRT was around 15ms, further from the root the
PRT was around 5 to 6 ms. The low number of message
exchanges are primarily the delete messages sent to prune
the VIDs from the deleted VID – as described in Section
IV.A, Figure 5.

D. Large Topology (17 switches)

Figure 10 shows a bigger, and more connected 17-node
topology, with a diameter of 7 hops. A higher diameter
topology should result in higher convergence times, but the
higher connectivity counteracts this. With higher
connectivity, there are several alternate ports at switches
S4, S6, S7, S9, S10, S11, S14 and S15. In Figure 10, we
also show the spanning tree constructed by RSTP. We will
refer to this tree when comparing results from the MTP 17-
node topology. The single port failures are noted in
column 1 Table 5.

TABLE III. RSTP CONVERGENCE IN A 8-NODE TOPOLOGY

Case Failed Port --Role FDT-

initiated

PRT PRS TCN

1 Root(1) -----D 5.037s by S1 3.021s 22 75

2 S1(1)-----R 0s S1 3.032s 19 68

3 S1(2) -----D 4.023s by S2 3.005s 3 37

4 S1(3)-----D 5.206s by S3 3.027s 13 59

5 S4(1)-----R 0s S4 2.528s 15 72

6 S4(2)-----D 5.017s by S4 3.004s 3 37

7 S4(3)-----D 5.526s by S6 3.014s 6 30

8 S5(1)----R 0s S5 3.525s 15 40

9 S5(2)-----D 4.199s by S7 3.012s 6 35

10 S5(3)-----D 5.018s by S6 3.005s 3 39

11 S7(2)-----R 0s S7 12 ms 3 36

TABLE IV. MTP CONVERGENCE IN A 8-NODE TOPOLOGY

Case Failed Port– (C)PVID FDT PRT Messages

1 Root(1)-----CPVID 1.740s 14.6ms 6

2 S1(1)-----PVID 17ms 4

3 S1(2) No Impact

4 S1(3)-----CPVID 1.024s 15ms 5

5 S4(1)-----PVID 6ms 4

6 S4(2) No Impact

7 S4(3)-----CPVID 2.407s 7ms 4

8 S5(1)-----PVID 2.290s < 1ms 4

9 S5(2) No Impact

10 S5(3)-----CPVID 1.046s 5ms 3

11 S7(2)-----PVID 2.756s < 1ms 0

Figure 9. MTP 8 -Node Topology with Meshed
Trees
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1) Convergence in 17-Node RSTP Topology
Root Port Failures: Cases 4, 5, 9, 11, 12 and 14 introduce
Root port failures. Except for case 12 in all other cases the
PRT is low and varies from 15 ms to 40 ms. In case 12, the
PRT is around 3 seconds –the reason is that at switch S15,
there are no alternat ports to take over immediately.
Though this is at the farther end from the Root, the switch
declares itself as root switch which then takes time to
resolve. In all other cases, the switch with a failed root port
had an alternate port. The number of TCN messages
exchanged are very high.

Designated Port Failures: All other failure cases were
designated port failures and the PRT averaged around 3
seconds.

2) Convergence in 17-node MTP Topology
Figure 11 shows the 17-node MTP topology, with

Broadcast Tree supported by PVIDs and CPVIDs.
PVID Port Failures: They are cases 4, 7, 9, 10, 12 and 14.
In all these cases the PRT varies from 12 ms to 6 ms. The
convergence is achieved with very few message
exchanges much lower than RSTP.
CPVID Port Failures: These are cases 1, 3, and 13. The
maximum PRT recorded was for case 1, where the failure
of a port at the root switch results in the tree originating
from this VID which had to be pruned through 9
messages. For cases 3 and 13 it was as low as 5 and 3 ms.
Compared to RSTP – where every change resulted in
transients, this indicates a major reduction in processing
overhead. PRT is in tens of ms compared to RSTP.

VI. SUMMARY

MTP and RSTP were evaluated for several failure test
cases where we tracked the number of message exchanges
and port role/state changes (for RSTP). The high number
of message exchanges with RSTP indicate the complexity
of the convergence process which in turn is reflected in
the convergence latency. To capture the significant
difference in PRT and messages exchanged we plotted
MTP vs RSTP data on a log scale. They are provided in
Figures 12-15. Figures 12 and 13 capture the PRT
experienced for single port failures in the 5 and 8 node
topologies. We used a log scale for the latency (seconds)
to highlight the difference in PRT with MTP and RSTP.
The green line in the figures show the cases where the
port failure had no impact on broadcast tree. In certain
root port failures RSTP recovered fast if there existed an
alternate port. MTP consistently had a PRT lower than
these cases of RSTP. The no impact points further prove
the improved network stability with MTP for single port
failures.

In Figures 14 and 15, we plotted the number of
messages exchanged on a topology change for MTP vs
RSTP. While RSTP exchanged 10 to 100 messages, MTP
exchanged less than 10 messages. This shows how
lightweight MTP is as compared to RSTP. Even when the
PRT was low, RSTP still exchanged several messages, the
overhead and operational complexity with RSTP is very
much higher than MTP.

TABLE V. RSTP CONVERGENCE IN A 17-NODE TOPOLOGY

Cas

e

Failed Port -

Role

FDT PRT PR

S

TCN

1 Root (1)-----D 4.501s by S3 3.462s 26 100

2 S1 (1)-----D 5.024s by S4 3.010s 3 80

3 S1 (2)-----D 4.086s by S3 3.028s 10 80

4 S1 (3)-----R 0s by S1 40ms 20 110

5 S7 (2)-----R 0s by S7 24ms 3 90

6 S7 (3)-----D 4.680s by S9 3.019s 6 85

7 S8 (1)-----D 3.231s by S8 3.000s 3 84

8 S8 (2)-----D 3.998s by S10 3.001s 3 84

9 S8 (3)-----R 0s by S8 32ms 10 106

10 S14 (1)-----D 4.466s by S10 3.007s 3 93

11 S14 (2)-----R 0s by S14 25 ms 3 100

12 S15 (2)-----R 0s by S15 3.054s 30 153

13 S15 (4)----D 5.475s by S11 3.011s 3 80

14 S16 (1)-----R 0s by S16 15ms 5 88

TABLE VI. MTP CONVERGENCE IN A 17-NODE TOPOLOGY

Case Failed Port –

(C)PVID

FDT PRT Messages

1 Root (1)-----CPVID 2.763s by S2 36ms 9

2 S 1 (1) No Impact

3 S 1 (3)-----CPVID 2.726s by S3 5ms 2

4 S1 (2)-----PVID - 11ms 4

5 S7 (1) No Impact

6 S7 (2) No Impact

7 S7 (3)-----PVID 5.4ms 2

8 S8 (2) No Impact

9 S8 (3)-----PVID 2.450 by S6 7ms 3

10 S14 (2)-----PVID 1.911 by S12 6ms 2

11 S14 (4) No Impact

12 S15 (3)-----PVID 12ms 5

13 S15 (4)-----CPVID 2.453s by

S16

3ms 2

14 S16 (1)-----PVID 2.946s by

S15

6ms 1

Figure 10. RSTP 17- Node Topology with Port Roles and Broadcast Tree
Figure 11. MTP 17- Node Topology with Broadcast Tree
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Figure 15. Message Exchange MTP vs RSTP (17 switch topology)

VII. CONCLUSION

MTP uses a novel meshed tree algorithm to construct
and stores multiple tree information constructed from a
single root, which is carried in simple structured VIDs.
The VID information is very powerful both for tree
construction, maintenance and pruning on failures. The
presented data and tree construction and maintenance
information indicates the robustness of the protocol and
high resiliency to failures offered by MTP. Using MTP in
customer, SP and BP networks will outperform RSTP and
IS-IS based solutions in all aspects – performance,
resource usage and reduced operational complexity. In
this article, we limit the comparison to RSTP. Future
work will extend the comparison studies to IS-IS based
solutions.
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Abstract— Recent years have witnessed an increase in 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks that overwhelm 
available network and backend server resources such as 
bandwidth, buffers, etc. To handle such attacks, proxy-based 
network architectures have been implemented to manage and 
Load Balance incoming traffic by spawning new servers in the 
event of unexpected rise in network traffic. However, DDoS 
attacks continue to persist with the attack target shifting from 
the main backend application servers to proxy servers. The 
redirection of users to one of the available proxy servers results 
in the discovery of their (proxy server’s) IP address. A botnet 
can then be used by the attacker to generate a huge amount of 
traffic and direct it to the proxy server, thus causing DDoS. In 
this paper, we propose an authentication technique to ensure the 
uniform distribution of the incoming requests and to avoid/drop 
the illegitimate requests from occupying servers’ resources. Our 
simulation results show that the proposed solution detects and 
handles DDoS attacks in an efficient manner.  
 

Keywords-Distributed Denial of Service; proxy-based 
architecture; flooding attacks. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
 

Internet Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks 
have emerged as one of the biggest threats to Internet security, 
with thousands of them occurring every year. Hackers are 
turning to DDoS to bring down organizations’ services and to 
compromise their sensitive data. Recent times have witnessed 
a dramatic increase in such attacks due to the declining cost of 
launching an attack and the popularity of Internet of Things 
(IoT) devices [1] that could be used as botnets. Recently, the 
Mirai botnet [2], that brought down major services including 
Twitter, Netflix, CNN (Cable News Network), and many 
others, was largely made up of IoT devices such as digital 
cameras and Digital Video Recorder (DVR) players [3]. 

 
The DDoS attack mainly targets the availability of a 

service by exhausting the resources associated with the 
service. In the context of computer and communications, the 
focus is generally on network services that are attacked over 
their network connection. A classic flooding DDoS attack [4] 
involves a significant amount of malicious traffic directed 
towards a target server. The volume of the attack traffic can 

be scaled up by using multiple systems that are either 
compromised user workstations, PCs, or IoT. For example, 
attackers identify devices that use default login credentials to 
gain backdoor access to them and install an attack agent that 
they can control. A large collection of such systems under the 
control of one attacker can be created, collectively forming a 
botnet. This traffic overwhelms any legitimate traffic, 
effectively denying legitimate users’ access to the server.  

 
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP), or Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) SYN packets are most commonly used for flooding 
attacks. Any packet that is permitted to flow over the links, 
towards the targeted system, can be used to fill up the 
available capacity. Such attacks flood the network link with a 
huge number of malicious packets in turn competing with 
regular user traffic flowing to the server. Many packets, 
mostly valid traffic, will be dropped on the path to the server 
due to the congestion caused by flooding. For example, a 
DDoS flooding attack on a Web Server involves several valid 
Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) requests, each using 
significant server resources. This then limits the server’s 
ability to service requests from other users. For instance, 
HTTP requests use TCP as transport layer protocol. For each 
TCP connection made, some amount of buffer space at the 
server’s end is reserved for reliable data transfer, congestion 
control, and flow control. Also, the server only has a limited 
amount of memory for user buffer space. Once the TCP 
connections fill up the server’s buffer, future requests will be 
either cached or dropped until the buffer space frees up [5].  
Another example would be a Web Server that includes the 
ability to make database queries. If a database query that takes 
a large amount of time for the server to respond can be 
constructed, then an attacker could generate many such 
queries to overload the server. This limits the ability to 
respond to valid requests from other servers. 

 
Most of the DDoS attacks use forged source addresses to 

generate large volumes of packets with the target system as 
destination and randomly selected, usually different, source 
address for each packet. This, in turn, makes it harder to 
identify the attacking system. Also, the volume of network 
traffic can be easily scaled up by using multiple systems. 
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In order to handle such attacks, proxy-based network 
architectures [6] have been implemented to manage and load-
balance incoming traffic by spawning new servers in the event 
of unexpected rise in network traffic.  Proxy-based 
architectures usually have multiple layers of redirection 
between the user and the application servers. A Load Balancer 
(LB) placed between the proxy server [7] and the backend 
server redirects incoming users to one of the available, lightly 
loaded proxy servers. Proxy servers hold a copy of the content 
present in the original servers and process the incoming user 
request on behalf of the original application server.  A proxy 
server communicates with the original server in the event of 
missing or outdated information. Also, in case of unexpected 
rise in incoming traffic, cloud services are used to spawn 
additional proxy servers to handle the traffic. Thus, 
organizations do not have to invest a lot for in house proxy 
servers, but instead pay for the duration of usage. With such 
an architecture, the attack surface has shifted to proxy servers 
and DDoS attacks continue to exist. 

 
To understand the limitations of using a proxy-based 

architecture in handling DDoS attacks, consider a Web service 
provided by a combination of proxy servers and a backend 
application server, as shown in Figure 1. Also, consider a 
client trying to access a Web page www.example.com. We 
now list the sequence of steps that take place: 
1. The client types in the URL in the browser  
2. The browser resolves the domain name by talking to the 

Domain Name Server (DNS) and getting an equivalent 
IP address (that actually corresponds to the Load 
Balancer’s IP address) 

 
 

3. Next, the browser sends an HTTP request to the LB 
which then finds a proxy server that is lightly loaded 

4. The LB then redirects the user to the assigned proxy 
server 

5. The client then directly talks to the proxy server. 
 
The LB redirects the session to one of the active proxies at 

random. LB-to-proxy redirection by domain name requires 
that clients obtain proxy details (IP, port number) by DNS and 
then contact their proxies directly. Through this process, the 
attacker learns the IP address of an active proxy. Once the IP 
address of the proxy server is learnt, a DDoS attack can be 
launched by the botnets by generating a huge number of 
packets with the proxy server’s IP address as the destination 
[8].  

 
One of the main reasons for such attacks to happen is due 

to the attackers being aware of the identity of the application 
servers (IP address and port numbers) hosting the application 
– the LB-to-proxy redirection by domain name where the 
client gets the IP address of the proxy server and is on its own 
in communicating with the server. Once the IP address of a 
proxy server is known, the attacker can directly launch an 
attack using a botnet on that proxy server. To handle this 
problem, we need to ensure that every user directed to a proxy 
is done so by the Load Balancer. Thus, we can guarantee that 
the LB is aware of the number of users per proxy. In such 
cases, any user request directed to a proxy without contacting 
an LB would be a possible attacker traffic

 

Proxy Server, P3

Load Balancer
(example.com)

Proxy Server, P1

Application Server
(www.example.com)

       Attacker Browser

DNS Server

Proxy Server, P2

               
                             

Bot Agent

DDoS Attack
Regular Traffic Flow

8. Botnets sending thousands of HTTP requests

BotNets

Figure 1. Example of a DDoS attack in proxy-based architecture. 
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The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Related work 
is discussed in Section II. Our proposed solution is described 
in Section III followed by the experimental setup and results 
in Section IV. Future work and Conclusions are discussed in 
Sections V and VI, respectively. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Most of the existing solutions in this area focus on (a) 
Moving Target Defense (MTD), and (b) extending the 
available resources to support increased user requirements. 
MTD provides a dynamic environment to periodically shift or 
change the attack surface thus introducing uncertainty for the 
attackers, thereby hindering their ability to plan effective 
attacks.  
 

In [9], Venkatesan et al. identify an attack pattern called 
proxy-harvesting attack which enables malicious clients to 
collect information about a large number of proxies before 
launching a DDoS attack. To mitigate ongoing attacks due to 
proxy-harvesting attack, the authors propose a static client-to-
proxy assignment strategy to isolate compromised clients, 
thereby reducing the impact of attacks. Each client has a 
binding to a particular server, which persists even if the client 
logs outs and logs back in. The main challenge with such a 
strategy is the overhead of maintaining the assignment/ state 
information and mapping it every time a user request comes 
in. 
  

In [10], Jia et al. use cloud platforms to host proxies. 
Incoming requests are validated by a lookup server and the 
authorized users are directed to one of the existing proxies. In 
case of an unexpected rise in traffic targeting them, instances 
of proxies are created in the cloud, for a short period of time, 
and the existing users associated with the attacked proxies are 
distributed among the newly spawned proxies. Random 
shuffling of users is done before assigning them to the new 
proxies, thus trying to weed out the illegitimate/attacker’s 
traffic.  
 

Another Web protection service is Moving Target 
Defense Against Internet Denial of Service Attacks 
(MOTAG) designed by Wang et al. [11], which works by 
hiding the application server location behind the proxy 
servers. MOTAG is based on a cloud environment where it 
decreases the availability of resources to limit the impact of 
an attack. However, there are down points in MOTAG as it 
does not handle the situation of overhead associated with 
instantiating and maintaining new proxies.  
 

In Wood et al. [12], the authors proposed Denial of 
Service Elusion (DoSE), a cloud-based architecture. 
In DoSE, each client is associated with a risk value that 
estimates the chances of a client getting a DoS attack. Each 
proxy is then defined with an upper bound that it can handle. 
During the attack, the DoSE redirects the client to proxy 

servers based on the risk calculation. This is similar to 
MOTAG, and by maintaining a stage for each 
client, DoSE limits the proxy numbers used to identify 
insiders.   

 
In MOVE [13], a subset of network elements and target 

services accept traffic from a subset of overlay nodes. Once 
the DDoS attack is mitigated, the target service is moved to a 
new host.   However, in order to make this mechanism work, 
the solution has to rely a lot on large-scale adoption and 
network elements. This limits the defense approach that 
underlies behind the targeted servers.  
 

In spite of the existence of various mitigation techniques, 
DDoS attacks in proxy-based architecture still continue to 
exist. One of the main reasons is the overhead involved in 
either migrating the existing clients or spawning additional 
resources to handle additional traffic. To overcome the 
identified challenges, in this paper, we design a client-to-
proxy assignment and authentication scheme that finds a 
lightly loaded proxy and returns the IP address along with the 
unique ID to the client. The client then talks to the proxy 
server by exchanging its unique ID. Only the user with a valid 
ID is allowed to communicate with the proxy. We thus make 
sure that every user directed to a proxy is authenticated by the 
LB.   

 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
 

In this section, we present a unique tag technique that can 
be used to authenticate if a client is directed by a LB or not.    
 

The DDoS attack exploits the LB-to-proxy redirection 
scheme i.e., when a client request arrives at the Load 
Balancer, it returns the IP address of a lightly loaded proxy 
server Pi to the client. The client then initiates a TCP 
connection directly with the proxy server Pi. An insider client 
is an attacker who manages to bypass the authentication 
system and connect to the proxy server. Once the insider gets 
some information related to a proxy server such as IP address 
and port number, the insider in turn shares that information 
with an external botnet. Thus, an insider client, aware of the 
IP address of the proxy server, can in turn initiate/launch a 
DDoS attack targeting the proxy server by directing the attack 
traffic from distributed bots towards the proxy server’s IP 
address. 

 
One of the possible ways to handle the above discussed 

attack scenario is ensuring that each client, requesting a TCP 
connection with an available proxy server, is directed by the 
Load Balancer.  

 
Let us consider a simple example where Bob wants to 

request a Web page from www.example.com and, hence, 
types in the URL in his browser, as shown in Figure 2. 
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We now list the sequence of steps that takes place: 
 
1. Bob’s browser talks to the DNS server requesting for 

example.com’s IP address; DNS returns the IP address 
corresponding to the LB; 
 

2. Bob’s browser then sends a HTTP request to the LB, 
requesting to access example.com’s home page; 

 
3. The LB generates a unique tag and returns it to the user 

along with the IP address of the proxy. The unique tag is 
generated as a function of (proxy server, LB, client) IP 
address and client’s port number. To avoid the tag being 
forged, the tag is encrypted using proxy’s public key; 

 
4. The user then sends a HTTP request to the proxy server 

along with the unique tag assigned to it; 
 
5. The proxy first decodes the unique tag, using its 

private/secret key and verifies the credentials present in 
the tag. On successful verification of the client, the proxy 
sends a corresponding HTTP response; otherwise, the 
client request/connection is dropped. 

 
We now discuss a few attack scenarios and how our proposed 
scheme helps in dealing with such attacks. 
 

1. If more than one user arrives at the proxy with the same 
unique tag, this situation implies that the unique tag was 
forged and used for another user. In that case, the user IP 
address and port number are monitored for possible 
attack traffic. 
 

2. If an attacker manages to find the IP address of another 
proxy server, through another client, it is possible that 
the attacker might direct all the clients with a unique tag 
ID towards a single server. To handle this situation, the 
function to generate tags is dependent on the client’s IP 
address, LB’s IP address, and proxy server’s IP address. 
Thus, only when the client arrives at the right proxy 
server, its request will be serviced. Thus, we make sure 
that the flow of traffic is regulated. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
For our experiments, we simulate a simple network using 

socket programming in Java. Each component (LB, clients, 
proxy servers, and application servers) is a Java class running 
on the localhost i.e., 127.0.0.1. For our experimental setup, we 
have a LB that processes incoming requests from the client, 
and four proxy servers, which are, in turn, connected to the 
application servers.  

 
 
 

Proxy Server, P2

Load Balancer
(example.com)

Proxy Server, P1

Application 
Server

(www.example.com)Request example.com’s 
IP address

example.com’s Load 
Balancer IP address

 
Request example.com’s home page

Redirect to lightly loaded proxy Server,P1
returning a unique tag

Request example.com’s home page (HTTP Request)
Send the unique tag assigned by the LB

Verify the unique tag
If valid tag, respond to user’s request

Botnets sending series of HTTP requests (multiple clients, each with 
different IP)

DNS Server
       Attacker Browser

Requests from botnets
are dropped in the 

network due to invalid 
tag. Only the requests 

forwarded by the LB will 
have a valid tag. 

BotNets

Figure 2.  Our proposed solution. 
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Our implementation works as follows: 
 

1. Initially, when a user request arrives at the LB, it 
generates a unique tag which is a function of 
Source/client, LB, and proxy server’s IP address and 
encodes it into a secret tag. 

2. The user request is then redirected by the LB using HTTP 
response 302 Found. The secret tag generated is placed as 
a part of the Location field in the HTTP response, along 
with the proxy server’s IP address. 

3. The redirected user request then arrives at the proxy 
server, where the server first extracts the unique tag and 
verifies the IP addresses. 

4. If the secret tag is a valid one, the user request is 
processed; otherwise, the request is dropped. The 
requests will be dropped due to invalid/missing secret 
tags. 

 
We simulated about 50 valid user requests by hosting client 

programs and sending simple HTTP GET requests for a valid 
document available at the Application server. Additionally, 
we simulated about 30 requests which were mainly attack 
traffic. The way we simulated the attack traffic is described 
below. We assume user-1 is the attacker. 

1. A valid user request is sent to the LB from user-1; 
2. The LB then finds a proxy server with the lowest load 

and returns the IP address of the proxy with a unique 
tag that contains user-1’s IP address and port number; 

3. User-1 then generates 30 requests directed to the proxy 
servers chosen in step-2; 

 
In terms of performance evaluation, our primitive 

implementation resulted in a uniform load distribution, each 
proxy server having an average of about 7 users. Additionally, 
our proposed model was able to detect malicious/ illegitimate 
traffic successfully. All the valid requests were successfully 
redirected by the LB to available proxy servers such that the 
load on each proxy server was close evenly distributed. In case 
of attack traffic, the user requests with unique valid tags were 
successfully authenticated and processed by proxy servers, 
whereas the attack traffic without valid tags was dropped by 
the proxy servers. 

V. FUTURE WORK 
 

In our proposed solution, the encryption of the tag using 
secret key requires both the LB and the proxy server to 
exchange a key periodically that will be used to protect the 
transferred data. The encryption process may add a little bit of 
overhead during the initial key exchange, converting plain text 
to ciphertext at the LB’s end and vice versa at the proxy 
server’s end. We intend to study their effects on performance 
in terms of the time take to direct an incoming client to one of 
the proxy servers, the time it takes to process the client’s 
HTTP request, as well as the number of false positives and 
negatives during DDoS detection. Additionally, we would like 
to compare our work with available solutions and current 
commercial state.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we propose an authentication mechanism to 

detect and prevent DDoS attacks in a proxy-based 
architecture. Our proposed technique ensures that each client 
request arriving at a proxy server is directed by the Load 
Balancer. A proxy server will only service those clients that 
are originally redirected by the Load Balancer. Since the Load 
Balancer’s job is to uniformly distribute the incoming client 
traffic among existing proxy servers, the chances of a DDoS 
attack due to a huge amount of incoming traffic is mitigated. 
Thus, the DDoS attacks caused due to botnets can be easily 
handled.  
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Abstract—Relay or overlay routing for IP networks has been
well-documented in past years. However, the implementation
cost of relay solutions has not yet been conclusively identified.
Dynamic-relay routing relies on periodic probing for enhanced
performance while static-relay routing uses less and non-periodic
probes to measure latency and packet loss. For both types, there
exists considerable research focused on understanding routing
dynamics. However, the literature has insufficient exploration of
relay attributes, such as stability and mechanisms for reducing
the relay probing burden. This paper, in particular, examines
relay statistical boundaries and characteristics, such as the
number of hops in a minimum delay and relay path or Hop-
To-Live (HTL) count inherited from the self-similar model of
Internet data. The HTL is introduced in a novel analysis to assist
in predicting minimum and stable relay paths while minimizing
probing overhead. For doing so, our work is based on analyzing a
wide-set on 19, 460 Ping and 14, 762 IPerf paths, respectively, of
a network of 140 Planetlab nodes. Further, we briefly evaluated
the performance of a new hybrid User Datagram Protocol and
Transmission Control Protocol (UDP-TCP) relay streaming over
an inexpensive relay selection mechanism managed by a stable
HTL modeling. Here, we highlight a preliminary performance of
applying a layer-3 and hybrid UDP-TCP streaming a replacement
for the current TCP-based stream services, such as YouTube and
Voice over IP (VoIP). The main results emphasize the unnecessary
repetitive probing burden over the period of 24 hours instead of
a careful set of measurements for capturing and predicting relay
changes. This work validates this claim by presenting that our
implemented HTL-based path estimation predicts stable relay
paths for the hybrid UDP-TCP streaming to overcome the high
drop-rates caused by the individual TCP or UDP streaming
services.

Keywords-UDP streaming; relay characteristics; Internet
measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

Existing relay solutions are completely dynamic while rely-
ing on continuous probing when measuring routing changes.
In contrast, static relay, routing metrics, such as latency and
packet loss are not continuously measured. The ultimate goal
of the static relay is reliability so that nodes remain connected.
Dynamic relay, however, is used to improve the Quality of

Service (QoS) periodically. The study in [11] focused on
understanding Time-To-Live (TTL) changes in the IP substrate
(underlay) routing. However, here, we introduce and examine
the influence of a new relay (overlay) routing metric that
defines the number of hops in a minimum delay relay path. For
the remainder of this paper, we refer to this metric as called
the Hop-To-Live (HTL). Generally, our work is a composition
of two parts. The first part is an analysis of the stability
characteristics of relay (overlay) routing. Preliminary, in the
second part, we performed a performance evaluation of a new
streaming scheme called hybrid UDP-TCP streaming. The idea
here is new and simply relies on combining for each stream
two distinct transport sessions. The first is a conventional TCP
session for handling errors and out-of-sequence packets in the
stream, and this session is only invoked whenever such an
error occurs. The second session is a normal UDP session
that carries the major part of the stream. The performance
of our hybrid protocol is simply examined by the UDP drop
rate, at which the TCP back-end protocol is involved. This
evaluation was performed using relay paths determined via our
proposed estimation-based path selection model. This model
operates based on the HTL characteristics described in the
first part. The input of this model is as a set of 19, 460 relay
paths connect a 140 Planetlab nodes, and outputs a smaller set
of stable relay paths for each end-to-end pair of nodes. The
input relay paths represent the relay features used to derive our
path estimation model, and all such paths capture only routing
changes as we vary Round-Trip-Time (RTT), traffic sizes, and
rates.

The main question addressed here is to determine how stable
is a measurement-less model of relay paths over 24−hours
so that a single instance of underlay measurement could be
reused for estimating new stable paths. The next inquiry is
to look into the scale of achieved benefit when implementing
our estimation model into real-time scenarios, such as a path
serving for the hybrid UDP-TCP protocol.

The motivation behind using hybrid UDP-TCP instead of
TCP is slightly similar to the Quick UDP Internet Connections
(QUIC) protocol in [24]. QUIC is a multi-purpose application-
layer protocol initially designed by Google Langley et al.
[25]. Later, in 2013 QUIC was announced publicly for exper-
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imentation Langley et al. [25], and redesigned by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) while still being an Internet-
Draft. QUIC adds the missing reliability feature to UDP at
the application-layer as opposed to being implemented at the
transport-layer. Meaning, different services now can design
their reliability, error-correction, privacy, and security demands
at the user-space. In contrast, our hybrid, UDP-TCP does not
perform maintain each of these tasks at the transport-layer
while simply having UDP to forward the major stream portion,
and when an error occurs, the receiving-end notifies its peer via
a back-end TCP connection. This paper is neither providing
a comparison between the two protocols nor a discussion on
the protocol details.

Plantlab is a global and shared research network. However,
many routing privileges are disabled to avoid unexpected rout-
ing between slices. Researchers at the Planetlab have designed
a replacement for the well-known Unix sudo command. Vsys
is a method for handling access restrictions to privileged
operations. This study used an automated version of Vsys to
setup all examined relay paths between end-nodes. However,
defining privileges at an arbitrary granularity by filtering data
between the host and guest domains is one of the tedious
challenges of our work.

Relay routing introduces new implementation-concerns,
such as probing overhead (cost) and its processing latency, sta-
bility, availability, and sensitivity to underlay routing changes.
The lack of privilege at the IP layer in older overlay schemes
required relay layers to be implemented at the user-space (ap-
plication layer) instead of the kernel-space (transport-layer).
One example of such schemes is the application-multicast
protocol. Recently approaches like Software Defined Networks
(SDNs) offer that privilege, but the probing cost remains
high. The long-term boundary of our research is to develop
a robust, resilient, and inexpensive layer-3 relay protocol to
handle the unprecedented demand for streaming services in
many circumstances, such as the global pandemics.

B. Dataset

Valuable bandwidth datasets, such as the one used in Jiang
et al. [1] are private ones. Moreover, public dataset like
CADIA [13] and RIP-NCC [14] do not offer large-scale and
demand-based bandwidth traces. Therefore, in order to achieve
meaningful bandwidth estimations on a large-scale, we used
a global network of 140 nodes. These nodes are distributed
across the globe as follows: North America 63.57%, South
America 4.29%, Australia 3%, Asia 17.86% and Europe
12.86%. We performed a set of 311, 360 delay traces using
Ping and 177, 144 bandwidth measurements via IPerf.

C. Experiments

Ping and IPerf were used to conduct measurements over
19, 460 and 14, 762 end-to-end paths, respectively in a net-
work of n = 140 nodes. Ping sends its bulk of packets
in four distinct sizes: 0.05, 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 MBytes. Ping
packets were also scheduled in the same order 4 times in 16

experiments. IPerf datagrams were sent at 12 distinct demand-
rates as in Table II. Our diverse measurements were used to
examine the HTL characteristics, and design a stable HTL-
based path estimation. Having a diverse measurement interval
as suggested in [11], provides more confidence in capturing
possible routing changes.

D. Probing Daemon

The conducted measurements follow the exact probing ab-
stract illustrated in [2]. The nodes were divided into a number
of groups. We performed a single measurement in each group
gi where i ∈ [1 → m]. Each prober utilizes two loops: The
first, is to probe all n − 1 nodes, and the second one is to
probe unresponsive nodes again. The actual group time is:
ti =

∑|gi|
k=1 λi(k)+βi(k) as λi(k) and βi(k) are probing loops

times. These times can be determined as: λi(k) =
∑n−1
j=1 ε̄ and

similarly βi(k) = η
∑θi(k)
j=1 ε̄, where θi(k) is the number of

unresponsive in the first loop. ε̄ is the average probing time in
the network. η = 1 was the average count of re-probing in our
case. Our probing scheme used a server-based synchronization
to minimize the effect of probing conflict occurs when two
daemons or more probe a particular node simultaneously. To
reduce such imperfect measurements, we forced daemons to
randomly probe all nodes.

Furthermore, we defined the probability of success for
reducing the influence of probing conflict on the measurement
accuracy. Such probability concerns n − m nodes when no
node was targeted simultaneously by more than one prober of
m active ones. The probability of success with no conflict in
probing was approximated as in [3] [4] by:

Pr(success) =

m−1∏
i=1

(
1− i

n−m

)
(1)

Here, n and m are the numbers of nodes and groups, re-
spectively. Practically, m represents the number of active
probers that can probe the network within a particular time.
Therefore, m must be chosen carefully to satisfy desired
success probability. Due to tedious computation when solving
for an exact solution for m that satisfies a given demand of
success, we can approximate the probability of success in (1)
if m� n by:

Pr(success) ≈ exp
{
− m2

2(n−m)

}
(2)

Solving for success demand equals 70% leads to m ≈ 10. For
our network, n = 140, we found m ≈ 10. Clearly, achieving
100% of success reduces m to one as expected.

E. Contribution

The major contribution of our work is in identifying short
and long-term analyses of the minimum RTT relay paths, such
as long-term stability as discussed in Section III and the HTL
alternation sequences detailed in Section IV and Section V.
Further probabilistic relay attributes, such as prevalence are
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studied in Section VI. For analyzing HTL characteristics, we
performed 311, 360 RTT measurements for all paths in a
network of 140 nodes. Through extensive analysis, we found
that the HTL prevalence shares a similar behavior to the TTL
prevalence studied in [11]. Therefore, we conclude that both
HTL and RTT are sufficient routing metrics for predicting
relay changes and thus, reducing the relay cost. This paper
proposes two different schemes for using hybrid UDP-TCP as
an alternative for TCP-based streaming and VoIP services and
shows the difference in performance between the two schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II summarizes the importance of recent relay schemes.
Dominant relay redundancy and its type are analyzed in
Section VII. The proposed HTL detection scheme is briefed
Section VIII. Section IX describes our proposed UDP stream-
ing performance. Section X concludes our paper.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

The study in Jiang et al. [1] refers to an estimation-based
relay scheme for Skype users. The skew in data density
mentioned in Jiang et al. [1] is due to the lack of measure-
ments (samples) for end-pairs, and was replaced by network
tomography-based delay estimation. This approach can not
be generalized and replace the probing overhead required for
achieving a clear view of the network’s performance. For a
tomography-based estimation, our study is a counterexample,
in which we found both the underlay and the relay paths are
asymmetric in general. We postponed our symmetry analysis
due to page limitations. Therefore, the gain of relay perfor-
mance using a tomography-based scheme might not achieve
the desired QoS for end-users due to the lack of delay sym-
metry. Researchers in [2] have used same the measurements
to construct a Layer-3 forwarding scheme for data transfer
at a small-scale. The considered relay paths were selected
according to their HTL stability. The difficulty in performing
direct probing in a large network studies [3] like [4] to show
that it is possible to infer network conditions based on content
distribution networks [5] with relaying. [6] is an example of
such a scheme. Our study is a specific implementation of
[7] and [11], in which the authors focus on examining the
basic problem of QoS routing for multimedia applications by
finding a path that satisfies multiple constraints. In our study
we consider a new direction using UDP as relay protocol
instead of TCP for YouTube and VoIP applications like Skype
and Viber.

The work in [8] illustrates that IPv4 paths are more stable
than IPv6 paths. This motivated us to further examine the
stability of the IPv4 relay. In [9], authors highlight the im-
portance of new schemes for predicting underlay RTTs, and
that supports our claim for the need of new estimation designs
for relay routing. The study in [10] uses relay path stability
and symmetry characteristics to overcome the inefficiency of
the relay when not considering certain underlay links. The
used stability assists in finding more efficient relay paths. In
contrast, we used the HTL count stability instead of the entire

relay path structure in our study. Paxson in [11] examined end-
to-end behaviors due to the different directions of underlay
paths, which often exhibit asymmetries. The author character-
ized the prevalence and persistence of underlay paths. In con-
trast, we performed a similar analysis for relay paths. In [12],
the authors examined path diversity on relay networks. They
used 50 Planetlab nodes to conduct Traceroute measurements.
They concluded that relay performance gains are limited by the
natural diversity of redundant paths between two end-hosts in
terms of underlay links, routing infrastructure, administrative
control, and location. This motivated our characterization of
HTL by analyzing prevalence and redundancy. The study in
[17] shows that the mean of per-hop delay between parent and
child nodes in a relay tree decreases as the level of the host in
the relay tree increases, and this is due to the fact that current
underlay routing is not optimized in-terms of delay.

III. HTL STABILITY

This section provides a complete identification of the HTL
changes over the measurement period. The first Ping experi-
ment is considered as a baseline since it contains all possible
HTL variations for monitoring the HTL behavior. Here, we
present eight HTL sets. Each set represents an average stability
measure of a subset of 19, 460 relay paths for a particular
HTL, meaning each set contains paths whose HTL equals the
set’s index. Each path of these sets was randomly traced every
[10 → 15] minutes. In Figure 1, the x−axis indicates the
probability of change, by which the paths of a set change
over time, for example, p = 1/15 indicates a single change
over 15 measurements. Each set of relay paths are described
by its probability of switch p and switch type, x in (p, x)
where x may represent a decrease − in HTL, same = HTL,
or increase + in HTL. The subset of paths represented by
(0,+) with zero probability switches to longer HTL. The
subset (0,=) indicates 100% change either to longer or shorter
HTL. Similarly, (0,−) refers to an impossible change to
shorter HTL. Before discussing the actual result of this section,
let’s describe an ideal scenario for a stable HTL of a set
of relay paths. The combination (0,+) and (0,−) should
be maximized at zero while the (1,=) should peak at one.
Therefore, any analysis of this nature should approximate this
ideal model in order to conclude that a set of relay paths of
a particular HTL is highly stable. The IP routing dynamics,
however, forces HTL to deviate in its stability.

From Figure 1, as expected, we found that for all HTL-
sets, relay paths follow an exponential decay when switching
to higher HTL values. The exponential curve starts to collapse
as the set’s HTL increases. This means that as the set’s
HTL increases, relay paths tend not to increase their lengths
throughout the observation period. For the sets of HTL counts
2 and 3 hops, we still notice an approximation for the ideal
model with a considerable decrease for all combinations.
However, for the sets of HTL equal to 3 and 4 hops, the
probability of always being at the same HTL is very small,
and that is why the (1,=) bar decreases causing a trend of
decreasing HTL until peaking at (1,−). By doing an overall
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HTL = 1: 6884 Paths HTL = 2: 7165 Paths HTL = 3: 3711 Paths

HTL = 4: 1302 Paths HTL = 5: 0317 Paths HTL = 6: 0068 Paths

Figure 1. Relay HTL Stability.

analysis of the entire behavior of all HTL sets while focusing
on (p = 0, x), we conclude with three important curves. The
first curve refers to the (0,+) that starts near 50% in the
first set and raises up toward its maximum at the eighth set.
This indicates that as HTL increases, paths tend not to change
to longer hops. The second curve for (0,=) starts at zero
percent, and with positive slope also reaches its maximum in
the eighth set. That means relay paths never stay at a fixed
length as HTL increases. The third curve for (0,−), however,
with negative slope collapsed in the sixth set. That means as
HTL ∈ [2 → 6] increases, paths tend to reduce their lengths.
The HTL stability analysis is summarized as follows: Since
paths with HTL ≤ 4 hops are dominant in logical routing,
we found that they either prefer to remain at constant HTL or
switch to shorter HTL counts. Their tendency to reduce the
number of hops is uniform, in particular for paths of HTL ≤ 3
hops. Therefore, the focus should be on HTL ∈ [2→ 4] hops
when designing stable relay routing. Beyond 4 hops, paths are
less stable in maintaining constant HTL.

IV. HTL FREQUENCY SEQUENCE

HTL oscillations occur due to routing changes in IP dy-
namics. For an underlying path, we argue that with careful
path measurements at random intervals that spread over a
considerable amount of time, it is possible to observe all
available relay paths. This is because External Border Gate-
way Protocol (EBGP) only exchanges routing advertisements
between adjacent Autonomous Systems (ASes), and thus, non-
neighboring ASes will have no bearing on EBGP.

Since the failure of an underlay path can last for 225 seconds
[18], during such a time on average, we were able to conduct
measurements for some outages, and deploy better relay paths
that significantly scaled up path performance as in [2]. Using
the semi-Markov chain for modeling underlay fluctuations,
each state of the chain depends only on a random life-time
drawn independently from a state distribution. Therefore, the
steady-state probability of a particular state is equal to the
average time spent in that state [18]. First, each sequence of
hop measurements Ms(h) is defined as states of a particular
relay path. Each state si is a representation of the path at a
particular granularity. From Ms(h), we can construct a semi-
Markov process. Having Ms(h) = 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2 means
that each state number represents HTL for its observed relay
path. For a an interval between consecutive measurements
of 10 minutes, we can perform the following: The possible
transitions within Ms(h) are 1 → 1, 1 → 2, 2 → 1, 2 →
3, 3 → 1. For state 1, its life-time is 4×10

70 = 0.5714,
and its transition 1 → 2 occurs with probability 0.75. The
probability of a transition s1 → s2 is simply defined by:
p(s1 → s2) = |s1 → s2||s1 → si|−1. The symbol |·| refers
to the number of times a transition occurs. Using the later
construction procedure, the semi-Markov chain for the given
Ms(h) will converge on an actual Markov chain as we increase
the number of path observations. Using Ms(h), each underlay
path can be mapped onto a transition process composed of
possible states of better relay paths. By applying such a model,
we can reduce probing frequency or cost by allowing changes
within pre-estimated relay paths.

Furthermore, as we vary our probing rates while conducting
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a measurement sequence, we were interested in answering
questions, such as what is the overall HTL miss-rate? How
likely is it that a particular HTL will not be observed? To an-
swer our first question, we introduced for each underlay path a
second HTL sequence of the most probable relay HTLs so that
whenever probing is required, only paths of these lengths will
be investigated. This sequence is called frequency sequence
Fs(h). For a given underlay path r, if Ms(h) = 3, 3, 5, 2, 4, 5,
then Fs(h) = 3, 5, 2, 4. Finding Fs(h) for every path in our
network shows that only 4.8% of 19, 460 paths with at least
one alternative relay path suffer HTL miss(es). The interaction
between underlay and relay substrates causes exactly 56.6%
of the 4.8% relay paths to suffering from high fluctuations
during our measurement period.

During analysis, there were 8, 863 paths whose Fs(h)
sequences demonstrated multi-hop paths (relay was always
better), and suffered no HTL miss. Furthermore, an additional
5, 824 paths whose underlay candidates still included in Fs(h)
also suffered no HTL miss. This indicates about 75.4% of
paths change their HTL within a stable Fs(h) during the
measurement period. By excluding fixed underlay paths, we
found only 949 paths suffered HTL miss(es). Such a number
is quite small compared to the total of 19, 640 paths. Figure 2
details the fraction of paths per each HTL miss.

Figure 2. The Overall HTL Miss.

The probing Ping bulks were used in our measurements
to create congestion and consequently to stimulate routing
changes. However, despite a 2% packet loss on some paths,
2% of such paths of the total underlay paths remained constant
as one-hop. The topological location of their ends might be
a strong reason for such behaviour. Larger HTLs were less
observed, and yet still not common in some relay paths.

V. HTL TRANSITION SEQUENCE

The discussion in Section IV neither investigates the nature
of HTL switching, gradual or random, nor how often HTL
miss(es) occur. Further, there is no strong evidence that gradual
transition indicates path symmetry at the node granularity.
Thus, considering time will help studying relay symmetry.

The new sequence Ts(h) takes time into consideration for
identifying HTL miss(es) that occur between consecutive
measurements. Generally, Ms(h) is a sub-sequence of Ts(h),
and therefore, Ts(h) can be generated by placing all the
missing HTLs. For example, at the HTL granularity: Ms(h) =
1, 3, 1, 2, 4, 1, Ts(h) = 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1. The upper
bar indicates a miss when switching to higher HTL and vice
versa. Note, HTL = 2 and 3 are not misses in Ms(h), but
they are in Ts(h). Using Fs(h), we can catch missing HTL
counts, but not determine neither a probable miss-time nor that
common path fluctuations caused a transition miss.

From Ts(h), if a particular HTL is a frequent transition
miss, such HTL count is not favorable. For a particular HTL,
it can show as a miss in Ts(h) while not in Fs(h). For example,
Ms(h) = 2, 1, 3, 3, 2, the corresponding Fs(h) = 2, 3, 1 and
Ts(h) = 2, 1, 2, 3, 3, 2. Here we consider Ts(h) as miss-free
since the miss chance of HTL = 2 is small, 0.2. However, for
Ms(h) = 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, Fs(h) = 3, 4 and Ts(h) = 4, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3,
and despite the 0.2 small miss likelihood of HTL = 2, we
consider such Ts(h) with a miss since HTL = 2 is not in
Fs(h). For HTL = 2 hops, about 90% of our relay paths
had no miss(es) during path switching. Figure 3 shows a
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) breakdown of the
transition misses for the most common relay HTLs. From such
a result, we can conclude that nature of HTL switching in relay
follows a gradual transition rather than a random one.

Figure 3. HTL Transition Miss Breakdown.

VI. DOMINANT PATH PREVALENCE

Let us define for an underlay path r with a set of m underlay
measurements: U(r) = r1, r2, r2, . . . rm, and another set of
shorter delay relay paths: O(r) = r1, r2, r1, . . . , rm. Let’s
also introduce a dominant set Di(r), where i ∈ [1 → x∗]
as x∗ is the possible number of distinct dominant sets we can
observe out of m measurements for r. Each Di(r) contains
a subset of O(r) of relay paths that appear at a unique
frequency of occurrence ωi(r). For instance D1(r) contains the
prevalent relay paths observed at the highest frequency, ω1(r),
and D2(r) encompasses paths with second highest frequency,
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ω2(r). Generally, the maximum number of dominant sets:
x∗ = arg max

x

∑x
w=1 w ≤ m that represent r will occur if

each path of m has a unique frequency. Further, we define a
source prevalence as a stronger stability measure in addition
to our overall HTL stability discussion in Section III. These
characteristics are manifested in the relay structure of r over
time. Similarly, since the HTL transition sequence discussed in
Section IV can be modeled as a Semi-Markov Process where
by state represents an HTL count, and each relay path, e.g., r1

represents a state within the process. Therefore, according to
[18], we can model the steady-state likelihood by observing a
state ri to be equal to the time spent in that state.

The prevalence is defined by the steady-state likelihood of
the most frequent relay observation of r during the measure-
ment period. Generally, finding the first or second dominant
relay path requires careful and frequent analysis of r at the link
granularity, gk. Similarly, in [11], we examined such character-
istics at each routing granularity of the following: Node, Au-
tonomous System (AS), city, HTL, RTT in order to determine
how stable is a dominant relay path and its prediction accuracy
at each granularity. Throughout our discussion, we abbreviate
each granularity by gn, ga, gc, gh, gd respectively. Using a
higher level granularity for instance gn avoids the analysis
burden at gk for example, and results in quicker estimations for
r. Both gh and gd have not been examined in related research
for estimating routing changes. Furthermore, gh and gd are not
location dependent as are gn, ga and gc. For demonstration
convenience, we analyze the conditional likelihood of ri as
discussed below. For any observed dominant set, we can define
p(Di(r)|r) = ωi(r)

m where i = 1, 2, . . . x∗ as the steady-state
likelihood for any relay path in Di(r) or prevalence. Here, and
again, Di(r) considers all relay paths in O(r) appear with
maximum frequency or ω1. The size of each dominant set
|Di(r)| represents the prevalence redundancy as explained in
Section VII. Figure 4 shows only our cumulative distribution
of prevalence of the first dominant set of all paths in our
study at each granularity. For example, at gn, approximately
51%, on the y-axis was dominated by at least one path with
a prevalence of 75%, on the x-axis. Surprisingly, our result
was very close to [11], in which 49% of underlay paths
had prevalence equal to 80%. This indicates two important
points: (1) That our measurements and results is strong enough
in order to be generalized, and (2) Having a large-scale
measurement allows the capturing of stable view of relay
behavior. Similar to [11], we find 30% of our measurements
are stable or long-lived because they exhibit a prevalence of
one. For gc and ga, our spread in prevalence is also narrow
as expected in [11], because Planetlab is not diverse enough
at such granularities.

In contrast to [18], Figure 4 shows path fluctuations at ga,
and implies changes at gc and vice-verse for both dominant
sets, since prevalence at gc is always strictly below the one
at ga. More strongly, since gn curve is strictly above ga, gc
and gh, with 100% any changes at gn are as well reflected
at any other granularity. This is because the same lack of

diversity within Planetlab makes it rare to find nodes belonging
to different ASes within the same city or vice versa. In general,
having large prevalence medians, 0.75 at gn, and 0.81 at
both gc and ga indicates a wide spread in distribution. The
prevalence at gh is strictly less than either of the remaining
granularities as expected, and so a change in a path at gn, gc
or ga will always be captured by a HTL change. The only
missing fact, however, in order to rely on the HTL count for
estimating path changes, is the the percentage of error when
facing a no change scenario as Section VIII discusses.

Figure 4. Dominant Path Prevalence.

Similarly, each source of s ∈ S = {1, 2, . . . N} is associated
with an overall prevalence that considers every underlay path r
starts from s and in Rs = {r|r : s→ s′ ∀s′ 6= s∧∃D1(r)}.
Therefore, source prevalence is calculated as following:

p(s|Rs) =

∑
r∈Rs

ω1(r)

m|Rs|
(3)

The source prevalence in (3) is an average measure of relay
routing stability for a source node. Higher p(s|Rs) indicates a
stable dominant relay forwarding via s. Both path and source
prevalence are considered as long-term stability characteristics.
The source prevalence gives an overall view of the first
dominant set of a source s concerning all remaining nodes.
The changes near a particular source will affect the prevalence
of that source alone [11]. The far path fluctuations in a network
will affect all sources not only a particular one [11]. The
concept of source prevalence in our study follows that of a
similar study [11]. Since underlay routing is not optimized in
terms of RTT, oftentimes it is usual to observe that paths out
of the same node follow produced disjointed links early on.
However, given that our study is an analysis of the shortest
relay delay paths, such paths were not expected to be disjoint
near their sources, but further into the network. Our analysis
shows that on average nodes have 70% of their paths as
considerably stable. The prevalence of the second dominant
set converges earlier than the first set since being seen as a
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dominant path reduces the chance of a second dominant one
appearing.

Generally, having an underlying path with an extremely
small prevalence, for example, the minimum value in our
study is 0.0625 indicates a short-lived relay path. However,
no relay path showed a minimum below 0.0625 in our study.
Low prevalence generally does not exist in underlay routing as
[11] confirmed. This is because both intra-domain and inter-
domain routing helps to maintain paths with fewer fluctuations.
For relay routing, however, the measurement wide view makes
such a low prevalence impossible.

VII. DOMINANT PATH REDUNDANCY

Following Section VI, and for reliable relay routing, appli-
cations should incorporate a multiplicity of dominant paths,
for example as in the dominant set: |Di(r)| = φDi

(r).
Furthermore an underlay path r with seven relay observations,
such as r1, r1, r2, r2, r2, r1, r3 has only two dominant sets
with φD1(r) = 2 and φD2(r) = 1. In the dominant set Di, we

Dominant Relay Path Redundancy

Dominant Relay Path Type

Figure 5. Redundancy and Type of Relay Paths.

were interested in how many paths in Di were relay paths.
Such a metric πDi(r) indicates how often relay routing is
willing to replace r by better relay paths. For simplicity, we
only used HTL to analyze dominant redundancy and type at
gh. Figure 5 shows categorical histograms of both φDi

(r) and
πDi

(r), respectively. Clearly, for Di(r), φDi
(r) can not be

zero as there is always at least one path in Di. As expected
we observed a linear increase in φDi(r) = 0 for i ∈ [2 → 5]
as dominant sets tend to be empty for smaller path prevalence.
Similarly, φDi

(r) = 1 decreases as path prevalence decreases.
Note, the summation of the four bars at each dominant set
equals one. Figure 5 shows that πDi

(r) follows a similar
pattern to φDi(r) but at different rates. Further, Figure 5 shows
that 60% of examined paths have exactly one relay path in
their D1 while 30% have no alternative other than the underlay
paths in D1.

VIII. DETECTION OF HTL CHANGES

The discussion in Section VI shows at gn, nearly 50% of our
19, 460 examined source-destination paths, are dominated by a
single path with prevalence equal to 0.75. The question now is:
Can HTL be used by relay nodes in relation to routing changes
without any probing overhead? There are many reasons for
such a correlation. Detecting relay changes permits nodes
to update performance metrics, such as RTT and bandwidth.
Therefore, for measurement-based routing, recognizing routing
changes is important for future performance estimations.

Current relay systems do not incorporate the hop-count or
HTL in their relay headers. This information could be as
helpful as the TTL is in the underlay layer. For applications,
it could be more important to know the HTL rather than TTL
as they could adjust HTL according to their QoS demand.
Smaller TTL does not ensure smaller HTL, which means small
processing delays of the relay overhead. Furthermore, for end-
nodes, a few link changes do not indicate a change in the
relay routing as long as such changes still occur between the
same relay nodes. Therefore, an additional HTL field should
be included in the relay header in order for end-nodes to detect
relay changes.

The growth of the Internet might cause routing to exceed the
maximum TTL value, 255. Because of the current existence
of relay paths with HTL beyond 3 hops in our small network
of 140 nodes, we found a widespread distribution in relay link
consumption near 70 links, which exceeds the default TTL of
64 Backes et al. [15] and [16]. Hence, relay routing might
not improve routing performance in the near future. While
forwarding a relay packet via a relay path, the original IP
packet is unmodified except for decreasing the TTL. Therefore,
for long relay paths, an initial TTL might reach zero before
reaching the final destination, and the packet will be dropped.
To solve such an issue for the future relay Internet, relay nodes
can modify the TTL in the original IP header by allowing
nodes to provide a layer-2 update on IP. Via this method relay
nodes can access the original IP header to increment the TTL
count when necessary. A question raised by such a mechanism
is: When should a relay node modify TTL? The relay node
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increments TTL when the HTL count has not reached zero.
There is no need for copying out the original TTL from a
selected packet (uniform model) to the outer (relay) IP header
before checking and decrementing TTL [20].

The proposed HTL mechanism for detecting relay changes
requires including the HTL field in the encapsulated relay
header. As a result, relay nodes can determine if a change has
occurred without extra probing. The remaining of this section
discussed our results for using HTL to detect relay changes.
Table I summarizes all associated False-Positive (FP), False-
Negative (FN), and total errors when relying on relay routing
at gh for predicting actual relay changes. The FN rate can be
reported at every granularity. For instance, when HTL equals
2 hops of two consecutive measurements, corresponding relay
paths can be: r1 := a → b → c and r2 := a → d → c,
although such a change can not be detected at gh granularity.

The HTL does not result in FP at gn since any no-change
in the nodes involved in a relay path will not be reported as
a change by HTL. However, at ga or gc HTL can report a
FP when HTL changes but the relay path is still constant at
those granularities. The FP in our dataset was zero even at ga
and gc since the Planetlab slice was not dense enough at both
granularities.

TABLE I. HTL CHANGE DETECTION

Granularity FN % FP % Error %
gn 41 0.00 15
ga 35 0.00 12
gc 33 0.00 10

IX. HTL-BASED HYBRID UDP-TCP STREAMING

Briefly, this section summarizes our approach to handling
UDP-TCP streaming requests. From Figure 6, the controller
passes the requester ID to a relay path selection, and receives
back all possible stable bandwidth relay paths. The controller
then compares the performance of the selector’s returned sub-
topology in order to choose a relay scheme for the request.

Figure 6. HTL-Based UDP-TCP Request Handling.

A. Bandwidth

Bandwidth is a complex metric measured by tools, such as
the listed [13]. None of these tools are robust and scalable.
The IPerf is still considered a benchmark in many studies. In
our study, IPerf is used to evaluate the UDP bandwidth of all-
pairs using 12 rate-demands. We assigned a UDP stream for
each rate-demand as detailed in Table II. For each desired rate,
all IPerf clients generated the same traffic size for their IPerf
servers. The higher rate-demands were attempts to reduce the
effect of cross-traffic during our measurements by overloading
each examined underlay path with a back-to-back flow of
datagrams. Generally, each rate-demand is bounded by the
client’s network hardware. For ensuring consistency in our
measurements, IPerf used its default datagram size of 1500
Bytes as Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) in order to
treat datagrams as packets. However, few clients with multiple
interfaces vary their average datagram size due to the distinct
hardware of each interface. The average MTU by each node
in our Iperf experiments was 1500 Bytes.

TABLE II. UDP RATE-DEMAND AND TRAFFIC

Rate-Demand [Mbps] Traffic [MBytes]
0.5 0.5
2 4
3 6
5 8
10 10
5 20
5 40
10 80
10 100
10 200
10 400
10 800

For a rate-demand set of link measurements, L, a maxi-
mum transmission rate of an egress-interface of a link l is:
r∗l = arg max

∀i
ril , where i ∈ L. The maximum rate r∗ is

often called link capacity. The link capacity is always the
upper-bound of the available bandwidth bl ≤ r∗l on a link.
Similarly, for path p of P samples, r∗p = arg max min

l∈p
r∗l ,

and consequently, bp ≤ r∗p . Instead of locating a bottleneck
with an unnecessary link overhead, an end-to-end bandwidth
measurement for a path p should focus on the bottleneck
capacity in order to obtain bp. This study uses IPerf to measure
the available bandwidth all-paths conditioned by the given
drop-rate threshold τ .

For many applications, an acceptable packet loss in UDP
streams is %1. We evaluated our bandwidth under different
drop-rates, and examined the change in our measurements as τ
varies. For a path p, we defined bp = arg max

i
{ri|dp <= τ}

where i ∈ P . In our study, the number of samples of each
path, |L| = 12 as detailed in Table II. However, evaluating
bp is based-on IPerf accuracy but is expensive in probing.
We call bp in our results an expensive bandwidth. Figure 7
shows the cumulative gain of the expensive bp as τ varies
for all 147, 62 paths. The increase in bandwidth refers to
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Figure 7. The Expensive Bandwidth Gain.

the difference between the underlay and the relay bp. The
slow CDF convergence indicates more paths gaining more
bandwidth using our the relaying scheme outlined above.
From Figure 7, we noticed that few paths gained higher relay
bandwidths as τ increases. However, the range of [0 → 100]
Mbps seems to be the dominant bandwidth gain.

Figure 8. The Expensive vs. Inexpensive Bandwidth Gain (The Upper for τ ≤ 0, and
Lower for τ ≤ 1).

Finding accurate bandwidth estimations requires more care-
ful probing. However, streaming services like YouTube and
VoIP applications, such as Skype and Viber might not accom-
modate such schemes. This paper provides a less expensive
probing relaying scheme by choosing a smaller set of demand-
rates to evaluate bandwidth. For a Youtube rate-demand, a
centralized controller will receive a request from a client with
a specific demand, and then probe stable HTL relay paths
within the network at the requested demand-rate. This scheme
is less expensive in terms of the probing overhead than the
previous one. In Figure 8, we compared the performance from

Figure 7, in which bandwidth gains were determined for each
rate-demand in Table II with only a single set of measurements
at a user rate-demand of 800 Mbps.

Figure 8 compares the performance of the expensive scheme
in Figure 7, with the inexpensive relay scheme. Our second
scheme focused on finding relay paths that offered bandwidth
gain and were based on a single rate-demand without the need
for the exact bandwidth. However, the expensive scheme used
more demand-rates to obtain more accurate bandwidths for all
paths before exploring relay gains. Figure 8 indicates that as
we reduce our drop-rate demand, or equivalently, increasing
τ , we noticed within [0 → 100] Mbps, as expected the
performance of the inexpensive surpasses its counterpart as
the CDF of the later converses earlier. The inexpensive scheme
considered only the rate-demand, 800 Mbps, or the maximum
possible for a node. However, the actual bandwidth for this
node might be below such a high rate-demand. From Figure 8,
we concluded that using a less-probing overhead, quickly the
inexpensive relay scheme is able to serve UDP-TCP streams at
higher rates without exactly determining the available band-
width for each path. Further, within our examined network,
we found that the bandwidth range [0→ 100] is the common
demand-rate.

B. Hybrid UDP-TCP Success

The use of UDP for streaming instead of TCP is a tradeoff
between speed and the handling of the datagram loss. The
UDP receiver will discard any duplicate datagrams. There
are many studies that analyzed the multi-path [20] [21] or
multi-session [22] and [23] TCP performance. For instance,
the Multi-Path TCP (MP-TCP) detailed in [19] is a protocol
that handles load-balancing and traffic forwarding via multiple
paths. The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
described in the Request for Comments (RFC) 4340 can
serve as a general congestion-control mechanism for UDP
applications to avoid congested links at the IP layer. There
are many possible solutions for unreliable connections like
UDP streams. First, a joint UDP-TCP connection can solve
this issue when the TCP is used as a back-end session for
the dropped UDP datagram, while the major portion of the
stream still uses UDP. The second solution is to use a similar
approach to MP-TCP. A Multi-Path UDP (MP-UDP) allows
a UDP sender to duplicate its stream on multiple paths, and
the receiver then has a better chance of recovering dropped
datagrams. QUIC in [24] duplicates important datagrams but
using a single UDP path.

The later solution might introduce duplicate traffic between
its receiver and sender as with online-games. For physically
compromised client-server connections, we have been trying
to determine the likelihood of obtaining a relay path with a
minimum drop-rate given a particular rate-demand. Through
this path, a UDP client will receive the entire stream without
involving TCP to resend incorrect or lost datagrams. Figure 9
shows a relationship between such a likelihood and the rate-
demand. The increase in the likelihood of occurs as we
raise the rate-demand. This because we find that the current
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underlay routing is prepared to send UDP streams only at low
demand-rates in order to avoid high drop-rates. Therefore, as
the demand-rate increases, packets start to experience more
loss, and consequently, hybrid relay routing is a suitable
solution for such an issue.

Figure 9. The Likelihood of Successful UDP-TCP Streaming.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Recently, the speed, at which emerging technologies de-
mand Internet access is higher than the one of developing
Internet infrastructure. Relay routing is a principal solution
proposed to handle such obstacles at a lower-cost for over a
decade. However, relay routing still lacks studies that perform
relay characteristics exploration for enhancing performance.
This study demonstrates that relay paths are more stable in
terms of HTL, and results show that an HTL-based relay
path selection assists in reducing the search overhead for
better paths as services demand. Furthermore, some services
are short-time lived ones, and looking for better paths in
large networks might be disadvantageous, especially when the
searching time is longer than the service life-time. Hence, our
work examines characteristics, such as the relay HTL count
to assist in predicting minimum and stable relay paths while
minimizing probing overhead. The paper is an attempt for
minimizing the propping overhead in overlay schemes and
detailing many statistical boundaries for the relay forwarding
by analyzing a wide-set of real-time measurements. Our work
recommends that an HTL-based relay path prediction is able
to determine future paths that reduce drop-rates in streaming
services when high transmission-rates are demanded. Further,
such an enhancement occurs while reducing probing overhead
for minimum delay routing demands by using a single set of
measurements. This reduction in probing is a result of the
self-similarity model of Internet data.

The study shows that relay paths with HTL ≤ 4 hops are
dominant, and they either tend to remain at constant HTL
or switch to shorter HTL counts. Their tendency to reduce
the number of hops is uniform, Therefore, the focus should

be on HTL ∈ [2 → 4] hops when designing stable relay
routing. Beyond 4 hops, paths have less stable HTL models.
From 19, 460 relay paths, we found 8, 863 paths whose relay
option is always better than the underlay routing, and remain
within a stable HTL model. An additional 5, 824 paths whose
underlay candidates still included also present a miss-free HTL
model. Meaning, in total about 75.4% of paths switch their
HTLs within stable models during our measurement period.
Thus, by excluding constant underlay paths, only 949 paths
suffered HTL miss(es). We also concluded that 30% of our
measurements are strongly stable or long-lived as they exhibit
a prevalence of one. However, regarding the detection of relay
changes, the HTL metric was able to detect relay changes with
an error of 15%.

For large scale-networks, we find that instead of focusing
on exact bandwidth estimates, our second streaming scheme
shows that it is highly possible to find other relay paths
that can serve a demand-rate quickly. Briefly, we evaluated
the performance of a new hybrid UDP-TCP relaying using
our HTL-managed relay path selection mechanism. More,
precisely, the HTL path modeling was implemented to guide a
less-probing path selection for the hybrid UDP-TCP streaming.
Here, we simply highlighted a preliminary performance analy-
sis of using the hybrid UDP-TCP streaming carried over layer-
3 data-forwarding relay as a replacement for the current TCP-
based stream services, such as YouTube and VoIP. Currently,
we are expanding our work to design a QUIC counterpart
composed of a hybrid UDP-TCP in order to eliminate the
introduced QUIC overhead at the user-space while maintaining
error-handling, packet security, privacy, and reliability at the
kernel-space via the current TCP protocol.

In summary, our analysis emphasizes that a repetitive prob-
ing burden for 24−hours is unnecessary. Instead, a 24−hours
of a careful measurement set is suitable to capture essential
path characteristics. The validation of this claim has been
justified by presenting that our implemented HTL-based path
estimation predicts stable relay paths for the hybrid UDP-
TCP streaming to overcome the high drop-rates caused by
the individual TCP or UDP streaming.
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Abstract—Big data security and privacy have been the main
concern because many organizations have started to depend on
big data for their operations. Big data refers to a large amount
of structure and unstructured data that has been defined
differently, but, in general, this term refers to the collection of
data sets, which has special characteristics. Big data security
faces the need to protect sensitive data by using different
technologies and policies. It has been argued that there is no
comprehensive security solution for big data, however, to
achieve this comprehensive solution, parts of big data should
be protected and secured. In addition, Software Defined
Network (SDN) has gained more interest due to its advantages
in improving network management, as well as monitoring with
more programmability and better network resource
utilization. Many researches have been done in this field, but
the trade-off between security and performance has not been
considered, especially considering SDN. In this paper, an
architecture design is proposed for big data security, which
considers security and performance trade-off. The proposed
architecture is based on giving each part of big data the proper
security mechanism to protect them efficiently, which not only
improves the performance, but also saves resources.

Keywords-Big Data; Big data security; Hadoop; Software
Defined Network.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, big data has become increasingly one of
the hot topics in Information Technology (IT) research
society. This importance comes from the various data usages
as well as its analysis and huge size. According to Big Data
statistics, data has increased 300 times to be 40,000 Exabytes
in 2020 and the Big Data market is currently worth $138.9
billion [1]. The uses of big data and its analysis have
attracted information science researchers, decision-makers in
public and private sectors, healthcare systems, and IT
companies. In addition, Software Defined Networking
(SDN) has been recently gaining more interest due to many
features that are offered by SDN, which improves the
network management and resource utilization. According to
Statistics MRC, the "World Software Defined Networking
(SDN) Market accounted for $10.88 billion in 2015 and is
projected to rise to $134.51 billion by 2022 at a CAGR of
43.2% from 2015 to 2022", which is very high [2].

SDN provides many advantages including programmable
network access, large and complex data traffic management,
reduced network hardware capital and operating costs, and
personalized data control, which has inspired companies to
embrace this technology. SDN is a layered network
architecture offering unparalleled programmability,
automation, and network control by the ramification of the
network's control plane and data plane [2]. The network
knowledge and states are logically centralized in the SDN
architecture, and the underlying network infrastructure for
network applications is abstracted. One of the key
advantages of this approach is that it offers a more organized
software framework for the creation of network-wide
abstractions while simplifying the data plane capacity.

Big data refers to any large amount of structured and
unstructured data. There are various explanations of big data
via Vs, which range from 3 to 6 Vs. Typically, 5 Vs used to
characterize the big data including; volume, velocity, variety,
veracity, and value. The volume is the data size; velocity is
the speed of generating and changing the data; variety is the
data in many forms; veracity is accuracy and validity of the
data; and value, which provides output from large data set
[1][3][4]. Big data have many challenges and difficulties due
to their characteristics. It is also important to emphasize that
big data can be used for critical decision-making and
sensitive tasks; as a result, data trustworthiness is a critical
requirement [5]. Data must be protected from unauthorized
access and modifications, accurate, complete, and up-to-date.
Big data security can be seen from three main aspects
including; confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Many
components of big data need to be secure including; the data
itself during storage, transferring, processing, and the value
extracted from these data. Also, other hardware and software
components as well as the cloud providers and big data
platforms. However, a comprehensive security solution is
difficult to achieve in big data.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses big data definitions, characteristics, as well as SDN
related aspects. In Section 3, a literature review of big data
security challenges and solutions will be shown, as well as
SDN-big data related researches. In Section 4, the proposed
architecture will be displayed and described. Section 5,
evaluation and comparative study are discussed and
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compared. Finally, in Section 6, we present the conclusion as
well as the future works.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, two main aspects of our research will be
presented to give an overview of them including big data and
SDN as the following:

A. Big Data

Although the term “Big Data” has become increasingly
common, its meaning is not always clear. Big data has many
definitions and explanations, but in general, this term refers
to the collection of data sets which has special characteristics
including big volume and variety, as a result, it is difficult to
deal with such data by using traditional tools of data
management and processing. According to Gartner IT
glossary [6], the term big data is defined as: High-volume,
high-velocity and/or high-variety information assets that
demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information
processing that enable enhanced insight, decision making,
and process automation. Similarly, Tec America Foundation
[7] defines big data as follows: Big data is a term that
describes large volumes of high velocity, complex and
variable data that require advanced techniques and
technologies to enable the capture, storage, distribution,
management, and analysis of the information. In terms of the
big data characteristics, it often characterizes by three
factors: volume, velocity, and variety refer to them as 3 Vs.
However, many researches claimed that big data could be
characterized by many Vs, usually ranging from 3 to 6 Vs. In
this paper, the 5 Vs will be used to characterize big data, as
shown in Figure 1, include the following:

Figure 1. Big Data 5 V's.

1. Volume: It refers to the data collected and stored in
many distributed systems. It is usually a huge
amount of data, which could exceed Exabyte, which
can be processed to extract valuable knowledge. The

more the data volume increases, the more difficulties
for processing with considering performance.

2. Value: It is the most important feature of big data
that extracting the data value from big data within a
specific amount of time. Sometimes the extracted
value is more important than the data itself and it has
meaning and uses more than using the data before
processing.

3. Veracity: The validity and accuracy of the collected
data have major importance. The quality of Big Data
may be good, bad, or undefined due to data
inconsistency, incompleteness, ambiguities, and
latency. As a result, extracting knowledge or values
cannot be occurred from invalid or inaccurate data or
might lead to false interpretation. Because of that,
collected data need to be checked and any doubt
about gathering data should be removed.

4. Variety: It refers to the variety of the data types;
data could be structured, unstructured, and semi-
structured. It also could be internal or external; the
internal data is gathered from internal resources in
the organization, whereas the external data is
gathered from sources. This variety allows
processors to extract as interesting as varied
information about a specific topic.

5. Velocity: It refers to how fast data is being produced
and changed and the speed with which data must be
received, understood, and processed. Big data does
not only rely on static record but it also uses real-
time streams and without storage. Processing big
data has to be able to generate and extract the results
in a few seconds or few milliseconds. Even a few
seconds is too late for some critical applications.

Despite the importance of big data, this can lead to a
revaluation in organizations and enterprises. The previous
five criteria brought the needs to find tools and mechanisms
for efficiently processing and analyzing the data. In terms of
the big data systems, Hadoop is one of the most popular big
data systems, which used to store and process big data.
Hadoop is an open-source software used for big data,
because of its ability to deal with a very big amount of
distributed data. According to The Apache Software
Foundation [8], Hadoop is defined as: A framework that
allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across
clusters of computers using simple programming models.
Hadoop has many modules including the following [8]:

 Hadoop Common: The common utilities that
support the other Hadoop modules.

 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS): A
distributed file system that provides high-throughput
access to application data. Hadoop uses a block-
structured distributed file system for storing a large
amount of data called the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS). All the individual files in HDFS are
divided into blocks with fixed sizes. A cluster of
machines with storage capacity is used to store these
blocks. The major components of HDFS are
NameNode, DataNode, and BackUpNode.
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 Hadoop YARN: A framework for job scheduling
and cluster resource management.

 Hadoop MapReduce: A YARN-based system for
parallel processing of large data sets.

Big data has many security issues and challenges as well
as privacy concerns, which must be taken into consideration
before building a big data environment. The following are
some of the most important challenges that should be
considered when dealing with big data:

 Access Control
 Communication Security
 Data Integrity
 Computations Security
 Privacy
 Random Distribution
 Cloud Security
 Hadoop Security
 End-Point input validation and filtering
Traditional security solutions are insufficient when

dealing with big data to ensure security and privacy.
Encryption techniques, access permissions, firewalls,
transport layer security can be broken. For these reasons,
advanced techniques and technologies are needed to protect,
monitor, and audit big data in terms of data, applications, and
infrastructures.

B. Software Defined Network (SDN)

SDN has been defined as an emerging network
architecture designed to improve and simplify network
management as well as improve network resource utilization.
SDN can be viewed in three different layers including data
plane, control plane, and application plane. This separation
of network devices from their management enables the
network control to be programmable, independently
developed, and have a flexible design compared to the
traditional network architectures [2]. The following Figure 2
shows the SDN architecture.

Figure 2. SDN Architecture [9].

The first layer of the SDN architecture is a data plane that
includes switches, whether physical and virtual switches, that
are considered as forwarding devices. The switches give a
view of the programmable flow tables that can describe an
operation related to a particular flow for each packet. The
second layer of the SDN architecture is the control plane that
moves the control logic to an external body, called the SDN
controller, which lies within the architecture's control plane.
The controller is a software interface that has a full view of
the network and the ability to make optimal routing
decisions, thereby increasing the visibility of the network.
The network is programmable by application software
programs located in the third layer, named application plane,
that runs at the top of the control plane. This plane has a
series of applications that enforce certain functions of
network control, such as routing, load balancing, fault
tolerance, recovery, etc. By means of a well-defined
programming interface between the switches and the SDN
controller, the separation of the control plane and the data
plane can be understood. The controller controls the
elements of the data plane directly through a well-defined
Application Programming Interface (API), as shown in
Figure 2, the so-called Southbound API.

SDN provides various features for all SDN-enabled
devices, such as centralized and decentralized control of
multiple cross-vendor network components, primarily data
plane platforms with a specific abstraction layer of APIs. It
decreases the difficulty of network configuration and
operation achieved through the automation of high-level
network feature configuration and forwarding behavior [7].
SDN enables fast implementation of new protocols and
network-services leading to the high abstraction of
operations. The SDN infrastructure can be tailored to the
specific user application running on it through a control
plane, which improves the user experience considerably.

SDN, however, has its disadvantages: the added
flexibility and functionality allow additional overhead on the
equipment and, as a result, processing speed and throughput
capacity are forfeited. It does not mean that the overall
efficiency is automatically decreasing; the SDN-enabled
equipment will perform many network services and tasks
performed by the end-nodes of the control layers of the
network systems in a simpler and faster manner.

III. RELATED WORK

Several researches have been done in big data security
and privacy, yet there is no comprehensive security
architecture for big data. Because it is impossible to protect
all big data and its attributes, big data security has been seen
from a different perspective. Many researches and techniques
have been deployed and implemented to improve big data
security. Some related works are presented as the following:

In the research published in [10], an access control
schemes for Hadoop data storage has been proposed based
on concepts from BitTorrent and the secure sharing storage
over the cloud. Their paper has described the Hadoop
architecture as well as the process flows. The security risks
that faced Hadoop have been reviewed and a solution for
securing data stored on Hadoop over cloud systems has been
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proposed. This proposed solution is based on creating and
distributing access token over a web server by encrypting the
meta-data records from the Hadoop client and creating
access token file and encrypting them as well. Finally, the
encrypted access token files are distributed to the cloud
storage providers. This solution has not been implemented or
evaluated in terms of performance and applications for
access control.

A dynamic adaptive access control scheme for Hadoop
platform has been proposed in [11] that platform that adopts
user suspicious status evaluation and user authorization
policy based on labels and attributes. This scheme can realize
the real-time dynamic adjustment of user authority according
to user behavior by designing the trigger mechanism of
authority automatic change, thereby more effectively
protecting user sensitive information and private data in a big
data environment.

A new architecture for securing MapReduce computation
in the cloud has been introduced in [12] aiming to secure the
Tag-MapReduce framework providing high secure
MapReduce computation in the cloud with low overhead. In
this paper data integrity, verification, and privacy have been
focused on. Security challenges have been discussed and
presented for big data processing using MapReduce. Their
architecture based on a hybrid cloud and the MapReduce will
move to the cloud especially the public cloud which makes it
insecure. Their design not only secures the MapReduce but
also considering the overhead as well as avoiding some
vulnerability. A comparison between the architecture with
the previous solutions has been done.

The paper published in [13] has presented a meta-model
for security policies and a comprehensive framework for
access management at the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
level. The proposed framework is being implemented on the
open-source IaaS platform OpenStack, using HDFS and
MySQL for data storage and adopting IBE as the encryption
method. This architecture could be divided into two parts:
the trusted authority domain and the data center domain. The
trusted authority domain includes two components: an
identity & key management engine and a policy engine. The
data center domain stores the encrypted data. This paper did
not include any evaluation or comparative study.

An approach to provide security to unstructured Big Data
has been discussed in [14], that developed to give adequate
security to the unstructured data by considering the types of
the data and their sensitivity levels. They also have shown
that data classification concerning sensitivity levels enhances
the performance of the system.

The paper published in [15] focuses on the issue of
reaching sensitive data by the cloud operators and proposes a
novel approach that can efficiently split the file and
separately store the data in the distributed cloud servers, in
which the data cannot be directly reached by cloud service
operators. The proposed scheme is entitled as Security-
Aware Efficient Distributed Storage (SAEDS) model, which
is mainly supported by the proposed algorithms, named
Secure Efficient Data Distributions (SED2) Algorithm and
Efficient Data Conflation (EDCon) Algorithm. The main

problem solved by their proposed scheme is preventing
cloud providers from directly reaching users' original data.

In addition, the SDN security related to big data that in
the paper published in [16] security challenges in the SDN
network have been addressed. They propose an approach to
predict attacks in the SDN networks by applying machine
learning techniques instead of using the traditional technique
with threshold values, which tend to be problematic due to
dynamic environments of SDN. Their proposed method not
only predicts the presence of attack but also attack type by a
predictive model, which represents the behaviors of the
network, particularly under ARP attack, LLDP Attack, or no
attack.

The research in [17] proposed a big data analysis-based
secure cluster management architecture for the optimized
control plane. A security authentication scheme has been
also proposed for cluster management to ensure the legality
of the data sources. Moreover, ant colony optimization was
used to enable a big data analysis scheme and an
implementation system was proposed to optimize the control
plane. This work is significant in improving the performance
and efficiency of applications running in SDN.

An approach to efficient network design and
characterization using SDN and Hadoop has been proposed
in [18], which shows a method to control characteristics and
provide security to the network, which is helpful in capacity
planning and attack detection and prevention and several
ways.

IV. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

From the literature review, it is not clear how to have a
software architecture design to present a solution for big data
security. Our proposed architecture aims to secure the big
data, taking into consideration the performance of writing to
or reading from big data storing systems. The main two
functions of this architecture are writing and reading. Many
security aspects have been considered in this architecture
including; file policies, fragmentation, and encryption files
by using different techniques. In terms of the performance
aspect, this architecture divided the load into a number of
agents that will improve the performance. In addition, the
data classification will improve the performance by giving
each file the relative storing process with its respective
importance. Finally, this architecture has flexibility because
it can deal with any big data storing system. The following
Figure 3 shows the proposed architecture, including the
following components:

A. Interface Agent

This agent is responsible for displaying the Graphical
User Interface (GUI) on the screen and receiving the user
name and password from the user as well as displaying the
file after retrieving them.

B. Authentication

This agent is responsible for authenticating the user and
make sure only the legitimate user can enter the system. This
agent checks the user name and password and uses a digital
signature to confirm the identity of the user. In addition, a
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one-time authentication code can be used for more
protection. This agent can also utilize existing authentication
techniques, such as OAuth, OTP, etc.

C. Authorization

In this agent, the access rights to files will be controlled.
Access control in particular is the main function of this
agent. This agent displays the available files, which the user
has permissions to access, read, write, etc. It is connected to
policy storage that saves all file policies and user
permissions. To secure this storage, the authorization agent is
connected to the encryption/decryption agent to encrypt the
policy storage by using public/private key cryptography.
RSA algorithm will be used for this purpose. However, due
to heavy computation regarding the encryption, data at rest
will be encrypted and once it is not in used. Data that is
being processed will only be encrypted once the related
processes are terminated. In terms of giving permissions, the
user can update or add permissions to his files by using this
agent. However, in some cases, there is some concern
regarding the access to unwanted parts of the dataset such as
Personal Identifiable Information (PII) through utilizing
process' global permission. In this case, all events must be
logged to a log server for auditing and monitoring any
incident that happened intentionally or unintentionally.

D. Main Agent

The main agent is considered as the main menu, which
gives the user the ability to choose to write, update, or read
files that he has the authority to access. This agent is
connected to the write/update agent and read agent as well as
the authorization agent.

E. Write/Update Agent

This agent is responsible for writing a new file to the
system or updating existing files. It is connected to the meta-
data agent to extract information about the exciting files that
will be updated or to store meta-data after writing new files.

F. Read Agent

This agent is used to read files from the storing system.
This agent is connected to the meta-data, which gives this
agent the ability to reach the files and the needed operations
if necessary. This agent also connected to the
fragmentation/merge agent, which will be used in case of
retrieving fragmented files. It will receive merge files from
the fragmentation/merge agent and send it to the collector
agent. Furthermore, it is connected to the
encryption/decryption agent, which allows the read agent to
retrieve encrypted files and decrypt them by using this agent
and send them to the collector agent.

G. Data Classification Agent

This agent will receive the user's choice of his data and
tag the files with the security classification code, which
differentiate the files by its criticality. In this architecture, the
data has been classified into:

1. Sensitive Data: The data is valuable and need the
highest level of security with a different type of

protection techniques. The strongest algorithms and
standards will be used in this class of data to provide
protection. These data might be related to national
security, military secrets, or industrial secrets.

2. Confidential Data: this class of data has a middle
level of sensitivity, needs security algorithms with
good processing speed, and might use algorithms
less strong than the algorithms used in the sensitive
data. This class of data may include data related to
military equipment, country political and economic
situations, or new changes in the company's future.

3. Public Data: This class of data will be open for
everyone or give access for registered users using id
and password, such as files on the university
websites given to the university students.

By using this classification, an adequate level of security
will be provided and enhance the processing performance of
the system.

H. Fragmentation/Merge Agent

This agent is responsible for fragmenting files into a
random number of fragments with different sizes, for more
protection, in terms of the writing process. In terms of the
reading process, this agent is responsible for merging files
and assembles the file to be complete again. This agent will
be used in case of writing or updating sensitive data files. In
addition, this agent is connected to the meta-data agent to
add or update these files records and keep track of the files'
fragments places. Also, this agent is connected to the
encryption/decryption agent for encrypting these fragments.

I. Encryption/Decryption Agent

This agent will be used to encrypt confidential files as
well as encrypt sensitive data that comes from the
fragmentation agent. This agent is also connected to the
meta-data and authorization agents to protect their storage
and provide security to them. In contrast, the decryption
function will be used to decrypt files and send them to the
read agent as well as decrypting fragments. Finally, after
encrypting the data files, the files will be sent to the storing
systems.

J. Meta-Data Agent

This agent is responsible for storing all meta-data of the
saved files as well as the new files. This agent is connected
to five agents including; write, read, data classification,
fragmentation, and encryption agents. It has meta-data
storage that has been protected by using encryption
algorithms.

K. Collector Agent

This agent will collect files from the storing systems and
apply the reading-related functions to them and at the end
sending the complete file to the interface agent.

V. EVALUATION AND COMPARATIVE STUDY

In this section, the evaluation of the proposed
architecture will be discussed and compared with some
related literature review. In many researches, security issues
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and difficulties have been discussed and many solutions have
been proposed. However, a comprehensive solution for
securing big data is not available yet and considered an
important challenge. In addition, some researches focus on
securing the big data framework, such as Hadoop, without

considering a high-level abstract solution. Furthermore, the
trade-off between big data security and performance has not
been considered in many researches.

Figure 3. The Proposed Architecture
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In the proposed architecture, a high-level solution has
been considered, which gives this architecture the ability to
work with any big data framework. This could allow this
architecture to work with multiple storing systems at the
same time without affecting the architecture design or
functionality. In terms of performance, this architecture
considered the trade-off between security and performance
by classifying the data into categories and gives the proper
protection to each category. This technique not only
improves the performance but it saves the related resources.
In addition, the load has been distributed into several agents
to improve the performance, such as having the collector
agent to take some load from the read agent.

The agent architecture style has been used to benefit from
its advantages as well as its mobility. Dealing with a big
amount of data, which is a big data characteristic, needs a
mobile agent to travel rather than bring all data to the user.
An agent architecture is a dynamic architecture that will be
created during the runtime and has the ability to run on
different software and hardware, which will be needed in a
big data environment.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, an overview of big data and its related
characteristics and security challenges have been presented.
Some related works were revised and discussed. An
architecture design has been proposed for big data security,
which considers security and performance trade-off. The
proposed architecture is based on giving each part of big data
the proper security mechanism to protect it in a more
efficient way. This not only improves the performance, but
also saves resources and gives every part what is really
needed. In addition, some sequence diagrams have been
presented to explain some processes of the proposed
architecture. Finally, a comparative study has been done to
evaluate the proposed architecture.

For future works, the proposed architecture needs some
related works to have a comprehensive security solution for
big data. In addition, some performance measurements are
needed to discover the architecture performance in different
scenarios and to improve any notices regarding the load
distributions or the processing time, especially the
encryption/decryption processes and fragment/merge
processes. Finally, an implementation of this architecture
will be needed as well as including some transportation
security solutions to improve security.
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